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u«t been received at the
imnt.
! ’"int-a-Titre, May :'. l‘J02.
."ek a. m., t<n the 8th inst.,

mud and fire enveloped
nninunits. Not more than
escaped with their lives,
■•is were burned and sunk
.iid, including four American
't-ainar from Quebec named
I'nited States consul and
ted among the victims.
A
onic to haudeloupe for proleave at live tomorrow,
signed Ayme, Consul.
.on.

the principal town of the
n.que, on its western coast,
.:
*ii is about
:;.r>;<»00. it is the
the French West Indies and
of
these
islands. It is
port
quarters by a rivulet over
•’;t* handsome bridges.
It has
<* buildings and schools, a
atre and a botanic garden. Its
defended by several forts.
.Josephine was-born there in
>
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Jacob S. Winslow Dead.
Winslow, senior member
Winslow' & Co., Portland,
largest lleet of sailing vessels
tutic coast, died suddenly of
ts»- May '-'th.
Captain Winslow
Pembroke in 1827, and at the
v

s.

as a common sailor.
years of marine life he
engaged in shipbuilding in
nee that time he had eonstruet100 sailing vessels and con: a controlling interest in nearmaking him one of the larg.-hip ow ners on the Atlantic
•Idition to his connection with
5
s
Winslow & Co. he was a
Portland Steamship Co., the
ship Co., Portland, Mt. l>es•>
Steamship Co., and Harps•at Co.
He was president of
■mil Steamship Co., for many
also was an ong the incorporait land Lloyds Insurance Co.
aie was president of the I’ortKlizabeth Klectric Street Kailtime of his death lie was vice
■. a
director of the Casco Na11c served in the State Legis7
A widow and two daughMitn.
■

to

:ian

sea
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Camp Windermere.
a

Lake, otherwise known as
ill be* the scene of a happy

this summer.
It is the
'.••ral Kowdoin boys to make an
»r young boys whose parents
pa\ for care and instruction
i-door life in the woods and on
'1 he camp is called Winderdirector is Howard A. Koss,
now the physical director of
••■ter Academy, assisted
by the
wdoin boys: Charles K. Kolfe
1 Mi
y; William F. Coan, ’04, of
George C. l’urington, Jr., ’04,
-ton.
The camp is beautifully
lie* eastern shore of the lake on
>ula of about 35 acres of land.
Heavy growth of woods covering
alf of the ground, while the
has been cleared and contains a
Hid, tennis court and golf links.
wi

■

1

:

heath of Ex-Gov. Marble.
7:

S‘*bastian S. Marble died at 7.30
bith, at the home of his daughP. Haskell, in Waldoboro. He
us old.
lie was President of the
in 1887, and upon the death of
V
'/de
1 'eii,
j>ec is of that year, became
>
"’yp‘i'nor, in which position he
the election of Gov. Burleigh
"e was a lawyer/ but had not
I ,,
I"r many year*.
wife died
»'■-!,/'/: ago, since which His
time he has
^unje in "a^oboro with his
1

*,

UnJjl

filter

ance of friends and neighbors, and also
many from the church at South Montville,
of which deceased was a member. The
floral tributes were numerous and beautiful. The pastor, the Rev. F.. II. Dinslow,
and his devoted friend, the Rev. E. Judson
Hatch, officiated. The text was from 2d Timothy 7th verse, “I have fought the good fight,
I have finished my course, I have kept the
faith.” The choir from his church sang his
favorite hymns.
The bearers were his
life-long friends a id brothers in the church.
The interment was in the family lot in
cemetery at Liberty. Capt. Bradstreet was
born in Liberty in 181b. He was a descendant of the Puritans, a lineal descendant of
Colonial Governor Simon Bradstreet. His
grandfather, John Branastreet, who was an
officer in Revolutionary War, married Elizabeth Hale, a daughter of Judge Hale of
Row ley, Mass., and came to the Province of
of Maine and was one of the first settlers
of Waldo county. His father, Aaron Hale
Bradstreet, married Abby Dunton of Boothbay, and was one of three first settlers of
Liberty. Capt. Bradstreet, when a mere
lad, travelled on foot through what then
was the wilderness, from Liberty to Eastport, and went aboard a foreign bound vessel as cabin boy, returning eight years
lateral the age of twenti-foir, an experienced navigator and master of his ship.
11c had been around the world, and had
dined on four continents, lie married Mary
Southard, daughter of Rev. Timothy Burton, formerly of Bootlibay. They had nine
children, two sons and seven daughters, of
whom one son and four daughters survive
him: Byron Bradstreet, Waltham, Mass.;
Mrs. ('. M. Harte. Dorchester, Mass.; Mrs.
1 M. Clark, Cambridge, Mass., Miss M. A.
Bradstreet. Liberty, and Mrs. Josephine B.
Stilphen, Dresden*, Me. Capt. Bradstreet
married a second time, Mrs. Abby Stick ney
of Washington, who .survives him. Capt.
Bradstreet was in early life an enthusiastic temperance speaker and political worker,
a personal friend of Hannibal Hamlin and
Seth L. Milliken ; lie was a Whig and Republican until his death. He was sent as
delegate to State conventions until within a
few years of his death. The last thirty
years of his life was devoted to church
work.

Mrs. Lucinda E. Sherman died at her
home on High street Saturday morning,
May loth, after an illness which had confined her to her room the greater part of the
time for the past ten years. She bore her
sufferings with great fortitude, and she
passed away peacefully like one falling into
a quiet sleep.
Mrs. Sherman was born in !
Knox, a daughter of Thebe and the late
Thomas A. Sawyer. She married Elisha j
Sherman, and they lived in Waterville a
few years, but moved in 1881 to Belfast,
where tliej have since resided. They had
no children.
She leaves to mourn their loss
her husband, her aged mother, one sister,
Mrs. Flora M. Dodge of Belfast, and one
brother, Fred Sawyer of Bath. Funeral
services were held at her late home yesterda\. Wednesday, forenoon, Rev. E. S. Philbrook officiating. The interment was in
:
Knox. The Hoial offerings were very beautiful and included a pillow from the sister,
Mrs. Dodge; crescent from the husband;
basket from the mother; bouquet of roses
from Miss (trace Dodge; basket from Mr
and Mrs. F. W Fote ; bouquets of pinks from
Mrs. W L. West, Miss Kate Tillsbury, Mrs.
|
Abbie Tillsbury. Mr. and Mrs. M. R.
and Mrs. John D. Fraser,
Mrs. Lizzie Hart, Mrs. M. K. 1 laugh, Mr.
and Mrs. A. (
Tuttle; Faster lilies from
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Whitcomb: bouquet of
pink ru>es from Mrs. A. K. Faliy; double
bouquet from T. E. Benner, W. II. and W.
J. Clifford, A s. Thayer. N. W. Delano, (
E. Davis, E. M. Hall; tulips and pansies,
Mrs. K. H. Moody. The bearers were A. S.
Fahy, M. R. Knowlton, (.'. W. Lancaster
and F. 11. Mathews.

Knowlton,

Mr.

I

Mrs. Elizabeth H. Bradbury passed away
Mrs. Addie Elizabeth Kilgore, wife of
Monday, May 5th, at the home of her John M. Kilgore, died at 9 o'clock this
at her apartments in the Aurora.
daughter, Mrs. Henry|M. Ripley, in Worces- morning,
Mrs. Kilgore was the daughter of Mr. and
ter, Mass., aged 88 years, she was born in Mrs. Daniel Libby of Boston.
After their
Searsmont.
Her maiden name was McFar- marriage, Mr. arid Mrs. Kilgore lived in
land ami she was the widow of Henry W. Lowell, coming from there to Worcester in
1X99.
Besides Mrs. Kilgore’s husband,
Bradbury. A few years after their marriage three sons survive her, Frank L. Kilgore
of
lived
in
Mr.
B.
was
but
they
Ohio,
injured Bangor. Maine: Fred L. Kilgore of Lowell,
in a railroad accident in Cincinnati, and | and J. Perley Kilgore of Worcester,all of
whom were with her when she passed
they returned to Searsmont, where he en- j
away. The cause of Mrs. Kilgore’s death
gaged in trade. He died in September, was abscess on the brain. Her illness was
1879.
Mrs. Bradbury had been in feeble brief, lasting only from Friday at noon.
An operation was performed Friday night
health for several years, but death came un- i
and another Monday morning. She did not
from
an
attack
of
expectedly
angina pec- survive the second. Mrs. Kilgore was 57
toris.
Prayers were offered at her late 1 years old at the time of her death. The
home in Worcester and the body was taken j services will be Thursday afternoon at 3
o'clock, at the Aurora.
Rev. Dr. Ray
to Searsmont for burial in the family lot in (Been of Lowell
will officiate.
The burial
Oak drove Cemetery. The funeral occur- will be private.—Worcester, Mass., Gazette
red at the home of the McFarland sisters May nth.
Thursday afternoon, May nth, Rev. W. K.
Hon. John S. Case, who died Saturday in
Berkeley officiating. By request the choir
Rockland, had been for a half a century one
Mrs.
sang
Bradbury's favorite hymn, of the leading men of that
city. He was a
“A.-leep in .lesus." The floral tributes were member »>f Rockland's lirst city government
many and very beautiful. Mrs. Bradbury in 1X54, and late! was mayor for four years,
lie served in the Legislature, was a deleleaves a daughter, Mrs. Ada M. Ripley of
gate to the Republican National Convention
and
one
brother
and
lour
sisters which nominated Blaine, and held mau>
Worcester,
survive lier: Sanborn McFarland of Rico, | positions of trust in his city, where he was
< olo..
Mr.-. Sarah A Farrar and Mi-.-es prominent in business and banking circles.
Mr. Case was born in lK‘_':>on a farm in Bel1 *nnitF., Mary and Susan McFarland of i grade. w hich was long since
abandoned,and
seal smont.
attended school but six weeks in his life.
His success was due to bis native worth,
lam •.- M. Neal, one of the leading citizens his sterling integrity and his tireless inBelmont, died at his home in that town
Ian. 8th at the age of s7 years,
lie was
horn in Belmont, in the part since set off to I
.Morrill, and moved into the present limits
of Belmont 11 years ago.
IK* married Harriet Pitcher of Belfast, who survives him
Of their family of eight but two remain
Elvira, wife of George Mears of Belmont,
and A. J. Neal of Lewiston.
He was
the last of his father's family of eleven.
Mr. Neal was a sturdy, industrious, holiest
man, very genial and hospitable, and had a
large circle of friends. He took great interest in politics and served many years on
the Republican town committeeof Belmont.
IK* had held a number of town offices, including that of first selectman. Rev. II. E
Holt officiated at the funeral, and the interment was in the family lot in Morrill.

Miss Abbie E. Morey died suddenly in
her room at No. 8 Commercial street yesterday morning. Her landlady went to her
room
with her breakfast and found her
lying quietly on the bed, but breathing
very lightly if at all. A physician was called, but life was extinct before he arrived.
Miss Morey was born in Morrill, and her
home was in that town the greater part of
her life. She has lived in Belfast a few
years and had a large circle of friends here.
She was a member of the Baptist church
and lived a life of devotion to Christian
duty. She leaves two brothers, Albert G.
and David Morey, both of Belfast. Funeral
services will be held Friday and the interment will be in Morrill.
Mrs. Kuth Patterson died at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Mary E. Mellen, on
Pearl street May nth, at the age of 84 years,
3 months and 6 days.
She was horn at

Cape Rozier, Brooksville, and her maiden
was Blake.
She was the wife of
Freeman Patterson, who was murdered in
Camden about forty years ago, by his

name

brother-in-law, Blake. Sineeher husband’s
death Mrs. Patterson has lived in Belfast.
She leaves two sons George W. and Daniel
E. Patterson of Gloucester, Mass., and one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Mellen of Belfast.
The funeral was held Sunday afternoon,
Rev. A. A. Smith officiating.

Mrs. Mary R. Cox died in the State Hospital, Tewksbury, Mass., Friday, May 9th,
at

the age of 78 years and 5 months. She
a native of
Boston, and her maiden

was

was Gray.
She was the widow of
George Cox, who from 1889 to the time of

name

his death in 1880 was a barber in Belfast.
They had no children, but adopted one
child, Miss Theresa A. Davis, now Mrs.

Kittredge of Lowell.

Mr. Cox was a soldier in the Rebellion and Mrs. Cox was a
pensioner. Funeral services were held in
Boston and the interment was in the family
lot in Grove Cemetery, Belfast.
The funeral services of Capt. Charles
Bradstreet of Liberty were held at his
home, April 21st. There was a large attend-
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not

(if they can help it) ever give Will
nr anybody else a chance to make
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j
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rubbish.
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Transfers in
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Real

“worthless”

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the .week ending May 14, 1902:
F. G. Perkins, Bucksport, to Bangor & Bar
Harbor Steamship Co.; land in Stockton
Springs. Arthur W. Leonard, Morrill, to
Frank C. Currier, do.; land in Morrill.
Mary A. Davis, Searsmont, to Alanson C.
Bryant et al.,-; laud and buildings in
Searsmont, Horace C. Marden, Howard,
R. I., to Ephriam H. Littlefield, Swanville;
land in Swanville. Geo. E. Nash, Camden,
to James J. Clement, Montville; land and
buildings in Montville. J. J. Clement to
Frank A. Cushman, Montville; land and
buildings in Montville. Roxy A. Gerry,
Troy, to Laforest E. Prentiss,' do.; land in
Troy. Laura A. Brown et al., Monroe, to
Mark Ward, Searsport; land and buildings
in Frankfoit. Herbert M. Earle, Unity, to
N. C. Knight, do.; land and buildings in
Unity. Lucy E. Pay son, Lincoln ville, to
Holman McKusick, do.; land and buildings
in Lincolnville. Flora A. Heath, Hardwick,
Mass., to Willard Whittaker, Liberty; land
in Liberty.
were

Waldo

The regular quarterly session of Waldo
District Lodge was held with Geo. E. Brackett lodge, No. 17, at Jackson, Saturday,
May loth. The attendance from the district,
owing to the severe weather, was much
smaller than usual.
The local lodge, however, rallied in numbers sufficient to fill to
overflowing the commodious hall, a fine twostory building, built and owned by the

The session

was

NUMBER 20.

County Teachers’ Meeting.

PERSONAL.

The spring meeting of the Waldo CountyTeachers’ Association, which was held in
Searsmont Friday and Saturday, May Otli
and 10th, did not attract so much attention
as would have been accorded a horse trot
or a prize light; but it was, none the less, a
pleasant and profitable session.
The Belfast delegation did not start on
time because those having the matter in
charge could not decide whether to go on
buckboards or in a school team. Finally
the question was settled by pulling the petals from a dandelion blossom and saying
“buck board, school team, buck board, school
team," after the fashion of the small boy
when he uses the formula “rich man, poor
man, beggar man, thief.” “School team”
won, sixteen people including the driver
climbed up behind two horses and we were
off. The reader will notice that the ratio
was not lii to 1, but it came within one of it,
and neither the passengers nor the horses
cared for a closer approximation.
When the writer entered the hall where
the meeting was held State Supt. Stetson
was replying to the address of
welcome
which had been delivered by Supt. Adams
of Searsmont.
Mr. Stetson made some
affecting remarks relative to “the late
members from Belfast.” Some routine matters of business were then attended to and
tlie meeting adjourned to eat.
There was
nut one trouble with the dinner.
More
food had been provided than could possibly
be annihilated by the attacking party.
There were seven different styles of brown
bread of various shades, baked beans, nineteen kinds of pie and uncounted varieties
of cake, not to mention all the “tixius.”
Pretty girls served coffee and tea from a
bottomless tank, and after a tierce onslaught
the diners were forced to retire vanquished
yet satisfied.

lodge, in which the meetings were held, and
where the visiting delegates who braved
the ride over the hills in the cutting north
wind with the mercury at freezing point
found warm hearts and a royal welcome
awaiting them. The scribe is under special
obligations to Bro. Daniel II. Kimball and
his good horse “Terror” for a safe and
quick trip from the station, five miles away.
called to order at 11 A.

M., Past Dist, Templar K. L. Bartlett presiding. The officers present were: P. D.
Templar, Ernest L. Bartlett; Counselor,
Fred 11 Brown; Sec’y, E. L. Brackett;
Treas., Emily Brown; i hap., Ilev. F. W.
Barker; Guard, Amy Lancaster. The following w ere appointed: Dist. Vice Templar,
Geneva Jewett; Past District Templar,
M. J. Dow:
Mar., Ernest Stimpson;
Dep., Mar., Ruth Wright; Committee on
Resolutions, Rev. F. W. Barker, M. J. Dow,
1'. II. Brown ; Committee on Location, Alfie
Godding, Geneva Jewett, E. L. Brackett.
The forenoon was occupied in routine business, conferring the degree, reports of officers, etc.

During the

noon
dinner was
recess
in the pretty new church which
stands close by the side of the hall, and not
only in situation are the two united but
harmony is characteristic of all their work.
The tables were laden with the good things
that are never lacking at the hands of the
sisters of Lodge No. 17, and we are sure
that the hunger of all was appeased.
At the opening of the afternoon session,
the reports of the various committees were

served

in

tne

J. G. Paul went to Boston Monday
business.

PERSONAL.
Fred C. Morrill of South Portland was in
Belfast Tuesday on business.

on

Mr. and Mrs. C. IF. llowes and daughter
arrived home yesterday from a visit in Boston.

Mrs. John Jones left last Thursday for
Rockland and Warren.
Mrs. Abbie B, Cox arrived home last
week from a visit in Boston.

Miss InezMowe of Lowell, Mass., was in
Belfast and Northport yesterday on busi-

Mrs. Geo. A. Gilchrest went to Rockland
last Thursday to visit friends.

ness.

Miss Grace Chadwick went to Rockland
last Thursday for a short visit.

yesterday to visit her mother, Mrs. Rose C.

Miss Helen Sheldon arrived from Boston
Sheldon.

Miss Laura Wadlin of Rockland was in
Belfast last week visiting friends.
Herbert

A.

Clarence E. Billings of Boston is the
guest of his aunt, Mrs. Abbie B. Cox, while

Greer returned to Avon,
a visit in Bel-

in Belfast.

Mrs. Horace P. Barker of Centre Montville is spending the week with friends in

shorthand.

Mass., last Thursday from

Miss Clara B. Woodbury went to Boston
Monday to enter Miss Pierce’s school of

fast.

Dr.

this city.

treated to

The latter resolution called out an earnest
discussion as to ways and means, resulting
in the appointment of a special committee
consisting of Past Dist. Templar Ernest L.

Hon. L. M. Staples is to deliver the Memorial day address before the G. A. R. Post
of Washington.

P.

Bean

arrived from

Boston

Abbie B. Cox.
II. L. Woodcock arrived home yesterday
from a sojourn at Nassau, X. P., and later
at Old Point Comfort, Ya.

W. W. Carter arrived home last Friday
morning from Boston. He lias been steward
of seh. Viola

Mrs. Fannie Sylvester and Miss Arvilla
Sylvester went the Boston Tuesday for a

Reppard.

Mrs. Maurice Wood arrived from LawMass., last week to visit her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Sheldon.

visit of two weeks

rence,

or

more.

Alderman Perkins and W. II. Bray will
visit Brewer the coming week to investigate
the workings of that city’s lire alarm system.

Mr. Olive II. Cooper went to Cambridge,
Mass., last Thursday to visit her cousin
Rev. G. W. Bicknell, I). 1)

Mrs. George Xowell, who is to pa>^ the
months at Islesboro, leave> for
Kurope on the tenth (lay of September.Boston Budget.

summer

Mr. and Mrs. Henry I. Woods of Orono
were in Belfast last week to attend the funeral of Mrs. William M. Woods.

X. F. Patterson left Monday for Boston
and Reading to visit the Roberts Brothers
and study the latest ideas in yachts and

Mr. and Mrs. C. II. Evansof Lynn, Mass.,
returned home Saturday from a visit of two
weeks to Mrs. E.'s sister, Miss Ella Hayes.

yachting.

Forrest Goodwin, Esq., of Skowhegan,
who once upon a time played ball in Belfast, is the coming Senator from Somerset

Mrs. Celia A. Prentiss of Boston, and
Mrs. M. G. Prentiss of Brewer spent a few
days the past week ith II. M. Prentiss on
Court street.

afternoon

an

ing. Then followed: School Improvement
League of Maine, Payson Smith, Kumford
Falls; Advantages and Disadvantages of
the Graded System, Thomas Hunt, Camden ;
Preservation of Our Wild Birds, A. L.
Lane, Waterville.
Friday evening—Profit and Pleasure of
Nature Study, A. L. Lane; School Improvenient, Payson Smith: The Future of Maine,
Supt. Stetson.
Saturday morning—Botany in Ungraded
Schools, D. K. Carey, Montvilie. This subject was also discussed by A. L. Lane.
The following resolution." were passed:
Whereas, the present session of the Waldo

W. B. Ferguson of Xatick, Mass., is to
spend the summer in Dixmont, but will
visit Belfast and Xorthport Campground
frequently during the season.
Geo. T. Read returned from

Ralph C. Johnson of Washington, D. C.,
in Belfast a few days last week on
business. He will start for Europe about
June 1st with his family to spend the sum-

avenue.

was

W. W. Stetson, state Superintendent of
Schools, Rev. Pay son Smith of Rumford
Falls and Rev. A. L. Luce of Waterville
were at the Revere House last Thursday
They were on their way to Searsmont to
attend the teacher’s institute.

mer.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ripley of Worcester,
Mass., were in Belfast and Searsmont the
past week. They accompanied the remains
of Mrs. R.’s mother, Mrs. Elizabeth II.

I learn that Miss Helen M. I Mint- »n of
Belfast, Me., a graduate of the New Lowland Conservatory ,>f Music, class of 1 ‘»1.
has accepted the position of instructor of
the pianoforte in the department of music at
Munroe College, Forsyth. Georgia. Miss
I Hinton will assume her new duties in September.—Boston .Journal.

Bradbury.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Chenery are expected to arrive here May 20th to remain for the

j
|

season.

made on
mansion.

Gloucester

by Tuesday morning’s boat, accompanied
by his sister, Mrs. Lowe, who spends her
summers
at the Read farm, Xorthport

School of Finance.

It was an impressive object lesson
showing the advantages of the modern
methods of teaching over those in vogue
when the present generation of parents
were in school.
Pupils now learn by inductive reasoning rather than by memoriz-

duties.

1

C.

yesterday fora visit with his sister, Mrs.

tne Association was county.
exposition of methods of teachFrank 1. Wilson is in Belfast getting
ing primary reading and numbers, illustrat- ready to move his family to Orange,
Mass.,
Resolutions were unanimously ed by class exercises, Mrs. Maude Follett
given.
where he is editor of the Orange Enterprise
passed thanking the local lodge and citizens and Miss Alberta Wadsworth, teachers.
and Journal.
of Jackson for hospitality and entertainThe exercises were the practical work as
Harold T. Sibley arrived home Saturday
ment, and favoring more aggressive work done in the Belfast schools and the lessons
from Dartmouth college, where he has comin the line of organizing and carrying out
the same as they would have been had
pleted a post-graduate course in the Tuck
the principles of the order in other ways. the
pupils attended to their regular school

Bartlett, Dist. Chap. Rev. F. W. Barker,
Dist. Sec. Elizabeth L. Brackett, to devise
plans. This committee will be augmented
by a representative from each lodge in the
district and will hold a meeting for conference at some central point at an early
date.
The committee ou location reported in
favor of a public picnic session in August,
the exact date and place to be decided by
the District <'ouncil.
The District Lodge was closed in form at
--30 r. m., and the doors were opened to the
public, w hen the follow ing program, interspersed w ith music by the Jackson Cornet
Band, w as given: Address of welcome,
dustry.
Emily Brown : response, Mareellus J. Dow ;
singing, lodge choir; recitation, Miss Pickard; duet, Rev. F. \Y. Barker, Muriel
A Skoda Supper.
Barker; dialogue, Mary ami the Swallow,
The Journal has mentioned from time to Misses Pearl Chase and Hattie Stevens;
Time Jie various trades made indisposing recitation,
Henry Small; recitation, in
oi the property, of the Skoda Discovery Co., character, Emily Brown; recitation, Mrs.
and \\ A. Mason celebrated his share in Laura Chase.
The session as a whole was unusually
the transactions by giving a supper at the
Revere House Saturday evening to those pleasant, interesting and profitable and the
most (iii'octly interested.
The supper was good bys were said with reluctance. Geo.
gotten up and served in Landlord Jones’ E. Brackett lodge, containing as it does a
be>t stylo.
The menu was printed on large number of the representative men
white paper and pasted on one side of a and women of the town, has during the
Skoda DAcovery bottle, and was as follows: twenty-seven years of its existence, exerted
a telling and
m i- x r.
far-reaching influence. It is a
wholesome example of what opposition in a
Blue Points on Deep shell
Mock Turtle
good cause may sometimes achieve.
Iced Cucumbers
Dressed Lettuce
Queen (Hives
Memorial Services in Brooks.
boiled < »x Tongue
Sugar Cured Ham and Jelly
Young Native Turkey
The observance of Memorial day lias beEnglish Dressing, Apple butter
come an established custom and it is intendBelgian Hare Pie
Lobster Salad, Mayonnaise Dressing
ed this year to make the exercises more iniboiled and Mashed Potatoes
than ever before. The committee
Bermuda Onions a la Cream pressive
in charge have secured the services of lion.
New Peas
New beets
Worcestershire Sauce
Tomoto Ketchup Warren C. I’hilbrook of Waterville, one of
Mixed Pickles
Heinz Halford Sauce
the most eloquent speakers in Maine, to deVanilla Ice Cream, Angel Cake
Apple Pie
Mince Pie liver the oration. The Brooks band will be
Lemon Meringue Pie
in attendance during the day, and the difMixed Nuts
Oranges ferent societies and the schools are invited
bananas
Raisins
Apples
to participate, and will doubtless do so.
It
Saitine Crackers
Tea
Highland Spring Water
Coffee is desired that so far as possible all citizens
On the opposite side of the bottle were of the town wih join in the exercises and
verses expressing the feelings of Mr. Mason
act as escort to the veterans of the Grand
in regard to the deal, as follows:
Army in the ceremonies of decorating the
Here’s to Black and Gentner,
graves of the dead.
The men who made the deal
Nothing in the shape of games or sports
And sold to me some “worthless” stuff,
will be indulged in. The day will be deI
That must take or squeal.
voted to the memory of the br.ive men who
Said Charles to Len
left friends, homes and dear ones to risk
“We’ll sell this lot to Will,
their lives in defense of the union.
And when he cleans the cellar out,
By asHe'll have to foot the bill.”
sociation it has also become a day in which
we especially remember our other dear ones
I bought the pile for fifty cents.
Which seemed quite cheap t" me,
who, though silently sleeping in the church
But was advised by many friends
yard, are with us in spirit still. And we
To dump it in the .sea.”
place upon their graves the tioral wreath in
I've sold the lot, have got my cash,
token of the undying love with which their
The check was good and true,
So have prepared this little feast,
memory is cherisl ed. It is specially desired
Which I will eat with you.
that our citizens shall generally observe the
And while you eat 1 wish you’d think
day, and take part in the various features
of the program, which will he presented
Up yet another trade,
Of other cellars I may clean
later. All citizens who will form part of
And pocket what is made.
the procession arc requested to meet at the
\\ bile all present enjoyed to the utmost
church at 11-15 o’clock sharp.
the supper, and all connected therewith, it
was the unanimous verdict that
Belfast Weather Report.
they will

of

Mrs. Sarah .lane Cowell died at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Mary Carter, in
Providence, R. I., May 5th, at the age of 85
years. She was born in Camden, a daughter of the late ( apt. Ezra and Jane (BramHer first husband, Mr. Abtia.ll) llall.
bott, left one son, Eugene, who lives in
Aroostook county.
Her second marriage
was to Martin Gowell, by whom she leaves
one son, Walter, and the daughter, Mrs.
Carter. The son is in Cuba, engaged in
the poultry business in company with her
brother, Capt. Albert Hall, formerly of Belfast, Her brothers, David and Ezra, live
in the West. The remains were brought to
Belfast last Thursday for interment in
Grove Cemetery.

i Waldo District Lodge of
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Many improvements have been
their tine residence, the Crosby

The Base

Ball

Minstrels.

Newell Murch, a Rockland boy, and a son
A minstrel entertainment b\ locai talent
! of the late Ex-Congressman II. Murch, is
! for the benefit of the base ball team \\ tnow
holding a position of considerable
!
.11 Belfast Opera House last
trust in the emergency department of the i given
; Wednesday, and i> to be repeated tonight.
Roston Elevated Transit Co.
Count: Teachers' Association lias been one
The advance sale of tickets for tin* mst
Thoma> E. Shea, known the country over i
of especial interest:
Resolved, That the association tenders its as an able and versatile actor, has just ! night was large and the receipts of tlie two
thanks to the citizen" of .^earsmont for the cloM-d ;i M:eco>ssful season in New York and evenings bid fair to gi\.- a decided imp'-in>
cordial manner in which they have enter- advises a friend here that he intends to ! to the base ball interest. F-*I low i ng a: t lie
tained us ; to Mr. Payson .Smith of Kumford opin 1:’> pretty summer home at Northport
participants: Interlocutor. F. G. >p:m «•>
Falls, Mr. Thomas Hunt of < amden and the 25th of this month. Rockland Star.
(
II.
W. ,J. ( liHold, B. I.. 1m-.
Prof. A. L. Lane of Waterville for their
bones,
I he latest advices from New York con- 1
able and instructive talks, on Sc..owi ImW. .1. !la tier. W
Maxlield;
tambourines,
provement League of Maine, the Advan- corning Mr. T. (Jeorg. Dodworth are en- B.
Whitehead,.!. F Sylvester; *!n'.uv M
tage ami Disadvantages of the Grad'd Sy s
couraging. He was still in the hospital, I
II. Atherton, .1. <
Glonient. •!. Fos>, F.
tem and the 1’ioser vat ion of (>ur Wild Birds ;
but would soon be removed to his home, and
to State Supt. stetson for the able manner
Hart. S. H. land. K. Gilc-hrest, C. G. I>n-ke\,
later
to
come
to
his
with
expects
Northport
j in which he conducted the question box and
W. I). S \ lv.*ster, I’. .!. Boor, .1. L. Pattm --u.
for his pleasing and efficient suggestions to family.
\
F. Hammons, B. 1. Ilamnmus 1.
the teachers; and to the speakers of the
Capt. Havies of the schooner Rendleton Hammons, II. Brown, b. A. Colcwid.
evening for their helpful and inspiring
Sisters, which arrived at Norfolk a few
words.
Following is the program
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions days ago from Rock port with a cargo of ice
1’a in- o \ :
be spread upon our records and sent to The
was
chloroformed and robbed by river ()verture,
(M’che.-tra
Republican .Journal, Bangor Daily News,
Bangor Commercial and the Lewiston Jour- thieves at' Norfolk Wednesday night. May Opening chorus,
Company
1
been
a
nal for publicati. it.
must have
dreaming,
7th. IIis loss aggregated about $75
|
\\. K. t\ i>iteheau
Mrs. C. M. Aykr, Liberty.
Miss Ellen T.emly, daughter of Judge While the Convent Bells were ringing.
(
M. IIo\vi;>, Liberty.
Advocate Lemly, of the navy, her mother
G Dickey
Harry A. Brown, Liberty.
a niece cf the late Representative Milliken
I just can't help from loving that man.
Officers for the ensuing year were of
Maine, was painfully hurt while at play
W. .b (
! elected as follows: President, II. C. Buz- in Washington, I). C., last week. One of My old Penobscot Home was down in .Malm*.,
her mates struck her in the eye with a rock
I zell, Monroe; secretary, Grace A. Lord
M. !!. Atherton
severely as to threaten destruction of \\ hen the cold cold wind begins to blow
! Belfast: treasurer, Grace K. Walton, Bel- so
vision. There are hopes that the sight of
B. L. Davis
fast; executive committee, Chas. Howes, eye will be saved and that her face will not When two hearts are one,
.!. Foss
be
11.
K.
Kllis,
You couldn't hardly notie*- it at all.
disfigured.
| Liberty, Mrs. Davis, Searsport,
W.
.1.
I
lav tier
Belfast.
The Senate May 9th confirmed the nomi<
Finale, .The military man)
..mpany
The next meeting will be held in Unity nation of W. O. Fuller, Jr., as
pastmaster
OLIO.
Oct. ffd and 4th.
at Rockland, and now the would-be funny
Banjo, Mandolin, Guitar Club. Me.->rv
men of the press will no doubt style him a
Follett, Patterson, Poor, Clement, Gardner
Secret Societies.
man of
letters.
His official career will and Lord.
Drill, The man behind tin* gun
What HapThe regular meeting of Phoenix Lodge, F ! afford a new chapter in
"A littl** nonsense now and tlu-n is re 1 i-1 .i by
ami A. M., will be held next Monday even- pened to Wiggles worth,” and all his news- tin* best of men."
( larence K. Billings in original song ami
paper freinds agree that the appointment
ing.
monologue,“The experiences* 1 Spall and l.
Lunch car quartette, Frankfort song.-..
The meetings of the various secret soci- happened just right.
Comedy sketch; scene, odice of Twit
eties now open at 7.30 o’clock, instead of 7
Castine’s summer residents are arriving. rain Hotel;
time, now and then.
as in the winter season.
Edwin C. Morey of Boston came May Ttli
Mr. Billings is a professional and a star,
Gen. C. E. Weeks, P. M., 1. 0. 0. F., has and opened his cot tage, which had been put
and his work in the rehearsals has given
Dr. firindie
issued general orders for the field day in in order before his arrival.
the local amateurs the pract ee and confiand
arrived
from
New
18
and
la.
York
June
family
17,
May dence
Augusta
necessary to successfully perform
bth.
A.
Col.
K.
Bulan
and
family arrived their
Albert M. Ames, Stockton Springs, was
He is a native of Searsmont
parts.
in
here
a special car attached to the Friday
appointed a district deputy grand master at
and many friends of his school boy days will
the meeting of the Grand Lodge of Masons evening train, and were taken to Castine on
enjoy seeing him in his chosen profession,
arrival by the .Silver Star that evening.
in Portland last week.
in which lie stands high.
Walter Wiley of
Fred Lewis of Camden, who recently sold Camden, well-known in base ball circles,
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., has
invited Mountain Lodge of Bluehill and his jewelry business to J. F. Burgess of the takes a prominent part.
The music is by
Centre Harbor X.odge of Brooklin to visit same town, learned the trade of watch-re- ail orchestra of ten pieces led by Mr. Geo.
pairing in Belfast with the late Timothy- Lak ie.
them Tuesday evening, May 27th.
The annual meeting of the Grand Lodge, Chase, beginning his work 50 years ago next
The Bradbury Will Case.
After working in Belfast two or
Knights of Pythias, will be held in I'ythian July.
three years he went to Boston, where he
WedA bill in equity, asking for the construchall, 400J Congress street, Portland,
worked about the same length of time, and tion of a will, was presented to A>s<-<-iate
nesday, May 21st, beginning at 10 a. m. A
It was
Justice Whitehouse, May 8th.
then
went
to
Camden
and
in
started
busilarge attendance is expected.
Charles
Bradbury against
ness for himself.
lie had been in business brought by
and
of
C.
Jackson
others.
The
The Maine
Gran d Comniandery
llenry
plainin Camden 44 years, fully 40 years in the titl was represented by Hon. Orville D.
Knights Templar, in session at Portland
in addition to the bill, liK da
Follow ing is a summary of the weather last week, elected Fred W. Plaisted of ! same location, and has richly earned the Baker, who,
copy of the will. The will is that of tinvacation he is now taking.
record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
late Janies \\\ Bradbun, father of the
Augusta Grand Commander and James 11.
Weather Bureau, for the week ending May Howes of Belfast Grand Junior Warden.
The Senior class of the IVilliamstown, plaintiff. The latter provides that h> sou
shall have the income of (’tie-half of hi.s es13, 1902:
The National Convention of the Knights Mass., High school has invited Itev. James tate during h.s lifetime. The plaintilf deE.
C.
D.
of
the
sires
to ascertain it lie may be allowed,
D.,
Methois
Sawyer,
pastor
of I’ytliias of the United States, which
under the will, to devise his mtmests as lie
5 E % Wind, Sky, etc.
held every two years, will take place in San dist church to deliver the baccalaureate
pleases, lion. I. C. Cornish repre>eiited
c
£
£
Francisco, August 10th to 20th, and great sermon to the ciass on the Sunday evening the defence and tiled the answers nf !lenr.\
Up to last year no C. Jackson and Louisa II. Bradbury,
times are promised all the Knights and before graduation.
7 55 36
S.
Cloudy. Rain; 32 of an inch.
W.
8 67 38
Clear.
their ladies who get there at that time. Not baccalaureate sermons had been delivered trustees; Louisa II. Bradbury, one oi sur9 68 40
S. E
changing via W. to N. W.
viving executors. Eliza Louisa Bradbury;
Rain in forenoon; .02 of an
only the members of the Order in California, for several years, but now that it has been J. 0. Bradbury, one of the surviving execuii cli; gale from 9 a. m.
it
is
to
have
it
begun
planned
done
again
tors and one of the trustees for
and
harles
but the State and city officials are up
10 46 29
N.
Clear. Gale continued to 6 p. 1
The sermon was delivered
Bradbury, and Charles S. Hichborn. one of
in.
Ground froze ; ice made £ doing, and their greeting to the visitors every year.
tin* trustees for the latter. The plaintiff, in
inch.
last
i)r.
year by
will be extended with a hospitality and will
Sawyer, and the members addition
11 56 31
N.
Clear. Ground froze.
put in a general replication to all
12 54 29
S.
make every one glad he is a pilgrim. All of this year’s class were unanimous in the the answers made by the defendants. B>
Clear.
N.
13 65 40
agreement the case is to be argued at the
sorts of side trips are planned, incidentally,
request to have him speak this year.
Portland term of the law court, which conThe gale of Friday and Saturday was
including sights of the orange groves and
venes in Portland the last of June.Otis
Kennehad
so
far
recovered
Capt.
Ingraham
severe and of unusual length. The steamer
the olive and prune and almond orchards of
bec Journal.
from his illness that he was able to leave
Golden Rod was unable to cross the bay the
of
Pacific
and
great
State,
glimpses
the hospital in Boston last Thursday and MONROE.
from Castine in the forenoon, but came Lake
Tahoe, one of the highest lakes in the return to his home in
Rockland, accomover in the afternoon.
At the Republican Caucus held at Town
The ground froze
world, way up in the Sierra; of far-famed panied
by his family. Later reports as to Hall Saturday, May loth, the following
three nights in succession and ice made
Yosemite; of Hotel del Monte; of the Lick his condition are favorable, and his
delegates were chosen for the State coven
many
strong enough to bear a man’s weight. Observatory, and hundreds of other spots
! tion: F. L. Palmer, Edwin Lufkin and
friends are hopiug for his recovery.
Capt.
There was a heavy frost Monday morning.
The delegates to the Class
l Jere. Bowen.
worth seeing and knowing about.
Ingraham has been a steamboat man since Convention, to be held in Monroe June24th,
are F.
L.
11. R. Dawson, Jeie.
Paul Leicester Ford Murdered.
Palmer,
is
and
as
one
if
February,
1853,
reputed
of,
Judge Webb Resigns.
Bowen, Franklin Chase, llenry Conant and
not the very best and most efficient pilots
Edwin
Lufkin.
Town
committee: F. L.
New' York, May 8th.
Paul Leicester
Judge Nathan Webb of the United States and commanders now in such service. He Palmer, chairman, II. R.
Dawson, H s.
Ford, the author, was shot and killed at his court for the District of Maine, has forJeie
Bowen and Edwin Lufkin_
knows, it might be said, every stone and its Webber,
home in this city, this afternoon, by his warded his resignation to
Washington to
brother Malcolm, who then shot himself. take effect June 30. J udge Webb celebrated color, and every shoal from the Gulf of Mrs. Josie Braley and daughter Nellie have
gone to Boston to visit friends... Mrs.
The latter was prominent in athletics, and his 77th
birthday on May 7th and resigns Mexico to Quoddy Head, for in addition to Laura Brown and daughter Mattie have
was disinherited by his father.
He had because of his age. Judge Webb’s successor
Edwin Lufkin, agent
been divorced from his wife.
Paul Ford will be Hon. Clarence Hale, brother of Sen- being a steamboat man for nearly half a gone to Lynn, Mass
leaves a wife. Malcolm is supposed to have ator Eugene Hale. His nomination was century, he was with coasting schooners for the Bridgeport Monumental Co., has
a
fine
monument
in the village graveplaced
demanded money and been refused.
sent to the Senate Tuesday.
for several years previously.
yard for Mrs. Oliver Whitcomb.
••
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SANTA MONICA-BY-THE-SEA.
TlieJ Favoriie Sea-side Resort

of

CANCEROUS

Southern

A Summer ami Winter Para*

California.
ilise.

Are in many respects like other ulcers or
sores, and this resemblance often proves fatal.
Valuable time is lost in fruitless efforts to heal
the sore with washes and salves, because the germs of Cancer that are multiplying in the blood and the new Cancer cells which are constantly developing keep tip the irritation and discharge, and at last sharp shooting pains
announce the approach of the eating and sloughing stage, and a hideous,
m m

April,

Monk a, Cal.,

Santa

In previous communications to The
Journal I have endeavored to portray
some

beauties of

the

of Southern

of the delights and
orange-growing section

alilornia and to describe some aspects
11f life and progress in that bee-hive of

cancerous sore
destructive work
-v
No
ulcer or sore

that the Californian's tale of cli-

business, tourists, and all
else lie so glibly recites, contains considerably more than seven-eighths of
After all this, I am of the
truth.
opinion, considering the fact that durmate. dowers,

ing mid-summer the heat in certain
the interior is excessive
and of long duration, that one of the
valuable assets of southern and

long

can

And when pure blood is
and restore the blood to its natural condition.
carried to the ulcer or sore the healing process
|
legins, the discharge ceases and the place heals
S. S. S. is a strictly vegeover and new skin forms.
table blood purifier containing no mercury or
minerals of any description.
If you have an ulcer or chronic sore of any kind, write us about it, mediBooks on Cancer and other diseases of
cal advice will cost you nothing.

sections of
most

begins its

In February, 18B0, I noticed a small
tump on my lower lip. The doctor cauexist with- terize^
jt but another came and broke
out some predisposing internal cause out into an open Bore. I besran to take
that lias poisoned the blood, and the S. S. S. and after I had taken seven botthe Place healed entirely and no
ulcer, or the fester- t1.6*
discharging
open
have been seen
.1
slams of the disease
?,
cheek
or
other
sore
on
the
lip,
W. F. Brown, Hollands, S. C.
lug
,ince.
to
will
of
the
continue
body
part
spread and eat deeper into the flesh unless the blood is purified and the
Cancer germs or morbid matter eliminated from the circulation.
S. S. S. cleanses the blood of all decaying effete matter. It has great
antidotal and purifying properties that soon destroy the germs and poisons

pleasure, churches and immortality. !.o> Angeles. In these efforts 1 have succeeded only imperfectly
for one reason, especially, that the half
cannot he told and only a winter’s tarry
in this latitude can thoroughly convince

middle California is the

##

Mm

sickening

business,

one

m

##

1902.

the blood will be sent free.

line of

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC

CO., Atlanta, Ga.

ncean beaches, improved and utilized
Pacific station and of the Arcadia Hotel I ing points of the locality. The pier is
lit intervals, in the long stretch of five
will serve to please the eye and delight very nearly a mile in length, costing
hundred miles from Monterey to CoroWhile on the subject of over $1,000,000, ancl was designed for a
to the heart.

A* this time 1 do not propose
the grainiest establishment
ot (lie kind on earth. -Hotel del Coronado neat Sail Diego; n u with what
nado.

me just allude to an importreceiving point for freight and passenI
industry of this little town,- -the gers for Los Angeles,—being christened
growing find shipping of carnations at Port I.os Angeles. Although the bulk
of business transacted here at present
icean Park, an adjoining suburb. Here,
as
the
most
beautiful
;s
pMuioiiiiced
is fairly large and the steamers of the
on an elevated tract overlooking the
n»h use ,sating resort in America.and not many rods from it. are Pacific Transportation Co. make reguPacific,
! Intel del Monte and Monterey; nor with
the carnation fields of M i. .I.W.Yawter, lar landings, it seems to many that the
-anta Barba;a, lelichtful alike in pen- j
whereat the present time twelve and bright anticipations of the builders are
pie, climate and surroundings. These' one half
San Pedro
acres are devoted exclusively not likely to be realized.
j
ire all very near as they are painted: in j
to the culture ot [finks, and more 1 harbor, when fully complete, will be so
at
farl. tom isl s who make long sojourns
j
ground is being added every month. I far in advance of this pier, or any other
cirher Y.mmi not tie at any other, and j
in the year [links are gather- I landing-place nearby, that it will be as
tlie charms of the others | Every day
ste
i,11!\
ed and shipped to Arizona. New .Mex- ! certain to control the business by water
This
is
natural,
thi. mi smoked glasses.
j ico and distant
points in northern Cali- las anything in the future can lie asIt doesn't take so many weeks for a
fornia: tint I.os Yngeles
of course, i sured. As the pier extends, as stated,
like
home
to
seem
;.
i, ,fei
locality
tl.e nearest ami most profitable market. | nearly a mile into tin- oeean, the fishing
get spots to grow correspondn r
When all has been said It anything were needed to conclusive- I privilege is much superior to any other
that Santa Monica is ly prove that the title "land of flowers’’ spot and is availed of by hundreds
..Ins
mi
.t!
and popular ail-thc-y ear- is not unwarranted, it would be found I daily. Occasionally the yellow-tail is
i': :.■
t
I
if the state. That its in a view of the big tubs heaped w th taken here, a very gamy fish and most
1 delectable on the dining table; some
the
from
these
many-colored
[‘inks
make
it
attractions
worthy
gardens, n the coldest months of the j have been landed weighing fifty pounds
i.ile regard of the peoph
;'

flowers, let

with

leal

ant

■

■

.-

>1.

•,

11,
u.g

-.

place

is

the

sum

Los Allg*

of

,e«

soldiers' lloine.

;n,..

ij. swell

at

iniles fi'uin Santa

the summer

by
jiredicted
have the entire grounds one mass of
maiiv. Hiring
twenty years or
ami blossoms.
What lias been
turther expansion of tliis resort foliage
so. t!
done already well indicates that the
The Southern j
can I-,- i-asily foretold,
final results will produce a setting well
Pacific 1 ". and the Santa Pe run
worthy the closing act of the drama in
numerous daily trains to and from tlie

freight

regularly
during the day and

miiniies

each year.

in the

dead-house, awaiting burial

we
one

There were four

made our visit to the Home.
is

buried each

day,

senses.

the

At

such

brilliancy

ocean

as a

a

and

estate
is

grandeur

of

salt-spray

the Atlantic

Only

with a beach

just perched

and with miii-

bath not at all

it

of real

in

this

lying 1 country of shifting sands.

The gales of
would soon make havoc

who is now the first man in Madrid and
the dictator of Spain. To
compare American intervention with
centuries of Spanish cruelty in her
colonies is treasonable gush on the part
of any American, and vulgar harangue
on the part of citizens of other nations.
The contrast lifts a monument in history of eternal splendor to the United
States, whose brightness will make the
black deeds of Spain seem the blacker
to enlightened people. The civil and
religious liberty that prevails in the
United States as compared with the
bigotry and Weylerism of Spain, ought
to be seen almost by a blind man.

practically

TIM'.

IIKAI.TH

Ul

HAVANA.

The Post is advancing the establishwhich would
a sewer system

ment of

wash out of this city the centuries of
accumulated filth still accumulating
under the surface;” and in this connection it says:
The report of Hr. (lorgas concerning
the heaith conditions of Havana is very
reassuring to every one having an interest in the welfare of Cuba. T1 is report indicates what can he accomplished merely by surf ace cleaning of a great
city and by proper vigilance regarding
the extermination of mosquitoes here,
which are proved to be the cause of
yellow fever probably more than any-

thing else.
The

probably means that mosthe spread of yellow fever,
and not the disease itself. The thorough
cleansing and disinfection of the oity
quitos

Post

cause

harbor would

direction

have

cer-

Havana

Ocean Park,—
as it is on the edge of the

't he central
summer

dia:
a

one

figure

of Santa

Monica,

winter, is the Hotel Arcaof those houses where one feels
or

homelike

feeling

creep over him as lie
enters the door. There are many hotels

where the most assiduous cultivation
for

weeks

faintest

will

spark

not

even

the

feeling

into

nurse

of this home

existence.

quently
highest
lowest.

And this class is more frethan not where the prices are
and the evening toilets the
It seems to me most singular

taste that induces so many of the eastern tourists to spend seven-eighths of
their time in the office and

unpleasant,

Mandeville and Santa
Monica canyons are as different from

no

longer

might become

a

be a

cess-pool

favorite win-

ter resort.
l'lsioi.> and

uri'iu-.

Havana editors still settle ? their
differences by the pistol, as was the cus-

the

Sr. (lovin. tiie editor of El Mundo.
who was shot Wednesday afternoon in
the Casino cafe by Diaz Miranda of
Ea I.uclia, is doing as well as could be
expected. Yesterday morning he was

reported as having spent a quiet night,
but yesterday during the day lie was in-

clined to be restless, which is but a
natural consequence and does not signi-

grand

has given 1 imself up and
has been sent to hospital Xo. l, where
he is being given medical treatment
for the bruises administered by Sr.
(lovin.

village like

ocean.

The drives to

|

supposed

morning
or of personal property, so quick
fy danger.
possible to transform property
Sr. Miranda
an owner

when

But the drives on the ocean beach at
low tide are superb.
.Vs you are w hirled along the incoming waves will sometimes break almost to the hub, giving a

the

distraction, —he simply gives

it was often a matter of
to him whether he should

from one class to the other

Monica.

time one has not

winter resident who had the misfortune
to lose the walk in front of his cottage

wake in the

|

ness from the ocean, the odor of the
pink, rose and heliotrope grows more
penetrating and more delightful to the

the

cruelties perpetrated in the Philippines
by American ollieers, is infinitely better
and more civilized than the way Spam
has disposed of the "butcher” of Cuba,

tom in the South in ante helium days.
picturesque, ocean Park is only a The Post lias this notice of a scrimmage
sand-plain and the sandy soil extends a in which two of its esteemed contemlong distance back from the ocean. A poraries took part:

! sea,—told
j uncertainty

honors.
the town itself is very quiet and tavy
1 met several old soldiers here who
I
iiome-iike and the many charming resienlisted from our State, and one from
h.-nciand fmescliool buildings indicate
who claimed lie went to
that ci ntent, prosperity and cultiva- Pennsylvania,
1
with -lames 0. Blaine.
The
d iii hand. Ocean Avenue college
tion o, i
latter party afterwards requested the
extends ah i:g the bluff, a hundred feet
loan of a quarter till pension day, which
above the ocean beach, where, amid tile ;
lie proceeded to utilize in the usual
deligi is ol fruits and flowers, one is
manner.
The carriage drive to the
ludcd to sleep by the booming of the
Home is one of the finest out of Santa
After nightsurf, which is unceasing.
fa:;. when the air gets heavy with damp-

no

me

limit, and in various states of helplessness; so the death-call grows more fre-

up to mid-

night.

!

the lives of many, for the soldiers are
very old.- some beyond the ninety year

quent

they are mostly small and in
way superior to those at Xorthport.
while in location they are far less
cities, but

during one of the infrequent gales of
the past winter,-washed away by the

i-

twenty

personally investigating

Denver. Salt Lake and other eastern

ilie next

every

and Notes from Havana.

The Journal is indebted to Capt. J. P.
Stowers for late copies of the Havana
Post.
It is a four-page daily newspaper, has the Associated Press dispatches and special service, and a good
showing of local news. Here is an extract from the editorial columns:
The fact that President lloosevelt is

under American

cottages, some
of the cottages are very elaborate,
belonging to wealthy residents of

,-le

tun

CUBA’S CAPITAL.
wg

lots and &e!l and rent

The Home

t is l.os Angeles, less among' the older soldiers to get transi.i;
ferred 1" this Home, on account of the
twenty mites away, with quick
tiaasit by steam and electric railway, beauty of local a a. and mildness of clitliousands oi her citizens mate. Many ot the younger men are!
a!
umhu toe supervision of I
|u-re ti i leatlie in the tonic of old employed,
skilled ganh-m rs. tu laying out walks
reach
the
tlm
'lionId
city
pinna,,ceiui.
and llowa beds, the intent being to j
for her
i-i --'ci-css

thoroughfares of both towns,
j. .i.i-i;
ars fm passengeis, baggage, mail and

C. W. F.

England.

Monica.

ur-

a!

snows and blows and frosts of old New

sawtelle. about three

t]..in

city, lint the Los Angeles-Pacilic Railv a c ( o. tol ins the real connecting link,
extending, as it does, through the

nate are those who can cast their lot
for awhile in such a land, far from the

Aside from the fishermen, the busiest
tainly done much to diminish the death
men round the beaches upper to he the rate in
Havana, and if the proposed
real-estate men. They deal in cottage- canal could l.e constructed so that the

has ipiarters foi nearly
OIKi soldiers, of
whu-ii number about g.sun are on the
roll. There is always great activity

oiorado contribute many
..c n nid belts in those

d

a

.-

i-

e-Sea

t the large cilies and towns
New
''wist.
Arizona.

: v

\;;v

a-l y -'

or more.

j ear.
What will be in time one of the finest
pill* o parks in America, is tin Vaiional

the old to the wall every time. So in
this sunny, flower-laden spot the winter
passes merrily and all too soon. Fortu-

parlors of
Angeles, swalquantities of dust

hotels of Los

lowing the generous
his sense of smell full sw ing. And this
Mountain blowing through the streets of that
I this as can be imagined.
in mid-winter! On this avenue is the
views, country roads, sparkling streams ; city, with the lovely orange cities in the
magnificent estate of .senator Jones of —home of the
water-cress—and the highlands and the health-giving, nerveNevada, and the residence of his son.
gorgeous spring tints of the foliage and restoring beaches only a few miles
Itov Jones. The home of the Senator,
wild (lowers form a program most var- away. But it is the style to air one’s
.which, in reality, is not his home, as ied and
entertaining. Driving is only best clothes in the parlors of the Anms time is divided between Nevada
one amusement in a list almost without geius and Van XTiys and apparently a
ami Washington,—has a grand location, j
end. The Beach Attraction Co. is a privilege to plank down each week at
facing the Pacific and is fairly embowercorporation controlling the baths, bowl ; tne cashier s desk ten dollars per day
ed in roses and hemmed in by tropical
ing alleys, shooting galleries, swings for each member of the family. At
a
>uch
trees.
profusion of flowers in and other amusements on the beach. least
many seem to like it, and so keep
bloom, of every variety, as is seen in There are numerous
refreshment places, it up till the pocket-book grows light
the grounds of this estate cannot lie
! board walks two miles long for prome- and the women weary. But the beach
duplicated on the Pacific coast, at least nading,three
piers for fishing and steam- houses have their devotees, neverthein grounds that are private. There is
launches for bolder fishermen who wish less, and the Arcadia, during all the
or
rather
one gigantic rose-bush,
rose-'
to tell large fish stories when they get winter months, was well tilled with the
tree,—because it must lie twenty feet
home. "Pis thus you can imagine San- very best of the eastern sojourners.
in height.—that is notable, in that its
ta Monica on a hot Sunday in summer On tlie one hand, and only a few feet
in
of
is
bearing,
point
thought or a warm
equal,
Sunday in winter, or in fact distant, is the broad Pacific with its saltThe gardener estimated
not to exist.
laden air blowing through the rooms
on most any nay or me week,
someear!) in March, there were go,nun blosthing is moving all the time. Surf- and corridors; on this side are one half
soms and buds about to blossom, and
bathing, which, if not indulged in every the sleeping rooms, facing the ocean:
the.-e on only one bush! There is no
day. is at least taken by dozens and from the other one has the delights of
in
doubt but
brilliancy and abundance hundreds of
persons every week in the many-colored flowers in view and the
tlie blossoms here eclipse anything in
year. ()n a pleasant February afternoon mountains for a background. Climbing
the public parks of l.os Angeles. In
I saw thirty persons,of both sexes,at one rose-trees and heliotrope cover the
the latter city while tlie growing of
time, sporting on the surf. Family par- house almost to the upper story, giving
llowers of numberless varieties seem to
ties come to the beach from the inter- shade by day, odors delightful continu1

MAC

\

N

A

established.

Merchants over the city complain
that they are being worked overtime to
supply the demand for Cuban lings.
To hear people talk it would seem
that every one in town has been asked
to help haul the first llag up on Mono.
The bums continue to sleep in the
parks all the day, crowding out the
lull lies who have been accustomed to
the shade there heretofore.
Two deserters from 1 he United States
army were m the Havana detective
bureau yesterday, having been caught
by some of Chief .lerez’ men.
Another American is reported to have
starved to death. This time the man
was at Quemados, some eight miles
from Havana.
A ridiculous spectacle was to be seen
yesterday when a mounted policeman
chased a group of boys for about three
blocks because they were playing base
ball in one of the parks near the carcel.
The boys got away of course but led the
man in blue a merry chase.
The ice trust goes on merrily with its
double prices and tiie thermometer each
day registers a little bit higher. With
lemons also rising in price, and ice almost prohibited, the poor lemonade
topers are heard wailing in the cafes
when asked ten cents for the former

cheap drink.
New

President.

Dr.

Francisco do Paula Rodrigues
Alves, who has just been elected president of the republic of Brazil, is a lawyer and has occupied a leading place

W omen’s Federation of Clubs in

nigh down. Flirtations on the beach?
Well, 1 should say. Under umbrellas,
under a friendly shawl, in the surf, it
goes on continuously; nobody watches,
tlie Senator are free to tlie public, who
very few care, and certainly nobody
are simply requested not to pick tlie
blames because everybody would do it
dowers. During tlie winter tlie resi- if be
got the chance. Sometimes the
dence is occupied by tlie Senator’s son,
medley of fun is suddenly broken into.
who lias interests in business enterDuring our visit a young man, a visitor
prises in Santa Monica, and by other at Ocean Park, tine of character and
members of the family.
about to be married to an estimable
There are other avenues of homes,
young woman, was drowned in the
back from the water, facing the mounsurf. How the accident occurred is not
states that among tlie
decorations of tlie convention hall
were 50,Oho calla lilies.
Tlie grounds of

tains to tlie east, which are models of

Ilis body washed ashore two
days later on the beach near the Hotel
Arcadia. J ust a little feeling of horror
and dread as the body was borne from
the beach; just a little feeling of sympathy and pity for the woman left to
sorrow;—then the fun went on and the
in the outskirts is reserved for future
bathers romped on the beach as before.
improvements. In its place, however,
The long wharf of the Southern
tlie beautiful grounds at the Southern
Pacific Company is one of the interest-

comfort'and taste. Flowers are so
plentiful that hedges are made from
caila lilies, heliotrope, roses and marguerites, very effectively framing a home
and its surroundings. This town lias
no public park at present, though a
plot

known.
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farmer and li;s family

jAre

You

Super-

stitious ?
That is, do you believe in signs?
V ou will if you ever have
signs
of indigestion. If you want to
remove both signs and indigestion take

“L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters
and watch the
result.

Must rated

a

Instantly.

u:i-

L [ 1

MEMBER
OF

;rn

PRICE
year, hut you

ultura

$1.00

but it foi :e>v. ||»,w
I»y subscribing through y mu o a u favorite hone
The io-publieaii Journal
Ho’li papers one year for only
:
s» id
TUIto
Ul*
your orders and money
.IOC UN \K I’l l*. Co., Ilri.i' vsr, Mi.

THE

FARMERS
FAMILY

can

Send you
address
Sample ropy free
IM
KARMKIt, New York City

to

N I

I'Ik I

A Great liiiiirbiug, Offer

|

A FREE PATTERN

I (your

own

I scriber.

J)!ir

)

selection)

Only 50

to ever*
cent* a rear

M£CALLS£Ej
MAGAZINE^."

;

saved the lives of more children than
anything ever made. Thousands of
homes keep it for this purpose alone,
but it is an ever-ready, never-failing
friend for dozens of other ailments.

days

>

established in 1 s41, f,u ..>• r ,>i\t\ years
Yo U K WKKKI.Y TUilil \ K, known and iv.,.1
in tie l nion.
<ui Ni'Winin-r 7,
it was < handed t*> tie-

EVERY

Cold, Over-

coughs, colds, pneumonia, diphtheria
and grippe.
It acts like magic, and ha-

few

I::

'i

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARME
FOR

We know of no liniment but Minard’s
that is not made with oil or grease, or
some other ingredient that is not pleas,
ant to handle.
Take* any one of them
hut Minard’s and tin* base is oil, which is
supposed to reach the seat of inflammation by an external application.
Some
oils penetrate, while others could be
rubbed all day without going through
the pores of the skin.
Minard’s Liniment is different from anything ever prepared for the purpose of allaying pain.
It will soak through the skin in a f< w
seconds, and And its way direct to the
seat of the trouble.
It is not a concoction simply to rub on your legs, or your
arms or back, but is as much an
internal as an outward remedy. There
was never anything made to
compare
with it for instantaneous action in erou,

a

>

'Hi"

v

H. I'. S.'ll i H,

a

for

v

n
••

CO., Lowell. Mass.

Cough, Cures
Pain

i;.

hi

Healing Properties.

comes

It-,

Sir,

full

Minard’s Liniment Has Power-

Stops

lb

;• 17

Contains No Oil.
ful

eight 1250

Sr-

coo a.. ’;tr and we will express
lie sure and give the name
vmn a bottle,
)f your nearest express office. Address,

J. (J. A VER

W

High,

Piedmont

druggist cannot supply yon,

send’us

16 Mantle

Dart

j

If your

Mr-rsc.

,Vi,!

1 here’s a pleasure in
such a prepara; offering
tion as Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
It gives to all who use it
such satisfaction. The
hair becomes thicker,
longer, softer, and mere
glossy. And you feel so
S secure in using such an
l old and reliable preparation.

3 Years Old

0:>RACr. RECORD 2 10^*^

!

four years.

subsequently passing the final

only by

New York.

It cleans everything and
economical than soap

HARSTON C„

and restored the color.
D.Gray, Nc. Salem,Mass.

The term of office is

their band

the old men hover

Made
Chicasrc,

| LostHair

DB. B0DBIGT7ES ALVES.

them like moths round a gas-jet, tion at Annapolis, received the
appointbut later the conquering young men ment.
take them away to bowl or play bilWoman’s idea of worldly wisdom is
liards. ’Ti8 so in life; the young drive to kuow the failings of her neighbors.

over

GOLD DUST

ia»M«;iW4aa«mTOav.w>«iiMi
My hair came out by the :.andI ful, and the gray hairs began to
creep in. I tried Ayer's Hair Vigor,
?| and it stopped the hair from com-

at the bar. Dr. Rodrigues Alves will
be Inaugurated Nov. 15, the anniversary of the proclamation of Brazil’!

Douglas TV. Fuller, son of TV. <). Fuller, Jr. of Rockland, the well-known
being known as the Klaus Sisters’ editor and humorist, has passed his examinations for entrance to the naval
Orchestra. The young ladies are finishacademy at Annapolis, and has been aded musicians and what is even better, mitted as a cadet.
Young Fuller was
the successful candidate in the competiare most cultivated and companionable,
tive examination in the Second Maine
being great favorites of the guests.
Congressional district last March, and
three of them

like your grandmother did before
and scrubbing; bending and rubbing.

makes housework easy.
More
injures nothing.

Brother Miller of the News has been
granted a pension of sin, per month. \\\
0. Fuller of the Courier-Hazette has been
appointed postmaster at Rockland. Ro>»*>
occasionally fall in the editor's pathway,
likewise dollars.—Damariscotta Herald.

It costs lmt tweut.vflve dents :i bottle. You van g< t it at
any druggist’s.

independence.

plod along

scouring

1.5.

a

until nine o’clock.- This orchestra is
unique in that it is of ladies entirely,

Don't
you,

Editorial Bouquets.

Try it yourself.

surf for

melody, and in the evening lively
parties of card-players assemble. Billiard room, pool room, and a special
billiard parlor for the children, parlors
facing the sea and a fine dance hall furnish amusement for the time spared
from bathing, driving and lounging on
the beach. An orchestra plays during
lunch and dinner and in the evening

Calif., Record, April
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04Let the GOLD DUST twins do your work.”

A LADIES’ MAOAZIM

The

A Pfm; beautiful colored plate*
fashions: dressmaking econonur*
-work; household hints, fiction,
■criSe t" day, or, send t,c for late*:
Lady agents wanted Ssndfortcn

Best and Most Practical farm and famih
Paper Published

For

Stylish, Reliable, Simple,
date. Economical and Al
Perfect-Fitting Paper Pattern

Only $2.00

M5CALL/K*
K
BAZAR-

Relieving 1 bal

* very one of oiir'reailei
-I mu Id
have ut least one good tanii and family journal
have perfected arrangements wh-i I * v * w e
send that practical and instructi\-• joiirnal,
K\i:.m ami Hum r, in connect ion with I n
hi
m'.i.n \n .lot us \
including
u.i .1 and
useful Art Calendar for l'.'u-j a-detailed in-low,
all for only #2.00, the price of Tim If i- r.i
\\ dm ij,\ \ i. alom*. \Vc an* uu 11»1
to give but
a
brief description of tli
e clients
.,t
F \u.\i
ANP II"AII
whigh is unequal 'd I u
a
1
and
excellence. I’romi'iellt aril nig It on a
part
ments m ay,1) in nit ioa .| t ii
p~1

we
can

—

public duty and a private privilege ior, hitching old Dobbin to a tree in the ously, and
furnishing a nesting place for
of every home, tlie special favorite is
town, and old folks, children, babies the birds. On the ocean side is the finethe cal la lily.
In this connection a
and dogs amuse themselves on the ly furnished sun-parlor, where the larecent report of tlie opening meeting of
sands and in the surf till the sun is well dies sit by their work in the dayl.os Angeles

Although not unexpected, the news of
the death of Mrs. Nancy Allen wood last
morning occasioned keen regret
among the large circle of friends of the deceased.
For many years she has lived in
Cedarville, and up to three or four years
ago presided as hostess ol the Golden fcagle
hotel. “Aunt Nancy,” as she was generally
called, was a typical woman of the old
school, dealing out justice and charity with
a minute exactness to all, and her many good
qualities endeared her to a host of warm
friends, ller funeral took place from the
M. E. Church last Saturday, attended by a
large number of people, Rev; Ralfer conducting the funeral ceremonies. Nancy
Bicknell was born in Belmont, Maine, oil
the ibtli day of July, 1824.
Died in Cedarville, Cai., Friday morning April 18, 11*02 at
the age of 77 years and i* months.
On her
28d birthday', July 18, 1840, she was married
to Francis Fletcher Alien wood in Belmont,
Maine. As a result of the happy union
four children were born, two sons and two
daughters. Both daughters died in infancy.
Two sons and her aged companion, with
whom she walked hand in hand for nearly
fifty-five years, survive to mourn her death.
She came from her native State to Yuba Co
Cal., in 18.50, where she resided with her
family till 1888, when they moved to Cedarville and lias since made this her permanent
place of residence. About four years ago
she received a stroke of paralysis from the
effects of which she never fully recovered.
For two years, with one exception, she
never left the house, and for the past year
she lias been closely confined to her room.
During all these loiig, weary months members of her family tenderly ministered to
her every want, but she continued steadily
to fail until the weary wheels of life ceased
to revolve.
At a quarter before four o’clock
on Friday morning, she quietly, and
apparently without pain, fell asleep in the arms
| of Death. “Aunt Nancy” Allenwood, as
; she was familiarly called for forty years,
was thoroughly domestic in her tastes.
She
was
characterized by remarkable energy
ami industry and was highly esteemed for
her many kindly deeds, especially to the
sick.
\Ve commend the grief stricken
husband, so sadly bereft of bis companion,
ami the sorrow stricken soil' to the G<*d of
all grace and consolation. surprise Valley,
Friday

“We use Minard’s Liniment, and have for
several years. I used it with great success
this winter for grippe, by taking it internally
with molasses, and wetting a flannel and keeping it on my chest It broke it up in a very
short time.”—Mrs. Emma Jones,2.‘5f> West St.,
Rutland, Vt.
Great Barrington, Jan. 6, 1M2.
Minakd's Liniment Manufacturing Go.,
Boston, Mass.
Dear Sir,
In reference to your letter, 1
will gladly answer that I never tiied a lii.i
merit" that would do so much good for a
cold or lameness. 1 was choked up so with a
cold which lay on my lungs that I eould
hardly breathe. After ! applied it the find
time it reliever! me of the pain, and I rubbed
it on thoroughly three times after that; that
was the end of niv cold.
I have told my
friends to buy a bottle and try it.
I will
gladly recommend It to any one.
Your- truly,
w. s. Fuller,
R. E. D., No. I
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Many large enterprises are on foot to
begin as soon as tiie new government is

Brazil's

OBITUARY.
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PatternsaI1
All
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Farm and Harden
Market Reports
Fruit Culture
Mechanical Pevucs
Fashions and Fancy Work
t
The Apiary
Feeding and Breeding
Talks with Our Lawyer News of the l»ay
Household Features
Dairy and Creamery
The Poultry Yard
The Question Box
Plants and Flowers
The Veterinary
The Horse
§ Sheep and Swine
Farm and Homi
published
the 24 numbers which comprise semi-monthly,
a
year’s subscription making a volume of over 600 pages,
with
all
the
latest and most reliable in
teeming
formation that experience and science can supply.
No better proof of its popularity can be offered thac
its enormous circulation, which extends into every
state, each number being read by no
than a
million readers.
To those who take advantage promptly of this/
offer we will send with Farm and Home The
Webster Pocket Dictionary, containing 4".,sno |
words w ith full pronuneitiion. and much other
useful information. It contains pig pages and is
specially designed for pocket use. A sample
copy may he seen^at this offiei
Do 11 *t delay or fail to take advantage'of this
great offer, for never before was I
so much offered for so small a sum. Kemember
we send both pHi»**r* « full* venr, all postpaid,
at the very low price stated. Address all orders

Seams Allowed and all Ba^-.
and Sewing Lines shown.

and 15 cents each—none h
Only
Ask for them
S Id in nearly cv
and town, or by mail from
10

THE McCALL CO
113-115-117 West 31st St., NfW
Tin* Kepubli<\ni .K»ut tai an 1
with troe na\ t• m will be
111 Ml IS. a 11 e •.
Ailtllfss
KKI\ .Ini l!\

'I

/me

$-.10

RESTAURANT AND
FOR SALK.
The restaurant ami bakerv h
House liioek, Church' >ln
with tie- ovens Mini all appliamsold with the business 01 sepaialwagons and tin* new bakery Imb
street. Apply to
M US. .1. W. K \
Hf
46 Union st

Opera

_

to

RHP. JOURNAL PUB. CO

Belfast

lie.

Tax Collector’s Notice.
All taxes for 1901 are now due and liable* to
Taxes on real estate not paid before duly
cost.
1,1902. will he returned to the City Solicitor for
suit per order of the city government. I will be
in my office in Memorial building daily from 8.30
to 11.30 a. m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to4.30 1*. m I
M. C.

HILL, Collector.

Salary

or

commission,

mone\

expenses, first—lass outfit free
the very best grade of nursen
us

at once

for terms and

seen:

fcory. The R. <». ChaseCo.,
Malden, Mass.

N«i•

->•

FOR RENT,
A

convenient and pleasant rein
family is ottered for rent; also two |ti!1
rooms, and a commodious stable
\
2 Grove street, corner Church.
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It is the best of tonics and invigorants. nourishing the nerves, encouraging the appetite and inducing
refreshing sleep. Irregularity, weakening drains, inflammation, ulceration and
female weakness are perfectly cured by
"Favorite Prescription.”
u
Mv wife was sick ».
eight years. writes
*'
Albert H Fulte, Esq
A'.taiuont. Grundy Co.,
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The fluffy boa is a very pretty

Imagine

short, stout woman
lone boa fluttering in

the breeze, ribbons or ribbon vt vet

ing from

her hat. and a
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not made in the
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water can be turned

groves of natural
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shipped
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Holland—and to Hol'd distilled from these
skins gives its distinct
mg character to the
w,” and probably the
s
iiave Something to do

;
;

well known that trans'be

ocean changes the
wine.
Made nowhere
old hut in Amsterdam,

1

pm u)i in queer Dutch
ks as long as the bodies,

1

than half a pint and
‘"ally across its face in
according to grade. All
perfectly pure, but not
'dlence. The peel is divtened spirits, along with
s

>

's
■

''"on, and often with mace

Venezuela and the north coast of South
America with books in the Spanish
language. A deal of business is alsocontraband, and smugglers flourish, as
along the Mexican border. You can
buy pure “Holland-- for three dollars a
case that never felt the touch of a cus-

of lace mitts creates an immense demand
for them, and young girls who wear

elbow sleeves (or their elders in the

evening) may have the real or imitation
lace, the latter costing about $11.75 per
pair and the former often running tip
to $30, quite a difference to persons of
toms official nor saw his frown, though moderate means. Lace lisle gloves for
Holland gin is the chief article of im- ordinary wear come at 50 to 75 e nts, In
port. The one local bonanza in busi- all the tan shades, white and pinkish
K id and suede gloves will always
ness. aside from that of the phosphates, gray,
is the pontoon bridge,
by which throngs he worn to some extent, but lace are
of people continually pass from one more dressy.
Verona Clarke.
portion of the city to another, across
Commissioner Gilman is full of enthe clover-leaf-shaped bay. The bridge
thusiasm over the prosperity of the
was built by the genius of a Yankee
farmers of Maine. On a recent trip
captain, whom fate disguised by the about the country, he found that eggs
leveling name of Smith, and who was are being sold at the door to collectors
for Hi cents a dozen where last year
they
for a long time our consul at Curacao.
brought hut 12 cents; potatoes bring 75
He is a living witness to this beneficent cents a bushel and oats (10
both
of
cents,
climate, for he came here a chronic in- which are higher than last year. Every
valid, whose days were apparently num- product of farm and garden is bringing
a
price. The farmers are planning
bered, and now weighs somewhere in togood
plant a larger acreage than ever bethe neighborhood of two hundred and fore, and to raise more stock of all
twenty. He established, and still con- kinds. This means general prosperity,
for when agriculture is successful and
ducts, a flourishing ice business; but his
prosperous, it influences all the rest of
great achievement, which brought him the world.—Maine Farmer.
wealth and undying local fame, is the
Fur Over Sixty Tears.
pontoon bridge which spans the Skatts-
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Cooke, Mordecai Cubitt.
Toiuls and ditches. 1885(Natural
history rambles)..

What is CASTORIA

590. C 7
Sarah.
Animal life in the sea and on the
land. For young people. 1888.. 590. C 7.8
Hu Chaillu, Haul Belioni.
The world of the great forest.
1900. 590. 0 8
Figuier, G. Louis.
The ocean w orld.
393. F 4
Garner, R. L.
Apes and monkeys: their life

Cooper,

Naval < uistrurtnr Uicluuoml P. Hcbboro o. the Merrimac incident in
Santiago harbor, is to retire front the
navy because of failing eyesight.
■
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language.
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Health of

Havana.
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The Knd Yon Have always Bought

Bears the

**r
Democratic State Convention.
The democratic State Convention
will be held in City Hall. Bangor, Tuesday. June IT. 1902, at l.fifi i\ m., for the
purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor. to be supported at the September election: and transacting any
other business that may legally come
before it.
The basis of representation will lie as
follows: Each city, town and plantation will be entitled to one delegate,
and for each fifty votes cast for the
democratic candidate for Governor in
1900 an additional delegate; and for a
fraction of thirty votes in excess of

fifty

a

votes,

further additional dele-

gate.

Any vacancies in any delegation can
only be filled by residents of the county

in which the vacancies exist.
The State Committee will be in session in the City Hall at 12..50 |\ m. on
the day of the Convention where it will
receive the credentials of delegates.
All electors of Maine who believe in
the principles of government as set
forth by the democratic party, and who
believe that the administration of the
affairs of the State should be economically conducted, are earnestly invited
to elect del
aL -s to this convention.
Per (tide democratic State Committee.
Gim.i.t E. Hi miK Chairman,

Living lights.

history.

THl CENTAUR COMPANY.

Animal sketches. 1891.
Napier, Charles 0. G.
Lakes, and rivers. 1884. (Natural history rambles).
Peabody,'Selim II.
Cecil’s book of natural history.
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STOPPED FREE
Permanently Cured by
DR. KUNE’S GREAT

NERVE RESTORER
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! lot .-wind
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Price, $1500
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VIEW

About oil” half an
ot level in mi ad inning
tide w aler. about one-i irlith mile below sti imiboat
wharf. Suitable lor outage
The first h
tmu
for a wharf south of ( n tn.a
street.
1

Price, $1*50.
NORTH
Pew

No.

s
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CHURCH.
l’riee, SfiO eaeli.

One fourth grist mill. etc.

Sibley Company.
Price, $*J50

PERSONAL
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occnp'cd b\

Swan

PR0P1 RTY.

k Maine Condensed MiIk

(’<>.

Sevt n
on;
humlrt d ami twentv-eightli.s of
schooner Charlotte- T. Sibl.
price will earnings from date of sale only. *.“>00.
One coupe, price gi-jf,
One single sleigh, price $s.uo.
One two-scat exit nsion top
carnage, proyor further

particulars call

on

EDWARD SIBLEY, Belfast, Maine,
or

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Jr.,

Administrator, Augusta,

Maine.

W H. Coamljs & Co,

FEED,
SEEDS

ana

..

CROC E R if S
Importers

ol

Cure, notonly temporary relief, for all Nervous disorders. Epilepsy. Spaams. St. Vitus
Dance,
Debility. Exhaustion. OB. B. II.KLINE, L4.

Street, Philadelphia.

quality of

Anthracite and

.

CGdJS.

Blacksmith

The corporators of the Searsport Savings Bank
are requested to meet at their banking rooms on
Saturday, May 10, 1902, at 10 o'clock A. M..
for the choice of trustees for the ensuing year
and to act on such other business as may come
before the meeting.
A. H. NICHOLS, Treasurer.
Searsport, April 22, 1902.—3wl7
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Second-Hand Goods
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dealers in the tinest

Al

l.

KINDS,

Parties having FUkNITIRf,
CARPETS,
STOVES, or'anything to sell
by sending us a card w ill receive a prompt
call. Antique Furniture a specialty. f
33 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

ORDERS PBOMPIIT PILLED

33, 35, 37 Wont St., Belfast. Mi
TELEPHONE 4-2.

Truly

W onuertul

How

Quickly

CHAPflAlN’S

ltf

Golden Crown Oil

Founded uil

Searspor Savings Fank.
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CRAIN,

No KtU after first day s uae.
Consultation, personal or be mail; treatise and
$2 TRIAL BOTTLE FREE
to Ftt patient* who pay expreasaxe onlr on
delivery.
Permanent

H

■

MILLER

n
rent.

,

ference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have faih d. Tbc no-st diflicultcases successfully treated by mail,and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
We treat hundreds of ladies
1 i k whatsoever.
whom we never see. W rite for further particulars and free confidential advice. l>o not nut oil
Retoo long. Allletters truthfully answered.
member; this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively leaves
no alter ill effect upon the health. Sent by mull,
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be
registered. Dlt. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

■ ■
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s.
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Price, $1.50 per share.

JOBBIUtS OK

Dr. Emmons’
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PLEASANT

»•

Swan d Sibley Ct.

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds oi anxious women. There U positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and mo.-t obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Successguaranieed at any stage. No pain, danger,or inter-

I
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Limited tickets for Boston
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Ten shares

her skin
her face
free from all skin eruptions and facial blemishes
—to use my Wlteh Hazel
Soap. I want every
mother to
try this soap on baby and see how
quickly It will relieve the little one of all hives, I

,•<

st

$500

HARM

M

0 52
7 15

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points W est and Nortq
west, via all routes, for sale By L. W. Gfokoi
CEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Booth by, Geu’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, October 10. 1001.
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White, Gilbert.
Natural history of Selborne.
Kdited with notes by Sir W.

history.

FOR SALE.

THE BEST SKIN CURE.

t>

Come to Maine

oam, whatever land I see,
My
art, untraveled, fondly turns to thee,'
Ma >:e has macie lavish contributions
of its sons and dauguters to populate
and develop othei sections of
the
More than 200,000 of its
country.
native-born citizens now reside in other
states and territories of the Union,
w here
they are performing successfully
and well the parts of good citizenship
and reflecting honor upon their parent
state.
The setting apart of a week
styled Old Home Week accords with
the general sentiment of our people
and the universal desire of these absent
sons and daughters to come back to
visit their old homes and the scenes of
their childhood.
This year the week from August 2d
to nth, inclusive, has been designated as
Old Home Week in Maine, and in behalf of the State I extend a cordial invitation to every son and daughter of
Maine, as well as their families and
friends, to visit Maine at that time, assuring them of a heartfelt and sincere
welcome and the generous hospitality
of her people.
John F. Hill,
Governor of Maine.

Skoda’s
Ointment.

Cut in
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have known.

Wood, John George.
Strange dwellings:

Estate,

Insurance and Inspection.
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ings. 1901..590. T
Thompson, Krnest Seton.
Wild

HA1NE.

REPRESENTING OVEk rORTY-EIVE MILLION ASSETS.

590.7.S

1894.

Popular zoolog}.
Stokes, Allred C.
Microscopy for beginners, or
common
objects from the
ponds and ditches. 1887.
Thompson, Krnest Seton.
Biography of a grizzly. Drawings. 1901.
Thompson, Krnest Seton.
the

ATWOOD,

Insurance and Real
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590.

Romanes, George John.
Animal intelligence. 1888.

of

CITY.

NEW YORK

WINTERPRT,

L 9

1885.590. P
Porter, J. Hampden.
Wild beasts. A study of the
habits of the elephant, lion,
leopard, panther, and other

Samuel. Mark.
The amteur aquarist.
Steele, Joel I>orman.

30 Years.

STREET.

TT MURRAY

Lire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
590.

Lives

ALWAYS

Always Bought

In Use For Over

Colored

plates, bv.
Morgan, C. Lloyd.

Absent Sons and
augliters Invited for Old
Home Week.
nas

The Kind You Have

Wilderness ways. 1900. 590.L 8-2
Lubbock, Sir John.
On the senses, instincts, and intelligence of animals. 1888...
591. L9
Lydekker, Richard, and others.

animals.

CASTORIA

Phosphorescent

Ingersoil, Ernest.
Wild neighbors. 1897
599. In
Kingsley, John Sterling, editor.
Riverside natural history. 1884.
<*v.
590. K
Long, William Joseph.
Ways of wood folk. 1899. 590.L 8-1
Long, William Joseph.

natural

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare-

genuine

animals and vegetables. 1890. .590. II 7-1
Holder, Charles Frederick.
Marvels of.animal life. 1891.590. II 7-2
lloruaday, William Temple.
Taxidermy and zoological collecting. 1894. 579. 11 7
Ingersoll, Ernest.
Friends worth knowing.
590. In

New

a

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

b;. 1K. E. Hale. 1900. 399. 8. (1
Holder. Charles Frederick.
The ivory king. History of the
elephant and its allies. 1886_ 599. 11 7
Holder, 1'harles Frederick.

Fred Emery Beane, Secretary.
B ith, Me., April 15, 1992.

Governor Hill

Castoria is

goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It euros Diarrlnx'a aiul Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates tlio
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

Introduction

■

Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
general- who wished to cross the lagoon were used for
over sixty years
millions of
about 56 under proof and absolutely dependent upon the negro mothers for their children by
while teething,
Dangerous If Neglected.
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
“t three and a half
pounds boatmen, who number about twm hun- softens
Hums, cuts and other wounds often fail
the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
to heal properly if neglected and become
1 gallon.
The cordial is dred and charge for ferriage five Dutch colic, and is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea. troublesome sores. DeVVitt’s Witch Hazel
'1 by
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold
»
by
druggists
digesting in it, for a coppers, each way.
Salve prevents such consequences. Even
in
part of the world. Twenty-five where delay has aggravated the
every
injury De)jr
days, a little powdered
Twice, at least, has Curacao been in- cents
a bottle.
Its value is incalculable. Be Witt’s Witch Hazel salve effects
a cure.
""*• and then
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing “I had
(iji,,
mellowing the timate with events which are of inter- sure and
a running sore on my leg
thirty
Syrup, and take no other kind.
lneans of burned sugar. The est in our American
H. C. Hartly, lankeetown,
years,”
says
once
in
history;
Ind. “After using many remedies I tried
»'(•the
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve. A few
oranges, bring an
coaling of the Confederate cruiser
boxes
1([l‘bartered
'* t"'°
dollars per pound on “Alabama,” when a vice-consul of the Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never healed the sore.” Cures all skin diseases.
fee plh,
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- Pi les
to
it
at
once.
Beware
of
yield
counter“bon; and the final result—as United states, but a native of this gists,‘Belfast, Me.
feits.
iy47
1

—

Squirrels and other fur-bearers.

fly-
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skirt to be

consumptive tendencies,
w ith lace insertions or
'it' a year.
nor a piea.smter in which to dream the
heavy lace yokes,
i: a to the thrifty time away.
Constantly blowing trade- that a sense of confusion is the result
TAII.I'K' \N 11 I>KK»MAKKK>
'■!.
phosphate rock. winds '-mper the remarkable dryness
that the fit of a gown depends
t
•.-*
»t of the atmosphere, and there is
plenty declare
On this
-i lid’.-' transported of Keiineiiee ice in store to make palat- largely on '.he underwear.
d yet unavailable at aole the liltered cistern water, of winch point perfection has been reached bv
the "Merode hand-finished Swiss ribbed
n out:oned, not only
evert household has usually a sufficient
: ,"i. ( uracau are bare
supply. All anmnd the extensive bay, uuderware. which is shaped into the
w hole island is alw
icli occupies the crater of a long-ex. figure and excels by far the ill-fitting
L'- talion, there
being tiuct volcano, are commouious country garments hitherto shown, and furtherwhere hospitality to the more is quite as reasonable in price.
mgs. "i l resh water of residences,
natives depend alto- stranger is unbounded.
Occasionally Seams are carefully finished, buttons
require no afterwork, and hand crotcliater supply upon the an opera troupe, or a vagrant circus,
"i
that brought in strays through the tropics and lingers a ed edging is applied by hand. They
Vou/.iielan coast, lifty week or two in Curacao. When these are made in cotton, lisle, silk and mix'■ondeused sea-water, fail, there is always the music of the tures of these fabrics. They may be
drop of rain falls for hand in the 1110011-lighted plaza, mild had in low neck, without sleeves, or
and then a glass of festivities at the governor’s residence, high neck and short sleeves, or with
imported water costs christenings, weddings and funerals— long sleeves. Lord A Taylor are the
Hue quantity of wine and above all, for divertisement, the exclusive agents, and a word regarding
er water can be bad constant arrival and departure of steam- their "Onyx" hosiery is not inappropriin a few private gar- ers bringing news from all the world. ate,
THK SUMMER SEASON
is
luxurious as else- There are clubs, too, by the dozen—
pies. If some modern though mostly men’s clubs; and the is best adapted for displaying handsome
"f re-enacting the old first society of Curacao lias resolved styles in this line; therefore lace stripes,
uig water from the itself into an amateur dramatic com- lace “all over" designs on colors, black,
a e here, or some irrigapany, which aspires even to the plays silk embroidered dots on white, (in fact
a practical system of
of Shakespeare. The Roman Catholic any combination of black or white)
fortune that, would religion prevails throughout the island, illustrate that fashionable fancy, openupon •dm would far except perhaps two thousand Protest- work in all colors is in a thousand
the Cornish miner who ants and half as many Jews. The latter varieties, and colored embroidery on
is absolutely
in phosphates.
without limit.
race controls the retail trade, while the black
is heard of tlie liqueur,
wholesale is mainly in the hands of the White lace, or plain white hosiery nas
d
Curacao”—a word Dutch.
Curacao is a free port, you not lost prestige, nor has plain-colored
.v. like most Americans know, and business is
pretty brisk. One silk, alwf.ys desirable and less conspicuay. spelled wrong, with vast bookstore, the “Libreria Bitan- ous than gayer styles.
THE SUPERIOR UOMFOR
nation instead of the court," is said to
supply the whole of

599. B

Burroughs, John.

An interesting statement concerning
the improvement in health conditions
in Havana since tae American occupaheld up, trying to board a car: to ?ay tion of t uba, with special rel'eience to
of
nothing
pocket-book and parasol also the vital statistics for the calendar year
the insuto be managed. Is she not an object of lSH.il, has been made public by
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets should be
lar division of the War Department.
used with Favorite Prescription whenXot
content
with
pity?
Liberty silk or Particular attention is paid to the purgever a laxative is
required.
chiffon ruffles, several inches wide, ing of the city fiom yellow feverduring
finished by cording or grenadine ribbon, the past year by the destruction of inyou ait* well aware if you ever bought
It is of vast imfected mosquitoes.
but silken leaves so light that they float
a bottle of the real '*( uracao”—is about
portance. the statement says, that these
with
breath
of
an
air.
adevery
give
facts should be made known to the
equal to its weight in gold.
ditional tlurtiness.
Ostrich fine edges world extensively and as rapidly as
Though the dry fields of this island
During tlie past forty-five
are also used,
but these are limited possible.
are covered chiefly with cacti and
spiny
years, with scarcely an exception, some
because
The
charms
very expensive.
shrubs, it lias been proved that all tropdeaths have occurred from yellow fever
ical fruits would grow here to perfec- of tall, slender women are enhanced by in every month of the year: tlie maxition if only water could be supplied— the very means that brings confusion to mum. 2,058 deaths, taking place in 1857:
tlie minimum, 51 deaths, in istili: with
pineapples, paw-paws, mangos, guavas, their sisters, in opposite style.
the average, 751. The number of other
THIN FABRIC s
sour-sops. custard-apples, aguacates—
infectious and contagious diseases has
the whole citrus family. There is only are more in demand than ever, and em- been small during the ealendaryear 1901.
broidered veilings, batiste, pongees,
There has been very little diptheria
one tree that thrives in this
stony desert,
and typhoid fever, and tlie tuberculosis
and that is the nispero. or sapadillo, gauzes or stamped bobinet lace, afford rate is about
that of most cities of civilLace.inser- ized countries. A rapid decrease has
famed throughout the Spanish Main a wide field for selection.
for its vast green bulk and tasteless tions. edgings, sprays or ruiHes bring taken place since American occupation.
A marked decrease in malaria also has
yellow fruit. They say there is excel- about some novelty in dressmaking, occurred since the
mosquito work belent hunting here—enough to keep the and white silk braid is liberally employgan. The statement concludes as foled in open designs on plain, sheer fab- lows:
ordinary sportsman pleasantly employ"The army took charge of the health
ed the year round.
Kvery little salt rics. Taffeta silk folds or bands trim
of Havana when deaths
lagoon between the shoreward cliffs is lawns or dimities, employed as a bead- department
were occurring at tlie rate of 21,252 per
to
a
flounce
and
also
in
round
yoke year. It gives it up with deaths occurfairly crowded with tall herons, flamin- ing
Graduated ring at the rate of 5,720 per year.
It
goes and other water-birds; all the rocks shape on a tucked bodice.
covered with lizards, iguanas and anna- folds are a beautiful skirt trimming, took charge with smallpox epidemic for
years
dimis: wlule on all the old plantations the edges finished with fancy white silk
"It gives up with not a single case
are rabbits, tnrtle-iloves, curlew, tro 11- braid, and this is peculiarly effective on having occurred in the city for over
colored
muslin
or
Lace
underpongee.
eighteen months. It took charge with
peals and paroquets Wild pigs and
fever epidemic for two centuries.
some larger game frequent the liigh- sleeves have become so general that yellow
"The army has stamped out this disare
now
sold
the
at
all
the
and
they
interior forests; and the shade
by
pair
.lancis
ease in its greatest stronghold, there
ol every wide-spn-ading
nispero tree is leading stores. Plain or figured sashes having been only live deaths in the last
lighted up by golden candelaris and are equally in favor, although with a nine months of the past year, and no
deaths and no cases during the last
jewelled h 11111 mil ig-bi rds. darting among costume of bordered or figured materi- three
months of the same year; and it
toe leaves. Nowhere is ti. ere a healthier al. a plain sash is in superior taste.
hi-, demonstrated a system by which
Fean
de
is
the
favorite
silk
for
ioi
the
Cvgne
invalids' sojourn, especialyellow fever can be certainly controlled
piaciwaists, often so elaborately trimmed without the interference of commerce.”
it he he of
!

The Kind Yon Have Always
Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, lias homo the
signature of
!,,'d lias been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/x- S
Allow no one to deoeiVe yon
this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good” are hut
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
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Inmates of my house and garden.

a

with the ends of a
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Brightwen, Eliza.

accessory, but when it reaches the
present extreme it becomes positively

absurd.

wanderings.

Seaside studies in natural history. Marine animals of Mass.
llay. Radiates. 1865.
Baker, Sir tsamuel White.
M ild beasts and their ways. 1890.
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Agassiz, Elizabeth C. and Alexander.
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iiisei, lie somehow
1 bitch government a
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Zoology.

Abbott, Charles Conrad.
Upland and meadow. 1886.
Abbott, Charles Conrad.

Fannie B. Ward.
1

on

Abbott, Charles Conrad.
Naturalist’s rambles about home

hidden from sight of craft at sea,
and their spies watching from the summit of the rock.

••

of

iUL'1.1 sight of t'
11'

Tenn. "She had uterine disease and was treated
ivc physi
an i got
relief. At last I
real about Dr. Pierce'.- medicines and we deer:
I : try his Favorite Prescription.’ I sent
to tlv drug st. re and got one
'tie and the first
c.
-c cave ease and.
sleep. She had not slept any
for th*ee nightBeing sure that it would cure
her : -ent f >r five more % ttlrs and. when she
h
i taken the
xth bottle she was sound ,.nd
well

Special List of Books

“Constitution” vanquished the French
frigate “La Vengeance,” disabling her
ship and ltiO of liercrew; but the French
vessel escaped during a hurricane and
was towed by her small boats into the
harbor of Curacao. In the old times
all these little bays and harbors that
encircle the island were often the refuge
of buccaneers.if not their acknowledged
home. Rumor lias ir that some of the
oldest and most aristocratic families
still retain valuable remnants of ancient
pillage, some of which occasionally
finds its way to the government pawnshop. Behind the beetling cliff on
which is perched the old Spanish fort
that sweeps the skattsgat lagoon, the
piiates of the Spanish Main were wont
to lie in wait for prey: their masts com-

Sleep-
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Hnbtion'a FjrMljcht Falla.

pletely

cures

nervousaim

turnished the coal: and again in

year IsOO, through a sea tight. Xot
far from here the United States frigate
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condition
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The diseased
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by sleeping powders.

said to consist
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the bedclothes.
Such symptoms in geneial
point to disease
of the delicate
womanl y organs, anil a constant drain
of
the vital and

you pass a series of
; a
ills. wiai and
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Is akin to
a woman realizes this as she lies awake hour by
hour, peopling the darkness with phantoms, starting at the creaking of the bed
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reported

that

the

trust has absorbed the CunT! is is not a canard.

From Ottawa, < amnia, we learn that
apt. Bernier proposes to get to the
X. oh Pole by automobile.
Begin now
i

i:t out a ieliei

’1

expeditiun.

andidates tor Oovernor in t!io4 have
been ijiiite numerous. but candidates
(

be

voted tor this year seem to be
coming forward, in some
ioca'ities at least.
But then the early
idl'd 1 "--s not always get the worm.

t"

bar-kwaid ii

details are still

1

wanting of the
lioi oir, tmt the loss of life is
■stimalcd at fully .:o.nun. and the heart-

-t. i'n-r

rending

e

scenes

which attended

these

dillieult to depict.
It is one of the greatest calamities of
modem times.
hat]

s

would

be

The Gucemor of Arkansas is pardoning negro criminals on tlie condition that they leave the state and take
11> their residence in Huston, thus making that city a penal colony for Arkansas.
The Boston Traveler says:
Tin;

consensus of opinion
be that Governor Jefferson
Davis of Arkansas is a good deal of an

sci ii:-

general

to

ass.

The ••confession'* of Charles L, Heal

serving a life sentence
in the Mate prison at Thomaston for
killing iis father, is not very favorably
•evened, and will hardly realize his
hopes for a pardon. He says he put
stnchid’.ie in the whiskey to cure his |
father oi drinking, and that he told the
lrnggist of whom he bought the strych<

lint..;

now

nine the use he intended to make of it.
That may well be doubted.
the Third District

Republican Con-

Graduation at Freedom Academy.
The graduating exercises of Freedom
Academy began Sunday at 10.45 a. m. in the
Cong’l Church, which was beautifully decorated for the occasion with potted plants,
ferns and flowers. Music was furnished by
a chorus of about twenty-live voices and a
male quartette.
Rev. W. A. Richmond
preached the Baccalaureate sermon to a
good sized congregation, taking his text
from Dent. 31 :<>: “Be strong and of a good
courage, fear not, nor be art’righted; for the
Lord thy God, lie it is that doth go with
thee; He will nut fail thee, nor forsake
The sermon was stimulating and
thee.”
helpful and we believe that all who heard
it went away with renewed courage to be
strong in body, mind and soul.
The vesper service in the evening was
well attended.
Following is the program:
Prelude.
Chorus, “Onward Christian Soldiers.”
Invocation.
Mixed Quartette.

Scripture Reading.
Solo, “Beyond the Gates of Paradise,”.

Miss Kdna North.

Prayer.

Rev. II. I. Holt.
Address,
Duet, “The Choir Invisible," Misses Jaynes
1’ravcr.

Miss I) II. Kane
Solo, selected.
Chorus, “Abide with Me."

Benediction.
Postlude.
The exercises for Monday consisted of a
base ball game with the Buoksports, and
the prize declamation contest by the Juniors.
Tuesdax there was a base ball game
between tie- Academy team ami the Castine
Normal .vhool.
Following is the program for the graduating exercises:
Music.
Music,
Prayer.
salutatory. An Ideal Life, Leander Jackson
IN'ax. Adon am Jud.-on Billings,
Nellie siblex Brown
Class Hi u-iv.
Lerox Leonard Woods
Music
Essay. The Advance of ScNm-e,
Edgar Willis Post
Address to Undergraduates,
1 mlla Helena Kane
<'ration, The Progress of New England,
Fred Lovejoy Thurston
Music.
Essay, The Nubility of Labor,
Fred Echford Hutchins
f lass
Prophecy, Flora Haskell Cum in-ham
Music.
Essay, The Athlete and the School.
Samuel Albert Bryant
i. s s a

Tlie Use and Abuse of Political Power,
Horace Irving Holt
aledictory, The Inrluenceof the .Pathetic,
Anna Maude Lamson
Singing of ( lass < >de.
Presentation of Diplomas,
A. M. Small, M. D., Pres. K. A. Association
Ad Ire-s to (Jraduating Class,
Rev. Charles L. White, Colhv College
M usic.
Excused.
1 his was followed by a bamjuet given
C the Senior class at the home of Dr. and
M' s. A. M. Small.
1 he Hrad nates
-Nellie Siblev Brown,
'oiuel Albert Bryant, Flora Haskell Cunningham,'Horace Irving Holt, 'Fred Echfurd Hutchins, ‘Eeander .Jackson, Anna
Maude Lamson, India Helena Kane, Edgar Willis Post,
!fd Lovejoy Thurston,
Ecroy Leonard Woods.
( lass
(.)dicersPiesident, Leander Jackson ; \ ice President. Anna M. Lamson Sec;
retan, Flora 11. Cunningham: Treasurer,
Prod E. Hutchins.
Executive Committee
Edgar W. Post,
Fella II. Kane, Samuel A. Bryant, Nellie S.
Brown.
•College Preparatory Course. 'Commercial Course. [Normal < ourse.
\

THE

CHURCHES.

Rev. 11. E. Edgett will preach at Poor's
p. m.
Mills next Sun da;* at
A Sunday school will be organized at
IlalPs Corner next Sunday, if pleasant, by
young people from the Baptist Church.
Mr. Ben Robertson will be in charge of the
work.

The Kpworth Teague anniversary will be
observed ar the Methodist Church next Sunday. The pastor will deliver an address at
1*145

a.

.service

*

\

m. :

at

Kpworth League consecration

o.uo

concert at 7.:;o

p.
p.

m.,
m.

and the anniversary
All are cordially in-

vitee.
There will lx a grand Home Missionary
Rally of the Waldo County Congregational
c-huivh.es at the North Church Thursday,
Ma\ 22nd. The speakers from away will
include Mr. Puddefoot and Sec’y (’hasJlarbuttof the Maine Missionary Society.
Particulars of the rally will be given next
week.
“The Forgiving Spirit" will be the -subject
of the mid-week prayer meeting at the
North Church, this, Thursday, evening at
7.15.
Sunday services: Sermon by the pastor, Rev. (4. S. Mills; subject, “The Pursuit
of Happiness” ; Sunday school at 12 m. ; C.
E. Missionary meeting at (J.:'»o p. m. ; subject,

“The Student Volunteer Movement; address
by the pastor at 7.30 l*. m. ; subject, “A
Character Study in Black and White;"

gressional convention will he held in
Morning service at the Unitarian Church
Waterville June loth, and the Republi- next Sunday at 10.45 o’clock ; preaching by
the pastor; subject; “The MessiahSuncan state convention in Portland June
1 he Waterville convention will day school at 12 o’clock. The Browning
14tli.

impure, weak and
impoverished—a condition indicated
by pimples and other eruptions on the
face and body, by deficient vitality,
loss of appetite, lack of strength, and
want of animation.

1

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Pills
Make the blood pure, vigorous and

class will meet at the home of Mrs. E. L.

our

Sarsaparilla has been used in
family for some time, and always with
good results. Last spring I was all run
“Hood’s

got a bottle of It, and
Miss
great benefit.’’
s
Boyce, Stowe, Vt.
down and

usual
Beulah

as

Hood’s Sarsaparilla promises
Cure and keeps the promise.

to.

NOTES.

selections.

achievement renders his

name illustriin the annals of the navy, and
places it high on the roll of those who
have deserved well of the public.

Wedding

Bells.

UiLL-Cui/LiNAN.
James 1). Hill and
Miss Annie Cullinan were married in St.
Francis Catholic church at 7 A. m., May
7th, Kev. Fr. J. E. Kealy officiating. John
Eeary and Miss Agnes Cullinan served as
best man and bridesmaid. Mr. and Mrs.
Hill received a large number of valuable
presents; in fact, their house was almost

completely furnished by gifts from friend
and they began housekeeping at once at the
'Corner of Bay View and Allyn streets.
Stops the Cough
and works ofl

Cold.
laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a cold
in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25
•cents.

the

for everybody, and
extended to all.

a

cordial invitation is

The topic for the social meeting at the
Baptist Church this, Thursday, evening is
Christ in the Country of the Gergesenes.
The Sunday services will be as follows:
Preaching at 10.45 A. m., by the pastor;
subject, Growth; Sunday school at noon;
meeting for men aud boys at 3.30 p. m. ;
Y. P. S. C. E. at 8.30 p. m. ; praise and
preaching service at 7.30 p. m. ; singing led
by a chorus choir, assisted by Mrs. E. P.
Frost. There will be a short sermon by the
pastor on the subject, In Kadesh Barnea
and the Way Out.
Yachts and Boats.
FI. L. Macomber has the frame up for a
154 foot gasolene launch for Hon. Geo. E4
Johnson.

Lipton cables that Shamrock II. will not
be fitted out this season, but will be kept
this side for a trial horse for Shamrock
III. next year, when there will be a race for
the America’s cup.

on

pocket vials,

screw-cap

taining

60

doses, price, 25c.

great addition to

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
{The

New Store. 1

83 Main

Street, Belfast

antiseptic, tonic, and digestive, and beyond question the

Sec’y, Alice Klwell; Treasurer, Clarence
sweetest, most sucschool room is a
Woodbury; Financial Sec'y, May Hasson;
cessful and economical blood
line plaster cast, a copy of Mercury, by P. C.
T., F. A. Rhodes: M., Dell Whitmore;
Giovanni da Bologna, which lias been placed
humour
and skin
D. ,\L, Fannie Lear; s.. Albert Dickey; G.,
'ii a bracket between the windows at the
Albert Lear. After the installation a bounand
cures,
yet
back of the room. The original statue is in tiful
supper was enjoyed by those present.
bronze, and is now in the National Museum The Lodge is in a flourishing condition,
in Florence, together with other works from new members
joining nearly every evening.
the hand of this sixteen century artist,
J he following sentence from an editorial
whose only superior was Michael Angelo.
in last week’s Journal should be printed in
In the upper n om is a copy of Nike, (or
Complete external and internal treatment
letters of gold: “flood roads and good
for every humour, consisting of Optici:ka
Victory! of Samothrace, the original of schools are
ami money appropriatessential,
which is in the Louvre. The head, which is
Soap, 25c., to cleanse the skin of crusts 1
ed in these directions is well expended.”
and scales, and soften the tlxi kened cutmissing, was tlnjt of a bird. The statue, In
addition to the above perhaps a few
icle; Cuticpra Ointment, 50c., to insupposed to be part of a votive ottering, words about schoolhouse
grounds may not
stantly allay itching, inflammation, and
commemorative of a great naval victory,
be amiss. While waiting for the stage reirritation, and soothe and heal; and CutiDemetorious
of
Macedonia
that
probabij
cpra Resolvent Tills, 25c., to cool and
a sea captain, w ho has taken to work
of Kgypt, off Cyprus, B. C.,30% cently
ovei Btoiem
cleanse the blood. A Single Set is often
on land, remarked that the schoolhouse lot
was found in the Island of Samothrace in
Sufficient to cure the most torturing, disat the Cove \va> unfit, as it was too small
!
In;:’..
When found it stood upon a pedestal
figuring, itching, burning, and scaly skin, I
for a play ground : that the house was within
scalp, and blood humours, ecxemas,rashes, j
representing the prow of a vessel. The j a few feet of the traveled
part of the road;
and irritations, with loss of hair, from
figure is represented as rushing forward in : that
just on the opposite side of the road
infancy to age, when all else fails.
battle. These works of art were, bought^
was
the cemetery; that the house was
CfTici'RA Remedies are sold throughout the world.
with
the
much
after
consideration,
money
British Depot: J7-28, Charterhouse Sr)., Lond'ii. French
between and quite near t«> two dwelling
two
realized from the lecture course
Dep'<!: 5 Rue de la Paix, Paris. Potter Drug and
years
houses, and a large hen yard in the rear;
Cheu. CORi-., Sole Props., Boston, U S. A.
ago, and a sum contributed by the members
and altogether it was in ever\ wa\ unsuitof the Junior eia>s. These are lasting imable. At the next annual meeting an article
provements, and thej will doubtless be apwill be in the warrant to see if the town
inthe
in
measure
as
a
Niger
preciated
will cause to be bought a suitable lot and
creased ad’.antau.-s of the lower schools,
And if the owner refuses
move the house.
of
make themselves felt in the atmosphere
to sell or asks an exorbitant price, land not
the High School.
exceeding one hundred square rods may be
If the
taken and appraise the damage.
1 leeause of the ram Wednesday the Botan>
owner is agrieved at the location of the lot
class w;\> unable to go for dowers.
< r the
damages awarded, lie may apply to Cur hair tonic will do it.
Free
One poor little triilium, in a bottle,caused
the county commissioners within one year,
considerable disturbance among the .Sophofrom
who may change the location and assess
grease and injurious
more girls.--'04.
the damages. And if the damages are inminerals, prevents hair
The Seniors went to Freedom Tuesday to creased or the location changed, such town
attend the graduating exercises at the Free- shall pay the damages and costs ; otherwise
(rem failing cut, and stimdom Academy. A more detailed account the costs shall be paid by the ow ner of the
will appear next week.
land taken.
ulates the
I
A

HATS, 31.00.

WHITE CLOVES, lOc. and 25c.

con-

CUTICURA RESOLVENT PILLS are alterative,

installed Saturday evening, May loth, by A.
W. Hasson, Lodge Deputy, in a very impressive manner: C. T., Frank I. Dickey;
V. T., Beulah Rhodes; Chaplain, Jesse
Drinkwater: Sec'y. II- W. Klwell; Asst.

“The Country Fair Waltz Song’’ by Frantz
Abt is a welcome addition to our musical

FINE

CURA RESOLVENT, as
well as for all other blood
purifiers and humour cures.
Each pill is equivalent to one
teaspoonful of liquid RESOLVENT.
Put up in

At a meeting of the Ladies’ Aid Society
the following officers were named to serve f
another year: l’res., Mrs. Etta P. Dickey;
Vice Pres., Mrs. Charles T. Knight; Treas.,
Miss Annie Hawes; Sec’y, Miss Annie
Rhodes; Trustees of meeting house, F. A.
Rhodes, F. A. Dickey, Charles Orcutt.

;

;

The price will be..M

economical substitute for the
celebrated liquid CUTI-

The following officers of Sparkling Water Lodge, I o. (i. T., Saturday Cove, were

purest,

our

purifiers,

tonic-digestives
compounded.

BUG DEATH

Complete Treaiment $1

growth.

in
of the Junior boys have
yellow on their caps.
Ku' particulars of the Junior class ride
will appear in next week's Journal. How did
it happen that a certain couple had horsehair on their clothes:' “Mamma said she
knew that something would happen."
Some

\\ I

NTKKI’OKT.

E.

M.

Seminary

C.

Athletic

Association.

The East Maine Conference Seminary has
long since earned a reputation for.its skill
in manly sports, and many a victory has
been heralded by the ringing of the Chapel
bell on Oak Hill. But notwithstanding the
interest taken in athletics by members of
the school during the years past, this is the
first year that there lias been a regularly
organized athletic association. By a constitution and by-laws recently adopted the
management of the School sports is vested

POTATO BC

OESTHOYERO* HE

—

including

very beautiful tea set.lames
Brown of New Hampshire is visiting his
father, Mr. G. Brown-Mrs. Betsy Bassick and daughter Ida visited G. 0. Clarke
in Belfast May 10th and 11th—Mr. N.
Littlefield of Thorndike visited James
Clarke, Jr., last week... Forest C larke, wife
and two daughters of Stockton Springs
visited Mr. Manson George last Sunday_
Mrs. William Clarke of Prospect has for
the past week been the guest of Mrs. Abbie
Clarke of Stockton Springs_Oscar Clarke
has gone to North Jay—Horace and Myron Clarke of Prospect attended a large
spiritual circle at the home of Melvin
Clarke in Stockton Springs last Saturday

How’s Tills?

We offer On' Hundred Dollars Reward
for any ease of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. .1. Ciiknky dr Co., Props., Toledo, 0.
We the undersigned, have known F. .1.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry
out any obligations made by their firm.
West
Tkuax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Welding, Kinnan A Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surface of the system.
Price, 75c. per hot-1
tie. Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials
free.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

signature is

on

every box of the

Laxative Bromo=Quinine

the

remedy that

cures

a

cold in

genuine

Send for catalogue.

Summer Millinery.
MRS. R. C. SHELDON
Has arrived from
with a full line of

Summer

Boston

No. 62 Church Street,

Belfast, He.

Opposite Memorial

evening.

Hall.

NOTICE.
A Belfast

We

hereby forbid all persons trespassing or
buying any of the real estate, or wood or timber

Woman Asks

“Have you a floor paint
weeks?" Yes we have
beautiful gloss and will
properly applied. J. W.

that

will last two

Devoe’s; it has

a

two years if
Jones.
wear

on

the home farm of the late Daniel French of
as it is unsettled property.
T. E.
HARTFORD SHUTE
3tl9*
MARY E. SHUTE.

Prospect,

ERSklNE,

i

15c.—

( mi: 2~>c. size. >

H. J. LOCKE & S<
Post Office

Square, Belfast, Me
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H. E. MCDONALD'S,
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Street,

formerly

by li

.111 kinti-i
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OIL STOVE OVEN

11. Coomb-*

& Son.

The
at

Perp'es N .tional Bank

Belfast, in the State of iVtaine. at the close of
business, April 30, 1002.

1 have

a

HARDEN HOSE,

well s.-Ieeted stork of a'l the ia: -t
I S.
I'!:..- hue of

styles at BOTTOM I'BK

FORCE El WES,

RESOURCES.

and discounts.
.s 83,404
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
oo
P. S. Bonds to seeuie circulation_
12,600
Stocks, securities, etc.1(*0,360
Banking house, furniture, ami fixtures.
2,000
other real estate owned.
0,010
Due from approved reserve agents...
13.220
Internal-Revenue stamps.
1(56
Checks and other casn items.
1 ,*982
Notes of other National Banks.
2,780
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cent-.. .‘.
8
Lawful Money Reserve in Hank, viz:
Specie. 21,660 00
Legal-tender notes.
6,660 00 27,210
Redemption lund with r. S. Treas
urer. 6 per cent, of circulation.
625
coans

...

Total.

BABY

7(5
42
00
on

W WINd
KITCHi

CHAMBER SUITES

00
37
72

A 1.1

FURMSHIMis

KINDS

Iitclmting

on

26
00

DINING CHAIRS.

.$ 50.000 00
Surplus fund.
11,000 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid..
7,01970
National Banknotes outstanding_
12.497 50
Dividends unj aid.
163 00
Individual d. posits subject to check. 181,275 23
Demand certificates of deposit.
381 50

Total.$262,326 93
State of .Maine, County of Waldo, ss.

PEERLESS

In fact

everything to

be

found in

1 also

nave

\\

Famous Glenwood

ROLL TOP DESKS,
class furniture store.

tin.- of

and tin*

BOCK CASES,

00

$262,326 03

nii-.

PEARL, A(iATI

WILLOW ROCKERS,

00

a

WOODEN WARE,

ROCKERS,

40

Capital stock paid in.

Plumbing

a tirstthe cele-

a

Spen

Iilclieil & Trm

brated

White Mountain Refrigerator,

OPEN

EVEMN(i>

the very best refrigerator on the market,
consumes about two-thirds the ire othersdo

Small

I. FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier of the above
named hank, do solemnly swear that the above
is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
FRANK R WIGGIN, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th
day of Mat, 1902.
J.S. HARRIMAN
,-,
L.s.
Notary Public.
Correct. Attest:
ROBERT F DUNTON,
)
CHAS. P. HAZELTINE, Directors.
.JAMES PATTEE.
)

profits

and

quick

sales is

our

motto,

statement

{

CARRIAGES,

GO-CARTS,

LIABILITIES.

Call and examine goods

before

pur-

<

chasing.

ESTABLISHED IN

H. E. MCDONALD.

}

capital stock, $150.0

SURPLUS,

S3,1)r
DEPOSITS

ICE!
I have my houses filled with pure ice from the

R, H. Coombs & Son,
CASKETS,

Ii{j|i Wanted.

lw20*

PAPER

Safe

UNDER TAKERS.

Gurney stream and am ready to deliver iee in any
part of the city. Orders h‘ft at the markets of
Fogg & Brown, White & Wadsworth, C. L. Fletch4t20*
er, promptly attended to.
<i. 1. I'KAVKY.

Prepared Jat'all hours to do EMBALMlyT;
Connected by telephone both day ami night.
ING and FUNERAL WORK.

72 Main Street, Belfast.

FOR SALE.

Belfast, May 11,1902.

municipal

year will be received until
p. m.
The City Council reMonday, June 2, at
serves the right to accept any one of the proor
to
all.
posals
reject
L. H. MURCH, City Clerk.
Belfast, May 12,1902 3w20
—

Vessel for Sale.
Schooner “THOMAS HIX,” 94 tons net. The
vessel is in first-class condition ami vvi’l be sold
at a bargain. She is admirably adapted for New
York or Boston coasting, in the stone, lumber or
lime business. Address
CAPT. G. F. RYAN, or
F. G. WHITE, Belfast, Me.

Boxes for Re:
$S 00 a > c..

and

(Mn vault in iiii<*<|.ia il l in
INT:\(H!.m;i) in s.
re.
burglary in the ••ountry.
Those renting boxes

can

?

privilege of taking their boxbank.

BURIAL GOODS.

We wish to extend our sincere thanks to our
many kind friends for attentions shown to our
loveu one, Lucinda E. Shei man, during her long
illness and since her death.
ELISHA SHERMAN,
PHEBE SAWYER,
FLORA M. DODGE.

Proposals for Collecting Taxes.

Deposit

$5.00. $6.50

ROBES and

HANGER

$3 per day. Address
A. HI OOM,
38 High Street, Belfast, Me.

Card of Thanks.

current

at Summer Prices.

M<*

»Cando” SifverPol
—

Store

Sealed proposals for collecting the State, County and City taxes of the City of Belfast for the

Millinery

resell

LEOMINSTER,

vary

kEPOkl OF 1HH CONDITION OF

dar

a

°at. M u.'i 16 and Nov. o, i^>7.
Pat. ::i Canada Nov r, 18c,;,
and Jan. 25, 1900.

DANFQRTH CHEMICAL CO.,

70 Main

Tablets
one

MARKET

even

where.

I

A PRACTICAL, GOOD
wanted. Wages from §2 to
This

by agents

Sold

“

address, Miss Whitney of Gorham; vocal
solo, Joshua Treat. The hall was prettily
decorated and the fancj goods tables were

laden w ith articles both useful and beautiful. Ice cream, cake, home-made candy
and lemonade were served. Friday night
the sale of the fancy articles was concluded. and was followed by a social dance_
Mrs. Mahoney of Northport was the guest
of Mrs. James Freeman last week... Mrs.
(fray and Mrs. Ginn of Orland visited Mrs.
J. F. Hutchings a few days... Walter Levaiisaler has a position at Bar Harbor_
Miss L. A. Grindle was in town Monday,
in an executive committee of seven membut has returned to Castine, where she will
bers, selected as follows: two from the
remain most of the summer.... 11. T. .SanCalorlietorian society, two from the Clirestoborn was in town Monday from Bangor
matliean society, two alumni, and one memThe many friends of Mrs. Lucy Wheelden
ber of the faculty. This committee may
wi.l be pained and shocked to hear of her
elect sub-committees on lawn tennis, bassad death, which occurred at her home on
The
ket-ball, etc.
representative chosen
Oak Point Saturday. She lived alone, but
by the faculty is chairman of all c >111111 itMr. Baker's family, who lived near, were in
tees. The new organization has been rethe habit of going in to look after her every
ceived with enthusiasm and every member
About 2 o’clock in the afternoon two
of the school has signed the constitution. day.
of the little children went to see her and
The following committees have been chosen :
found her lying dead in the hen house with
Executive
Committee,
(Calorhetorians)
a heavy box on top of her.
She had eviAlexis B. Luce, Ralph H. Elwell, (Chrestobeen out looking for eggs and had
niatheans) Arthur L. Harris, Ivan Thom, dently
fallen in such a way that she was unable to
(the alumni) Fred Rlodgett, John Homer, I
extricate herself. Mrs. Wheelden was the
Fred
U.
base-ball
and
i
(faculty)
Ward;
widow of the late Kzra Wheelden. She
W.
R.
A.
li.
Roix,
foot-ball,
Luce, Ralph
was a most estimable woman and had a
L. Kendall; lawn tennis, A. L. Harris, Ray
circle of friends. Her age was about
Fellows, Alice Ilaskell, Eva Mayo; track ; large
82 years.
team, Cyrus D. McCready, Ralph H. Elwell;

SAFEST anti ST

bottle warranted

The ladies of Warren W. R. G. held a fair
at I'nion hall Thursday and Friday evenings, which was a great success, socially

and financially.
Thursday evening the
ladies of the B. H. Beale Gorps of Bangor
came down by invitation and were entertained at supper in the Corps hall, after
The Freshmen were very pleasantly surwhich they attended the fair. The program
prised Monday morning by finding a Samowas as follows:
Recitation, Miss Daisy
thracian Victory set up in the room.
Howe; vocal solo, Miss Marie Wardwell;

THE CHEAPE:

THIS YEAR.

j

from debt.
Both last winter at the Bar Harbor V. M.
fidelity
gallantry in
C. A.,
the Civil War, “and in the two years pastor and people are to be congratulated on and Mr. Roix led in the return debate at
which followed, happily years of peace, his continuance here.
Buck sport,‘which was also decided in favor
lie devoted to the country without
The services at the Universalist Church of the Seminary. Mr. Kendall is president
sparing, a brilliant intellect, cultivated by next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45 a. of the senior class and editor-in-chief of the
learning, directed by industry and in- in., regular service, preaching by the pastor, Ariel.
Rev. Ashley A. Smith: subject, “Charity or
The base-ball team hopes to win the State
spired by patriotism.” In the war with
Love,” text, I Cor. 13:13; at 12 m., Sundayhe
had
the
championship this year, anil they have
of
Spain
responsibilities
school and Rible class; at 7.30 p. m., Serhigh command, and the part he played vice of Song, a general praise service, in already defeated Kents Hill, Coburn Classical Institute and Freedom Academy.
is now in the keeping of history. Sec- which the
singing of the old hymns will be
well
retary Moody
led by the cornet and violin. There will be CEARKE’S
says:
CORNER, (Prospect.)
This record of life long devotion to other special music and a ten-minute talk
Mrs. Ida Cole had a birthday party last
with
its fruitage of splendid by the pastor. These services of song are
duty
week and received many valuable presents,
ous

Coated, 60 doses, 25c.), are
a new, tasteless, odourless,

Brown arrived at Wesleyan
Henry
Grove campground Monday from Dixmont,
where he spent the winter. Mrs. Brown
He will
died in Dixmont last September.
continue his store at the Campground as
heretofore, and expects to open next week.

our

In with the lot of suits we advertised last week for £4.95, close-1
from a big firm retiring from the wholesale clothing business, «,
lot of guaranteed fast blue G. A. 11. Suits
Owning these suit,
per cent, under the market price, we are going to give our cost--:,
the benefit and sell the same wav.
m
j|k

CUTICURA RESOLVENT PILLS (Chocolate

W.

rich, create appetite, give vitality,
strength and animation, and cure
Have the whole family
all eruptions.
begin to take them today.

SCHOOL

C. A. R. SUITS.

this season.

present efficient CongressStevens Tuesday evening, May 20th, at 7.15
man, lion. E. C. Burleigh, to succeed
o’clock. The. Bible class meets at the Paroimself; and the Portland convention
sonage Saturday evening at 7.15 o’clock. |
will nominate our popular Governor, All are most
cordially invited.
Pun. 1 ohn E. Ilill, for a second term.
basket-ball, Blake Irvine, Ivan Thom,
The parishioners of Rev, (4, E. Edgett
The conventions are appointed for sucGrace Ramsdell, Beatrice Heath.
met at the parsonage Wednesday evening,
Ralph L. Kendall is captain of the baseceeding days so that both can he taken Ma\ 7th, to celebrate his return to his laball nine and Alexis B. Luce captain of the
in on one trip.
bors in this city. He has been pastor of the
foot-ball eleven. William R. Roix is manM. E. church the past three years, and it is
In ’.1
ager of both teams. It is a pleasure to note
usual formal order announcing
very gratifying to his people to know that he that these
young men are prominently iden(■In death of Admiral Sampson the
is to remain another year. During the past
tified with the literary interests ol the
Secretary of the Navy pays a well de- [ year about Si,200 were-expended for permaschool. Mr. Luce was one of the successful
served tribute to the deceased,
lie nent repairs on the church, which is now in debaters who
represented the Seminary
served with
tine condition and five
and
name

Ellen L. Starbird of Bangor and a lady
friend are spending a few days at Miss Starbird's cottage, Temple Heights.
George Morse anil wife of Belmont, Mr.
Staples and wife of Belfast and Mr. Simpson and wife of Rockland spent Sunday at
Temple Heights.
Charles O. Dickey recently lost a valuable
cow, and last Saturday morning on going
to his stable found his best heavy team
horse dead in his stall. It is a heavy loss at

blood is

HIGH

REMARKABLE VALUES IN

changes

Spring.
The

MEWS.

Mr. William Thomas is making extensive
in Mrs. Mary Boynton's kitchen.

There is no other season when good
medicine is so much needed as in the

received

Anthem.

MORTHPORT

Spring Medicine

HORSES, 1 draft colt, one year old ; heifer,
2 years old, calves in May; 2 road carts;
set new road harness; 2 top buggies, i Brewster
New York, cost $425, one Union. Me., cost $225
(new). All at a great discount. Call or address
B. L. PITCHER. Gurney's Mills, or
T. W. PITCHER, No. 5 Franklin St.,
4wl6*
Belfast, Maine.

2

We have a line line of hau s\\
to any sluute, size or price. W
to our stock a good assortin'
S11»K and HA OK ( OMRS m
Kits. When in want of tie
at ir> Main Street (up stairs*
Htf
MHs

QONNECTICDT PA
mid PA I*Kit

FOR

furnishing

The Republican voters of the Representative
class composed of the towns of Searsport. Islesboro, Stockton Springs, Prospect, Swanviile and
Waldo, will bold a mass convention at Union
Hall, in Searsport, Friday, May 23,1902, at two
o’clock i». m., for the
purpose of nominating a
candidate for Representative to tile Legislature,
to elect a cla>s committee for the ensuing two
years and to transact such other business a* may
properly come before the convention
Per order Republican Class Committee,
F. F. CROCKETT, Secretary.

$2.25,

paper and all.

Odin

TWO FOR 75e
at lowest
Painting
a llrst-class

for

Notice of Class Convention.

HANGRK, will pa|"

Drop

a

price. I
job. Address.
A. BLOOM,:« nil'll si
postal card and 1 will

1

Slimmer Cotlafl
FOIt SALE OR TO LET AT N
Maine. Furnished cottage of nm

land, overlooking Penobscot.Hay
JOHN A
boating, etc.
I7tf

103 Summer Av«», K-

1

i>
1,1

j

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.

VV. S. Patterson is moving from Northport
the Thomas Condon house.
James P. Wight and A. P. Mansfield went
to Vinalhaven the first of the week on a

Blood.

avenue to

T. 1'. will meet this, Thursday
ith Mrs. S. G. Bickneil.

w

Warden has succeeded George Fo»s
of silver Lake Creamery.

pauper

West sold Dr. .1. W. Clough of
carriage horse last week.

Creamery

on

exhibition in the

a

Sharpless hand

prisoners in Belfast jail
Jnd to May IJth, and but one

re

no

irter

date.

of letters in the Belfast
May id: Gentlemen—Dr. Edwin
•ei.jamin Hall, W. T. White, Sr.
i

list

O. Roberts has sent to The
,-e a hen’s egg, globular in form,
but d d-lb inches in circumferid in diameter.

be a dance in Silver Harvest
Waldo. Tuesday night, May
mimic by ,J. C. Whitten’s full
I'he dancing public are cordially

brought home last fall
aj
tu ip bulbs from Glasgow, SeutThe
are
York, inglaud.
tulips
bl<-..m. and are very large and

handsome brook trout as
the result of a day’s fishing in Monroe last
week
Sloop Jeunette arrived Tuesday
morning from Isle an llaut fishing grounds
with a fare of fresh fish. She broke her
gall' down the bay and will have a new one
\ made here.1 nit\ Pond, Sandy Pond in
Freedom and Rhuuitubueook Pond in Searsmont each received ir*.«»*•> trout fry the past
week.

in the vicinity of
annoyed by thefts of the
tlici; dm.rs
The culprit is
waned to .'top the practice at
Marshall Relief Corps will

j

IV-n> -ii" ! 1 av•1 been
Admis-1
free: >u|>pei ten cents. The’ llufiis K. Klioades.
Carter. 1 uxmont, srj.
cordially invited.
'li
ai
u

on

another page the call for
ention. which is

Mate coin

ilangur Tuesday, dune 17th.

;

j

j

granted as follows: I
“A Trip to tin* 1 lot Springs," No.
linden. SS; Lyman ! been deferred to our next issue.

Swift A Paul received three bushels of
strawl' -n i.*s by Tuesday morning's boat.
The\ retailed at in cents a box.

has

Seaside Grange bad a very enjoyable supper last Saturday evening, which was largely attended. The interest in the grange
work bolds unabated.

It had been the custom of the late Mrs.
15. 1'. Gardner has discontinued bis meat
Democratic friends in !
'ay
tnty tliat we will publi> 1 their: Win. M. Woods to place lowers on tin- grave business for the present and is devoting his
m• ••..!! vent ion calls as heretoof Nathaniel Wilson m Ci<>ve < eiuetery. attention t<> lobsters, lie keeps them in a
Since the death ol Mrs. Woods it lias been ear near the bane wharf and boils them in
lb>111 Randall w;-> g<«ii:g home suggested that the Peilast Improvement ; his store :tt tlm foot of Main street.
an iron vas
for the grave and
!-• a few day
The members of Seaside Chautauqua Cirago with Milne egg:- Society buy
weekly visits to cle will meet with Mrs. C. F. I5laek.il Fnion
•ag when he was annoyed lt\ a that members who mai
it
tile
cemeterv
f,
.i
keep
having any other weapon handy
street, Mondu\ afternoon. May l'.Mli. The
Mr. IT. N. Jutland was in town last lesson will be a leading journey “Among
the dog with the bag of eggs.
him. hut the useful nos of ho week advertising (.rain-o ami dcll-o, and tli* Alps
autlmi, Kdua Dean Proctor.
lelt at this oft tee a pack mo- each of lemon,
1 in- purpose.*, was at an end.
Pendleton Pros. will .-recta building in
orange. rasybern aid strawberry dcll-o.
their shipyard for a shop and mill, and will
bn ein.u retir ed to Rockland
W c louml that de!‘-o s a delicious gelatine
•night fnmi 1 “exter. whither he
put in a steam engine and board saw. Fred
dessert preparation, ahead) sweetened and >anb.irn has moved lii>
;•• assist Lis b:other, Dr. R. i
blacksmith tools.etc.,
.'one
n
important veterinary ilav(»red, and prepared tor the table by to theii
simp and te.-iimed business there.
While away Dr. Freeman
simply pouring boiling water over it, and
the last chestnut gelding pacer,
Kdwani Wentworth of Waldo was thrown
that it *s very nice combined with fresh or
i
animal is a fine one and has
from his carriage on the Poor's Mills road
s ot a real turf satellite.
The price is only ten cents
Rock- candied li'iits.
one evening
last week and received bad
per package. Ask \ air grocer for it.
cuts on the forehead and cheeks and a genAt its last regular business meeting the
i *-\vi<
\. (bullion's little friend."
ral shaking up. lie is recovering
slowly.
Peilast Improvement Society extended a
u tlidaj pints Mas »‘.th. and had
The Pel fast ball team is booked for a game
vote,
of
thanks
to
those
who
furnished
the
>i■
time. Ice- ci‘jain iiiul cake
>;' 1
in Pel fast with the Castiim Normals next
and Lew is received a number piograni and others who assisted in tin* reand at Castine with the Norcent
His grandfather,
reception. Thev voted to place barrels Wednesday,
{•resents.
mals the following Saturday. There will be
union, liad a birthday the same neatly painted about the city in which tin*
excursions on both days on steamer Castine.
debris ftciu the streets should be p'aced : to
utu ipated with the little folks in
The farm buildings in Washington bedies.
buy a carriage block for the Public Library,
and to ask Mayor Small to have the ordi- longing to Oscar Carroll wore burned SatA aid s letter this week she refers
urday night, May loth. Mr. Carroll and
nance in regard to bill posting on the shade
? '."oil bridge at
Curacao.
The trees st
family had dosed the house and lived on a
enforced
idly
iat"U1 who built it was a Bangor
place in Liberty where he is in the meat
\ K'miAN?' Mi:i;rin<.. The Waldo
County
the pontoons were
man, but
business.
11
Brain 1ml! of Camden, who \ eterans 'Association will meet with FreeMiss Carrie M. Crocketto, a graduate of
man M«•( 1 iivery
Best, Scarspmt, Jinn-Mb.
> ( uracao and
them
in
put
place,
the New Kngland Conservatory, will give a
to our recollection it was not a The I <»>t extends a coidial imitation t»>
<•
nnade in Waldo Count} to meet recital in the Methodist Church to-morrow,
undertaking for the contractor, ever}
Ward says it brought wealth to with tin m on that day. The CoM w ill tui- Friday, evening, at # o’clock. The tickets
cents for adults; l.~> cents for
nish the usual fare of beans and coffee. will be
Bring your goodies, and women. Com- young people over !_’ years; in cents for
'err'd:, Department Commander
rades, it has been sometime since we met; younger ones.
A. 1C, has appointed aides-delet us get together again, rem-w o.d acA. Ik Stantial is preparing two acres of
"tali'. Following are the local
his farm in Belfast foi strawberry culture.
quaintances and talk over the scenes of
B. P. Lombard, Belfast;
A. Stinson, Sec‘y.
He will set 14,oon plants on the lot.
The
<
'lord, Brooks; T. (C Libby,
S'l r; ami:k Notks.
The position of clerk vines will be ready for a crop next year
nJohn Lane, Searsmont; K. F.
on tht* Boston and
Bangor steamers is a and this y ear’s crop will be taken from his
•"Hne. M
Lawrence, Freedom: new one, and is created so that tie* office farm in Brooks, lie is to move his stable
a."H\, Ilockport.
Assistant In- force
back ‘Jo feet and build an L io the house to
on the
may lay off' one trip in three,
W. II. Clitford, Belfast ; das. P.
City of Rockland Mr. Bierce, the purser, till the space.
malhaven : A. 11. Rose, Brooks; runs two
trips and then Mr. Coombs takes
S. A Littlefield has started on the road
Appleton: Clias. 11. Hooper, Ids place for one trip. The freight clerk,
with a wagon, selling men’s, boys' and
Boo. 11. Deane, I'nion; Knowles Mr.
Barker, runs two trips, and Coombs youths’ clothing to the trade, for the C. A.
-odom : TIjco. V. Hill, Rockport.
runs a trip as freight clerk; and when he
Littlefield Clothing Co. The company is
The CasLiq on>. .Slierill Norton lays off Barker takes his place
composed of Mr. Littlefield and his daughtine
has
a
contract
to
tow
from
ff»,uoo
logs
Marshal Sanborn began a series
ter, Miss Carrie A. Littlefield, and they
and seizures the past week, along the shore in Eggemoggin reach to J.
manufacture their goods at their home on
ago the oilicers in addition to the C. Condon's mill at Buck’s Harbor.. ..The
Cedar street.
■thods of prosecuting the liquor Florence resumed her trips on the Belfast
Several delegations went to the graduaShe had
ned them to close their places at and Ntonington route Tuesday.
tion at Freedom Academy from or by way
and not to sell on Sundays. The been hauled off since April 30th b} an acciof this city.
Monday the Bucksport Acadetgreed, and for some time apparent- dent to her engine... James Coombs of my ball team and a
party of other students
has
as
Belfast
steward
on
the
M.
shipped
dc"iivd, but were gradually recame to Belfast on steamer M. & M. and
and
M
The Silver Sta^ has resumed her
the old plan of doing business at
went from here by buck board, returning by
Last week they were again trips on the Belfast, Islesboro ami Castiue
special trip in the evening. Tuesday the
but some were open last Sunday, route after a thorough overhauling. The
Castine Normal School ball team came on
"Ilicers began business.
The Golden Rod, which took her place, has begun steamer
Castine; some rode out on their
and Commonwealth Hotels and on her route from Islesboro to Bangor_
wheels and others went by carriage. In the
J.
B.
Drake
of
the
Eastern
Co.
Steamship
arter’s new place were searched
afternoon the Senior class of the Belfast
"titles of liquors found.
The pro- says the rumor that Mr. Morse has any inHigh School went out by buckboard. This
were arraigned in the Police Court tention of purchasing any other steamship
trip will be reported later in the High
All waived examination, were lines than the hve which he now con- School!
Notes.
( apt. Butman
1 to a line of $100 and costs and (jo trols is intirely incorrect
Building and Repairs. I. W. Parker
til and in default of payment to <»o was here recently to look into the feasibility
of including Belfast in the proposed route is making good progress on tlie cottage he
itional. They appealed.
of his steamer, the W. (J. Butman, between is building at the Battery, south of the
\llky Si.a vk.
Some few years
Rockland, Camden and Islesboro, but did Coombs and Riggs cottage. The wide
"iiger attraction toured the country
not decide to come here. lie is to make veranda extends to the shore line and afrtley (.'anipbeirs (the late famous three trips per week between Rockland and fords a tine view up and down the harbor.
»n playwright
“Galley Slave” com- Islesboro, touching at Camden.The Ban- .The L taken from the southern end of
1 housamls of times
it delighted gor Commercial says: “Capt. Marcus Pierce the lliram Chase house on Church street
; audiences by its intense human inof Hampden, for many years in command has been utilized as an L for the house on
amrally strong situations and bril- of the steamship Penobscot of the Eastern Court street owned by the estate.E. If.
lt> revival a few weeks Steamship Co.’s fleet, has been given the Kuowltou is building a carriage home,
-uage.
u York showed that its
popularity City of Rockland, flagship of the Bangor & 30x40 feet, on the Cottrell lot opposite the
Commonwealth Hotel... Willis E. Hamil"
Jt is
way diminished, and that it was Mt. Desert division of the line.
.11 equal to any similar productions
thought by this that Capt. Otis Ingraham ton is building a green-house, 63x20 feet,
ears.
With an excellent company lias decided not to return to the sea. He which makes a total of nearly 4oo feet length
iitl scenery it will be seen at the has contemplated retirement for several of greenhouses at his place on Franklin
street—Freeman Woods has built an atq»era House on Monday evening, seasons and his recent condition at present
ilj, and should attract an excellent j makes it impossible for him to run again tractive and convenient addition to his
house on Grove street—Harry W. Clark is
On the following evening
Vic-j this season. His withdrawal will be reYirdou’s (the most successful of the gretted by the hundreds of warm friends building a wide veranda at the easterly end
• n<*h authors)
play, “A Wife’s Vic- he has made during his long years of faith- of his house on Northport avenue. It will
wi 11 be presented.
Mr. Elton's coni- ful service.”... The Golden Rod made an he a very pleasant ’ounging place on sum•
for these extra trip Sunday on the Belfast, Islesboro mer afternoons.
rganized and
to mu

j

••

■

BEDS,
CHAMBER SUITS,
BUY

FANCY ROCKERS.
OF
DINING ROOM SETS,

&
WILSON.

COUCHES,

HAT I INGS,

RUGS,

Nearly

and child.

1-2

goods bought

sample,

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists
New York.
409-4ta Pearl Street,
5oe. auu £1.00; all uiuggisi.;-.

of

acre

at

Floor

price

a

Space filled with

to meet any kind of

competition.

The Journal last week mentioned two
of malicious mischief, and stage then
others have come to notice.
One night
recently (’apt. J. F. Me Keen’s truck wagon
was dismantled.
On** of
the forward
wheels was hung in a maple tree several

.VXD.

I

■

—

—

equipped
reductions, will undoubtedly please and Castine route, to carry accumulated
r-s of good
plays, well acted, full of freight and connect with the Boston steam'nl situations and romantic interest, ers— The Castine was chartered to bring
the Castine ball team to Belfast Saturday,
oss in other towns speaks most entieally of the plays and company, but on account of the weather the game and

and three curtain calls are the rule. excursion were abandoned. The boat came
1
ecelia Castelle, the leading lady, is over Sunday with a few passengers and reThe Castine and
attractive, and exceptionally strong, turned the same day
'■N beautiful
gowns and was juvenile Golden Rod, the latter running in the place
the Famous Arizona company last j of the Silver Star, each brought large excurMr. Richard Pitman has been with sions to Belfast from Castine and Islesboro
'"•them for several seasons and rejoins Monday... .The M. and M. made an extra
h»r Laertes in Hamlet next season, trip from Bucksport to Belfast Monday
players have a record for excellent evening for the ball team of the East Maine
a the best
companies, and so strong Conference Seminary, which played with
ganization, with splendid plays, should the Freedom Academy nine in Freedom
crowded audiences. Mr. Elton him- that day.A. H. Han scorn, formerly
:s a character actor and
manager of purser on the Boston and Bangor steamers,
at
ability and experience on both sides is promoted to General Passenger and
Atlantic, and has spared no expense Ticket Agent of the Eastern Steamship Co.
'"ake the present revival, immediately _The Golden Rod will make the first deep[' 1 lowing its success at the American sea fishing excursion of the season May
“atre, New York, in March last, worthy 18th, leaving Lewis’ wharf at 1 a. m. The
1
Public support.
trip is in charge of N. W. Delano.
—

Shipping Items. Sch. J. II. Wainwriglit
arrived May 7th for general repairs_Sch
Mildred A. Pope arrived May 10th from
New Haven with iron for Geo. A. Gilchrest
and Pendleton Bros, and parties in Bangor.
Sch. Grace Davis sailed Monday for
Stonington to loadgranite for New York_
Sch. Sharon is kept bnsy by Cooper & Co.
bringing lumber from Bangor and sand
from Burnt Coat—Sch. P. M. Bonney arrived Monday from Vinalhaven.
Capt.
Burgess finds business improving at both
ends of his route, and is having a good run
of custom—Sch. Edna was launched from
Gilchrest’s marine railway Monday and is
loading stone for Frankfort_Sch. Maria
Webster loaded lime casks at Lane’s wharf
Tuesday for Rockland—Sch. J. II. Wainwright was left in Belfast harbor by her
captain, who returned to Rockland and notified the owners in Bucksport that the vessel
was here.
Monday Mr. H. E. Fogg, the
managing owner, came here and hired a
crew to take the vessel to Bucksport.

Harnesses;

eases

AT THE OLD STASH,

Nkw Ai>vkktiskmknts.

COMFORT

HAS

BEEXSECURER WITHOUT

state Prison Carriages and Harnesses

THE

specialty.
medium grades from other linns.
a

Also

rjpVall and

please,

ceedings.

sary.

HOTEL.

SACRU ICF OF ISE./ UTV IX

rods awa\ and the other wheel, with the
axle and shafts, put in an apple tree some
distance off in another direction, while a
harrow w as carried into a neighboring field,
(’apt. Me Keen t li i n k > lie knows the
olTetider* and is giving them time to return
the property before beginning legal pro-

Foi m>
I)i■ ai>.
("roner
Charles R.
Coombs ami Sheriff S. G. Norton were called to Jackson Tuesday to see the body of a
man who had been found dead in his house.
They found that John Waite had been living a hermit lif** in a small house near the
new church.
He had no known relatives
and but very little was known of him. He
was about 7." years old.
lie was last seen
Sunday by a neighbor, who called to see
him, and he was found dead on the floor by
another neighbor who called on Tuesday
morning, lie had evidently died of apoplexy
and had been dead some time when found.
The coroner considered an inquest unneces-

Comfort!

KKAIl OF

GLORIOUS
WINDSOR

see me, if
there are others.

H. C.

they do

not

:)mao

MARDEN.
Your spring bonnet and your new
swell gown will look the better for
association with pretty Queen Quality

Easy Trusses.
New

No

|

You will tiud

The new spring styles are in and
since the shoe fashions are originated
by the makers of Queen Quality

Styles,

shoes—they're strictly

New

Charge

for

everything in the furniture line at Spencer
A* Wilson's, Coliseum Building, Main.street.
They have nearly half an acre of floor space
filled with goods from which to make selections— You will find carriages and harnesses at the old stand, rear of Windsor
Hotel. Mr. Maiden makes a specialty of
State prison carriages and harnesses, but
has medium grades from other firms

Barn

correct.

All the brains and energy of one of
the world's biggest shoe works are

Prices,

concentrated in Queen Quality Th it
is why it is possible to sell such

Fitting.

Boots at $3.00
Oxfords at $2.50

POOR & SON, Dniisls.

1

1

SPENCER

IRON

Carriages

j

ivoid trouble.

:

«'

refrigerators,

body going again—man

If you have not tried it, send for free
its agreeable taste will surprise you.

1;>

go-carts.

—

are

Tuesday

whole

woman

•.

brought home

subscribers

il.

tinual flow of rich blood.
This is health.
When weak, in low spirits,
no cheer, no
spring, when rest
is not rest and sleep is not
sleep, we are starved ; our blood
is poor; there is little nutriment in it.
Back of the blood, is food,
to keep the blood rich.
When
it fails, take Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil.
It sets the

to

Fish Facts. Mackerel weighing from 2
pounds to ‘~*i were in the markets last Thursday at 20 ceuts apiece. Mackerel are very
Frank L. Robertson
plentiful and cheap.

Swift

pioii sale and supper
d evening. May 20th.

freshed, bone muscle and brain,
in body and mind, with con-

We have received a letter from a Waldo
county town protesting against the practice
of working on the Lord’s Day, and of allowing boys to go gunning and fishing on that
day. Our correspondent thinks that with
six days for working we should keep the
seventh day holy and set a good example to
the young people who are growing up. The
writer neglected to sign his name, but this
is the substance of bis letter.

nty Commissioners have desigstage road from China line via
mo to the Liberty line towards
luge, as a State road,

is

strength is full and
spirits high, we are being re-

to

with conveyance by backboard by leaving
their names with C. W. Wescott at the Belfast National Bank.

•man

mi.

When

attend the auction
sale in Searsmont next Wednesday for the
benefit of the Girls’ Home will be provided

Those who wish

carriage block, presented to the
rar> by the Belfast 1 mprove:>. was set in front of the library

1

caucus

by.

on or

elect delegates
to the district and state Conventions will
be held at the Court House on Thursday
o’clock.
evening, May 29tli, at

Republican

A

e

it.

All who are interested in re-organizing
the Golf Club are invited to meet at the
School Superintendent’s office Friday evening at 7 o’clock.

tutor.

■

live by our blood, and on
We thrive or starve, as
our blood is rich or
poor.
There is nothing else to live

years ago to-day (1875)
there were snow banks on the sides of
Northport avenue and drift ice in the bay.

Twenty-seven

ue

Hedman has

W

case.

Warming.

A. COLBURN,

SOLE AGENT FOR BELFAST.

1 shall dedicate my new stable at the rear
of the Windsor Hotel by a social dance in
the stable on

—

Save

your hair.

only

.">0 cents

a

Saturday Evening, May 17th,

Poor & Son’s hair tonic is
bottle.
They have easy

at S o'clock.

trusses, new styles and new prices—Practical good paper hanger wanted. Apply to
A. Bloom, MS High street, Belfast—See
statements of the Belfast National and Peoples National Banks of Belfast, and the

Music by I’rof. J. C. M bitten and bull
Orchestra,
Hood order will be maintained and a civil time
assured. Friends and the general public arc invited. The stable will be open for business—
1 oarding and standing in—next Monday mornIw20
ing.

.Searsport National Bank of Searsport—G.
L. l’eavey is prepared to deliver pure ice
from the Gurney stream in any part of the
The relatives of the late Lucinda K.
city
Sherman publish a card of thanks
The
City Clerk advertises for proposals for col-

—

vacation.
I>R
Belfast, May 6,19ft;.—19

away

I

TO

CUltE

A COLO

IN

ONE

DAY

Take Laxative Brotno Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if it fails to
cure.
E.W. Grove’s Signature on each box.

on

$10.00,

Flies and

Trolling

Bait of all kinds.

Cotton, Linen, ami Silk Lines.

Special prices

in

complete outfits.
SPAU„1)INUS BASE

F. A.

BALL U )OUS

FOLLETT,

51

Church Street.

a

C. KIMiOItK

An

WANTED

upright piano at a tow figure.
POSTOFFICE,
2tl9
Searsport, Me.

Address

-A-T

To do

general housework.
Bel

ONCE!

GIRLS OX POWKll M.YC1IIXKS.
Steady work and board guaranteed while learning.
FOSTER ESTABKOOKS CO.,
BelhiKt. Maine.

SITUATION WANTED
GRACE.

out. Maine.

GIRL WANTED
To do
ply to
20tf

general housework in a small family.
REV.* HARRY LUTZ,

Ap-

7 Church Street, Reliant.

FOR RENT.
Two Hours of the l>riek building on Beaver
street, over Damon's blacksmith shop. Is suitable for carriage work or any light manufacturing. Keys at store of C. L. Wright, Church Street.
ESTATE OF DAVID PEIRCK.
2tl9*
By C. W. FREDERICK, Adm'r.

For Sak

or

BELFAST OPERA HOUSE,

^flonday Evening, flay 26th, ^
The Ernest Elton

“The

to Kent

THE A. J. HARRIMAN house on Congress
•street. Apply to
SWIFT & PAUL, Belfast, or
19tf
F. A HAKR1MAN, Waterville.

Closing Out our Wail Papers.
In one of the paper racks that we shall move we have
that was carried over from last year. Following is the
that we will make for one week—May 15th to 22d:

With

new

Company

Galley

scenery ami effects ami

a

1,1

B*i;V,”Vu”‘.Vpi...

Slave.”

special company of New York artists.'

EVENING, HAY 27th,SSS'g":

ON TUESDAY

¥“A WIFE’S VICTORY.” ¥
a

record of

over

2,000

performances in England, France and America.

Prices 25, 35 and 50 Cents.
One of the best attractions

ever

RE8ERmixeKyw,

playing in Belfast.—Bray & Maxfteld.

a lot of high grade ceiling paper
(piantities in stock and the prices

..

WAS.

NOW.

10c.
sc.

lOc
5c.
4c.

300,KOI-L'S CHIDING.26c
200
200

During this week we will GIVE FREE the I 200 Gilt Bordered 50c.
nr.
borders with any 10c. paper in stock |
Curtains for uOC.

9 inch

Vours

to

Bristol Steel Boils, $4.00 and $4 7a

With

rnCC
rnLLi

$d OO,

Split Bamboo Bods, $ 1.0(1

—

„„„

lit eolation Bait am! Backfall Spinner.
to

FOR SALE!

Helfu.it, He.
Dkak Sik : It takes ;>000 gallons of paint
for the two big hotels at Coney Island—
Manhattan and Oriental. They are painted once in three years with Devoe lead and
zi ac.
Why so often? Three reasons: (1) sea
air cuts paint; (2) sand in the wind cuts
paint; (:i) hotels, especially pleasure hotels,
want freshness and color as much as protection.
Once in three years is often
enough and not too often to paint a hotel on
a windy sand beach.
How long do you think lead and oil would
last there? One year. Is there anything
for you in this?
Yours truly,
F. W. Devoe & Co.
P. S. J. W. Jones sells our paints.

Beets Hoc

Notice.

Iw20*

Jones,

Shakespeare's

>ly olllce will be closed to patients
during tile month of May, as I shall lie

MRS. GEORGE

A.

ami Tails,

('an eas and Willow Fish Baskets.

The late homestead of Patience T. Moody, situated at Searsnioiit village, and all household goods
now remaining at said homestead,
belonging to
the Children's Aid Society of Waiue. will be sold
by public auction, at said homestead, for the
be»elit of the “’Girls’ Home.” on Wednesday,
May -Jl, l'JO’j.
Sale of household goods will begin at ten
o’clock A. M.
The homestead will be sold at one o’clock i*. >i.
Belfast, Maine. May 14. 1WJ.
l"'-U
A. G. CASWELL. Auctioneer.

—

Letter to K.

Traps

Tackle.

Fishing

Best Salman am! Trout Leaders,

AUCTION!

—

»

Bait

M. R. KNOW LION.

...

lecting taxes—Read what Carle & Jones
have to say concerning their closing out sale
of wall papers. They will give free the 9
inch borders with any 10 cent paper in
Mrs. George Grace, Belmont, wants
stock
Girl
a situation to d
general housework
wanted to do general housework in a small
family. Apply to Rev. Harry Lutz, 7 Church
street, Belfast.M. R. Knowlton, landlord of tlie Windsor Hotel, will dedicate his
new stable next Saturday evening with a
social dance, to which his friends and the
public are invited. Music by J. C. Whitten
and full orchestra—See notice of auction
sale in Searsmont of household effects and
real estate by the Children’s Aid Society of
Maine—Sell. Thomas IIix, 94 tons net,
will be sold at a bargain. Address Capt.
Geo. F. Ryan or F. G. White, BelfastHarry W. Clarke & Co., 8M Main street,
Belfast, are offering great bargains in Grand
Army suits. Price only $7.49. Fine hats,
$1; white gloves, 10 and 25 cents_Mrs. R.
C. Sheldon has arrived from Boston w ith a
full line of summer millinery at summer
No. 62 Church street, opposite Meprices.
morial Hall—See advt. “Shorthand.”

Fine

Truly,

CARLE & JONES’,

NICE HOME FOR SALE.

FOR RENT.

Tenement of seven rooms. Enquire
I offer for sale my home at No. 11 Union street,
Belfast, with 28 square rods of land, and hand-, of
WILLIAM M ] WOODS,
some imported Norway maples, Norway spruce
19t£
No. 26 Cedar Street.
and rare shrubbery. The house has 10 rooms, arfor
one
or
in
Hats
for
two.
There
family
ranged
is city water on both floors, the cellar is cement
ed and the drainage and sanitary conditions are
perfect. The house is in perfect repair, inside
and out, and is supplied with double windows
and screens for all windows and doors. Ladders
and a lawn mower included with the house. Will
be sold at a bargain. Apply to my agent, F. A.

Greer, Belfast, Me.
2H114

MARY L. PATTERSON.

GIRL WANTED

In a printing otttee to make herself generally
useful. Paid while learning
Call or write
BE 1.FAST POINTING CO..
19
Belfast, Me.

TO MOTHERS

MEMORIAL DAY.

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.
The April National contains a line j
toil page portrait of John \V. llutcl in- |
sou
of Lynn. Mass., last survivor of'
tin-famous Hutchinson iamily of war-,
time singers, aial an eloquent poetic
tribute to Mr. Hutchinson hyFreilei ck
.1. Alien of Boston ITiiversity.

niinga unique chapter in the istoi> of I'nitarianisin in New Eiiglaail.
is an old letter recently found in me
attic of a house I>■ Lancaster. Ma->.
It v, as writti nto s.uiipsou A', s. Wilder,
and tormstlie subject of a sketch by Al11101. (lunnisoii in the May New
England.
Fo’

li

iiw

it AVill

lit*

Observnl

l>y

tl>«* C». A. 15.

Joseph I.. Merrick of Wa'erville coninianrlerof the department of Maine G.
A. K.. has issued the following

oiiiers. No.:!, tela'
of Memorial

ltay

vt to

Mrs. J. H. Haskins, of Chicago,
111., President Chicago Arcade
Club, Addresses Comforting
Words to Women Regarding
Childbirth.

general

the observance

:

The seasons us they roll bring us
more to that most sacred day. to
u .. ot all the year. May :n)11,. the Nation's Memo. in.. sacred to the memory
ot the biave detenders of our I’nion
who have whispered their answers to
tlie roll-call of the Angel of 1’eaee and
are now bivouacked on the shores of
that tluwer-lined river ot rest.
In harmony with a beautiful and tender custom established ill the year lstiS.
Memorial Gay is consecrated to tlie
chivalry and heroism of our illustrious
lit ail and for the renewal of our vows
ot allegiance over their hallowed restmi_
places. 'The fragrant blossoms of
sjiiing lime are the most appropriate
n
Hems with which to show our fond
iiiembranee of departed comrades,
and to express the Nation's gratitude
aid love. 1 lie evergreen, so eiuhleniatic.il of an eternal Spring, is tound on all
our hillsides, and where (lowers are not
1 .eiity the evergreen wreaths made by
willing and loving hands are a beautiful,
and appropriate emblem of decoration,
i nis is work the young children can assist in, and it is the doing that creates
si
inteiest in the meaning of the day.
The little dags, too, miniatures of
ti.at great and glorious banner so dear
to every American heart and known
and honored by all the Nations of the
earth, is the fittest emblem to rest on
the graves of those w ho died in upholdmg it. and each year tney are placed 1
with more reverence and love on the
mounds of out fallen comrades. Bending over such graves, musing deep and
long, we exalt and glorify the cause for j
which they fought and render more
sacred the American llag.
|
1 he Woman's Relief Corps and all
other like organizations, as well as the I!
s..ns ol Veterans, are always with 11s, i
their hearts heating and hands moving
in full sympathy. Let the children come
and catch the holy dew of devout affection.
In a few short years it will he
their schools to fall in as we march to
the cemeteries where repose our dead.
The day each year takes 011 more and
more the Memorial spirit and less of
the holiday celebration. There has as
yet been no law prohibiting the playing
of games and other forms of pleasure, 1
but trusting in the loyalty, patriotism
and right-mindedness of the great 111a- j
jority of our citizens, we confidently \
hope that the. time is near when this !
day will he observed as originally intended. a Memorial Day in spirit and 1
in lettei and not a gala day tilled with
mirth and revelry.
Let the Post' assemble everywhere I
with accustomed willingness and press
all brave and loyal hearts into the service to swell the chorus of adoring

1 J t- Talk, Philadelphia. I'a.. bv:i
;il ,• each month sc many new a .a
ve ideas about prep.,ring dait
at!
y
aha
-isuing disiit s, that with os
•
e,j,;
suggestions the work of p
,eal becomes an
1 am a 'In- family
n
F e ilousekoepi is' In-j
itr
easy
a
iy ; partmei.t is a school of informal
ami list ruction on cooking and'
It no out tin cooking pari
serving
a
t, e
ansi work from the iirst day of ;
11 is a helptile
til to the last day.
f n assistant to the most inexperienced I
u
o..k ng.
It teat ii-» the art of good i
It ii.•linkhue ami economical living.
Recent numbers |
iustra cs cookery
will ,n: sent fiee on request, to our
readers, or the May number for 10
cents.
v

■

T:
May Atlantic contains the initial
do ! a notable series of papers by
acc”i:ip islied writers on out-door life;
ai.o sp> ts: the writer is .John Corbin:
j
cc ot his article is "T he Modthe si;i
i
en
ally." Mr. Corbin surveys the
l.iston aid theory of modern athletic
reciv..ions, which lie likens to the
olympian sports of Greece and the
”■ -ts and
tourneys of media-val times.
their effect upon popular appreeia- :
i
a:
he
discusses more in detail I
n,
the rec nt renaissance of competitive;
Tie writes refreshingly of the
•■ports.
wholes'oueness and utility of such contests.
Althoug written in advance of
"The Islanders." this paper is a. singularly et; relive reply to Kipling’s late
tirade against athletes and athetics.

Compound*

While 1 l'Wvd children I dreaded the
ordeal, for it left me weak and sick

1

j
j

I hear the hum of red-ruff’s drum,
And hark ! the thrasher sings,
elm tree high against the sky ;
List to his mimickings.

Upon my soul, he calls the roll
Of

link !”
“Haste!” “Make haste!” “Spring is here!”
Now pause and mark the meadow lark send
forth his call to spring;
“Why don't you hear? ’Tis spring o’the

year!”

A

ALFONSO XIU

OK

SPA IN

reach the age of sixteen, attain his nia
joi-ity am] at the same time ascend the
tAo
time I
for ni -ntli; a:'A:\ ;.;i>l ni
throne of Spain.
thought death was a wt'lo'ine relief;
hut iu'fo-.v my last olAM \\:*-.V»orn a j
<: I
'.
m l x
pood i,
^ c! in ! AI Milk- i
Old Home Week.
( (mipomid, and
bum's \
I used th«*r together with yoar Pills
Some Suggestions from Kx'fiov. Hollins of
and Sanative Wash for four months
New H;i nipsliire.
before the child's birth:—it broupht
Mayor Hoothby of Portland luis reme wonderful relief.
1 hardly had an
ceived a letter from Kx-tiov. Hollins of
ache or pain, and when the child was
Xew Hampshire, the father of the oldtun days old 1 left my bi d stmmr in
home week idea, and in substance it is
health. Every spr-iju’-andfall 1 now take
as follows:
abottleof Lydia IA PinkhainAs Yep“I suppose you will have your annual
etable (.’oinpoiind nd timi it ki t-ps
old-home week meeting before long,
me in continual » \. client health."
and I have been thinking over some
.:*J4s Indiana Ave.,
AIks. .1. II IIaski
suggestions to make at that meeting,
<• testimoChi capo. III.
$50(f0 fur'di if a
and to have sent out in the form of a
nial is nut ijt nu rr.
circular to the various old-home week
(are ami careful counsel is
mks.

ii \skins.
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Children^

lie Kind You Have Always Bought

pend:

IIARBOK

RIGHTS.

Mystery surrounds us,
The pilot’s course,is dark,
Hut hold your tiller steady
And trust your little hark.

Harbor lights are dimming—
Guide Thou us one and all
When mists lie on the water
And night begins to fall.
Leeward lies our haven,
There’s hut one cape to round,
We’ll anchor in the harbor
And trust our holding ground.
—Rock land C our ier-Gazette.
lteliefriu Six Hours.

Distressing Kidney and llladder Diseases
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Kidney Cure.” It is a great
surprise on account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder,
kidneys
and back, in male or female. Relieves re
tention of water almost immediately. If
you want (|Uick relief and cure this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Ilelfast Me.

All! the golden shaft, ’twas he that laughed
And lifted up his bill;
“Wick, wick!” “Wick, wick!” “Wake up!
be quick!”
The ant is on her hill.
The blood root’s face, with saintly grace
Stars all the unkept way;
1 pon the rocks, in dancing Hocks,
Coi ndal is is gay.
The hemlock trees hum in the breeze,
The swallow's on llm wing;
In forest aisles are genial smiles
That greet thy blossoming.
III.
Again the sun is over all,
Again the robin’s evening call
<

>r

early morning lay

;

I hear the stir about the farms,
1 see the earth with open arms,
1 feel the breath of May.
—John Burroughs in the Atlantic.
A

Brown

Thrush.

Register

And then the brown thrush keeps singing;
“A nest do you see
And five eggs hid by me in the juniper tree?
Don’t meddle, don't touch, little girl, little

boy,

Or the world will lose some of its joy.
Now I’m glad! Now I’m free!
And always shall be,
If you never bring sorrow to me.”
So the merry brown thrush sings away in
the tree,
To you and to me, to you and to me;
And lie sings all the day,
“Oli, the world’s running over with joy!
Hut long it won't be,
Don’t you know? Don't you see?
Unless we are as good as we can be ?”
—Lucy Larcom.
DECEMBER THIRD,
A Date that will Never In* Forgotten !>v One
Woman. It was an F\entt'ul Day in the
l.it'e of Mrs Fletcher—she Tells tlie Inter*
esting Story of Iler Fxperienee.

“I will never forget the third day of December, l.N!>7, as long as I live," said Mrs.
11. A. Fletcher, of No. ‘J:i2 West I (uncock
street, Manchester, N. II., to n reporter re-

cently

Deep

Water

Vessels.

H

In every town
and villau

MUPS.

Atmer Coburn, sailed from

Cape Town,
C. F. 11., April .»'ioi New
York.
A C Hopes. 11.
at Liverpool April
!■• for A ardui and
Nagasaki.
A .1 Fuller, sailed from
llunohilu April
11 for San 1' ram iseo.
Aryan. A s.
from San Fran-

Rivers,

eisi-o.

There’s a merry brown thrush sitting up in
the tree,
He’s singing to me! lie’s singing to me!
And what does he say, little girl, little hoy?
“<>h, the world’s running over with joy!
Don't you hear? Don’t you see?
Hush L Look ! In my tree,
I’m happy as happy can oe!”

ul

Pendleton,
Falmouth,

sailed irom

K, Max

i;

intercollegiate strength test recently ended has been won by Harvard
with a total of 74,596.1 points.
Columbia is second with 72,648.7; University
of
Minnesqta, third, 66,813.2; Amherst,
fourth, with 55,307.1. Columbia has

for two years. Last year, Harvard’s total was 64,094.4, so that this
won

New A ork.

Henry

I!
Hyde, ailived at Baltimore April
New \ ork to load for sail Fran -isco.
Luzon. Park, sailed from Manila Muidi v,
for Newcastle, N s W to load coal for Manila.
Mar\ 1.
usliing, arrived at San I rancisco April is from Honolulu.
Maiiin-1 I.lajzuno, |>
Nichols, sailed from
Nev. \ ork Amil 11 for lion- Koiu.
I ui it<in, A N
sailed from San
Rlanchard,
r rancisco Nov
for Hull.
Haul Revere, Whittier, chi from Haitimore April Jl lor San Francisco.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu Ma\ :;n from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S D ( arleto”
Amsbury,sailed fi an Honolulu April in li»i San Francisco.
st Haul. F W
Treat, arrived at Seattle
March
I mm Manila.
state of Maine, I,A Colcord, ch ared from
New
ork April _'C for Anmj or F.Imw.
liilie
Starbuck, Hben Curt is, arrived at
Honolulu April l'ii from San Fraiiciseo.
Urn 11 Macy, arrived at Cape Tow n April
7 Irom l’ort <nimble.
^ ni 11 ( miner, 1! F Colcor.i.
cleared from
Halt:more April
for New
ork.
“b lrion

that makes you
horses glad.

Made
Standard
cm Co.

.•

BA

RKS.
Oils

Alim* Peed, A Unison 1 oi'I.
< 1
rr i \
a
I’oito i’lata April -Jd from Philadelphia.
hdward May. >aih‘d 1'ruin >an l ’.ii
-l t,
-April in for ! Ionolulu.
Fthel, Hodge, arrived at Philadelphia
-\ p< ii
! loin lloa: .ii.
Mabei I Mew-, '. \ Me\e; >, >ailrd ir.mi
New ^ ■»: 1. Mar a l<u !’“rnambucn
Matanzu■•. an i\ ed at Philadelphia i me
from 1 iav ana.
(dive Thurlow, arrived at NYw V>
Aprtl U from Wi!io u_ton. \
Penobscot, urrivtd at Singapore .Mar -!. J7
from < ape how n.
Keh.-cca
io\\ e’
M (; | n.w, nt Pridge
water,N s. April :;o. Mj f,,r p;v... plan-.
Fo>r 1111 •'
M e 1 \ 11
olrold. sailed from
New \
Jan ] 1 for Port Natal.
Sachem. Nichoi>. arrived at N-u York
h eh-_’s t roil) Hi mg Kong.
’• hoihii.- A (loddard, arrived at Puet,.->
Ayres March l>s from Poston.

"For on that day,” she continued, “1 received a shock of an apopleptic character.
It was >o severe that the sight of my rigid
eye was affected, causing me to see objects
double. 1 was conlined t<> my bed about
four weeks, at one time, b» ing told by the
doctor that 1 could not get well. When 1
could leave my bed I a-as in such a nervous
state that I could not sleep at night.
I
would get up and "it on a (hair until completely tired out and thee go hack t<> bed
and sleep from exhaustion
"Nothing seemed to hell you".'” ventured
the reporter.
“Nothing that the doctor gave me did
much good,” replied she.
“After being
under his care for six weeks and not seeing
any improvement, I gave up hope until my
sister, Mrs. Loveland ot Kwrett, persuaded
me to try Dr. Williams* Fink Fills foi Pale
SCHOONERS.
People. 1 began taking them, with the result that I experienced relief the second
(reorgia Hilkey, \\ K (iilke\, arrivod it
The
first
after
the
day.
night
taking
pills 1 Porto Kico Mas u from New ^ ork.
11 cm \ ( lausen. Jr, cleared from New
lay awake only a short true and the second
night 1 rested well. Fro n that time J siept
ork A pi 11
for Kings Ferr\, Fia
well every night and soon got well and
<>’lad>s, 11 p ('olson, arrived at N.*\\ York
strong.
l
from
Sv.
Simons.
May
“1 have recommended Pink Pills for Pale
John! smith, cleared from Philadelphia
to
niece
has
taken
People
many people. My
April l’P for Jacksonville.
them for weak nerves and poor blood and
Mary A Hall, Haskell,arrived at Charlesfound them very beneficial.”
ton May 7 from Poston.
In order that there could be no doubt as
I.ucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Pento the genuineness of her statement Mrs. sacola March ‘JO for Jucaro.
Fletcher made affidavit to it before William
K ^ Hopkins llichborn, cdeared from
W. Forbes, a notary public, at Manchester
Prunswick, (>a, April id for Poston.
on July L\">, l'.*oi.
K F Pettigrew, at Wiscasset Ma\ •_* ldg ice
Dr. Williams* Fink Fills for Pale People for 1 >emerara.
will not only effect a cure in cases similar
Millie F Newton arrived at Prunswick
to the one above but, acting directly on the
May d from Providence.
blood and nerves, are an unfailing specific
for such diseases as partial paralysis, St.
Vitus’ dance, sciatica, neuralgia, nervous
Don't-think less of your system than you
headache, after-effects of the grip, palpita- do of your house. Give it a thorough cleanstion of the heart, pale and sallow complex- ing, too. Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
ions and all forms of weakness in either
“You do not speak English, madam
nmale or female. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for Pale People are sold by all dealers, or quired the interviewer.
the
“Ver*
leetT,"
celeb
replied
operatic
will be sent postpaid on receipt of price,
smiling sweetly. “Only /.is: ‘liow i
fifty cents a box, or six boxes for two dol- rity,
lars ami fifty cents, by addressing Dr. Wil- lofe America!’ "—Duck.
liams Medicine Company, Schenectady, N !
When doctors fail try Burdock Blood BitY. They are never sold* in bulk or by the ters. Cures
dyspepsia*, constipation : invighundred.
orates the whole system.

TRUE"
PIN *'08,

ELIXIR
'».*

I»r. ,1. I
.-*[«••• 1. tr.

“Marin has a wonderful knack for gra
Resolutions of Respect.
The defendant claims that he notified
vies and dressings."
I really
the bank that he had paid the note, but
“Hasn’t she-.’
believe that
Whereas, Death has again entered 11 ill- |
this is denied by the cashier.
side Grange, ami we are called to mourn the mayonnaise of hers would make a door-mat
Jn connection with the alleged pay- loss of our worthy brother Clifton S. Hunt, palatable."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
ment the defendant claims that it is therefore,
Takes the burn out; heals the wound:
Resolved, That while we bow in submis- cures the pain. Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,
available in defense because the note
sion
to
the
will
of
the
Divine
we
Master
dethe household remedy.
was legally transferred to the bank,
sire to extend our heartfelt sympathy to his
that being held simply in pledge it reIt is told of a learned professor, who was
bereaved widow and family.
mained the property of the pledger.
Resolved, That in remembrance of our better at Greek than golf, that after a
But it was a negotiable promissory beloved brother, our charter be draped for round on the links, in which he had foozled
note, transferable by delivery, and the thirty days, that a copy of these resolutions most of his shots, ho turned to his caddie
The
bank was the legal holder.
Its rights he placed upon our records, a copy be for advice as to improving his pla\.
of the ruthless caddie was: "Ye see,
were not affected by payment to Snow, sent to the widow and family, and a copy reply
sent to The Republican Journal and Bangor sir, it’s easy to teach laddies Latin and
who neither claimed to act for the bank
Commercial for publication.
Greek, but it needs a head for gow if.' —Tit
or to have possession of any title to the
Bits.
Nelson Gordon, ) Committee
note. So far as the rights of thedefenKmma Hamlin,
on
No man can cure consumption. You can
dant are concerned, it was immaterial
J/ G. Hamlin,
) Resolutions.
it though.
Dr. Wood’s Norway
prevent
whether the bank held the note as abThorndike, May <1, l‘H>2.
Dine Syrup cures coughs, colds, bronchitis,
solute owner or pledgee.
asthma. Never fails.
Whereas, It has pleased the All-wise MasIt is also claimed in defense that the
“Mamma, here’s a letter from the deadnote has no right of action; but as it ter to remove from our midst by death our
brother John T. Averill; therefore, be it
letter office,*** said intelligent little clarwas delivered to her to sue for the
Resolved, That Venus Grange offer its ence.
benefit of the real owner she may do heartfelt sympathy to the sorrowing family
“How do you know, dear
this in her own name.
in this severe trial and we commend them
“It has a black border all around the
to
Him who doeth all things well.
Judgment for the plaintiff.
envelope."—J udge.
Resolved, That in the death of this
Don't let the little ones suffer from eczema
brother the community has lost an esteemed
Carnegie’s Consolation.
friend and neighbor, the Grange an honored or other torturing skin diseases. No need
member and the wife a devoted husband for it. Doan’s Ointment cures. Can’t harm
the most delicate skin. At any drug store,
Andrew Carnegie arrived in London and companion.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in 50 cents.
May 8th from Xew York and proceeded
at once to console Great Britain on the mourning for the space of thirty days, that
Slimson— 1 hear you have been lighting
copy of these resolutions be sent to the that little boy next door, and that he w hipsubject of the shipping combine by say- abereaved
family, a copy spread upon our ped you. How did that happen?
ing that there is no cause for alarm.
records, also a copy sent to The Republican
Willie—Well, he's going to give a
Said Carnegie: “There is a free right Journal and
Bangor Commercial for publi- next week, and I was afraid if I lickedparty
hhii
of way on the ocean and the tramp cation.
he wouldn’t invite me.—Harper’s Bazar.
steamer is always with us. The comElden Whidden, ) Committee
bine is purely a matter of money makSarah C. Smart,
$lCO l>r. K. Detchon’s Auti Diuretic
on
Darius K. Drake,) Resolutions.
may be worth to you more than Slot) if you
ing.
have a child w ho soils bedding from inconFrankfort, May 5, RK)2.
“There is no question of patriotism
tinence of water during sleep. Cures old
in trade. It does not care a figure for
O
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
thettag.
Kirn) You Have Always Bought once. SI. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Bean the
“If Great Britain continues costly
Druggists, Belfast,* Me.
Iy47
wars for a shadowy ascendancy in distant parts of the world and the United
There is a Scottish minister in a West
States develops an industrial army,
Highland parisfi who has never yet per
The University of Maine, in response mitted a stranger to occupy his* pulpitthere can be only one result. Great
Britain will have a shadow and the to an apparent demand which is com- Lately an Edinburg divinity student was
a few days in the parish, and on
United States the substance.”
plied with in most other States, has spending
the Saturday he called at the manse and
planned for a summer school of five asked
the minister to let him preach the
Wants Others to Know.
weeks, beginning the latter part of following day.
“My dear young man,"
June and running to August 1st of this said the minister, laying a hand gently on
“I have used DeWitt’s Little Early Risers
for constipation and torpid liver and they year. The University is pleasantly lo- the young man’s shoulder, “gin I lat ye
are all right. I am glad to indorse them for cated and no betteropportunity is offer- preach the morn, and ye gie a better serI think when we find a good thing we ought ed for those desiring instruction along mon than me, my fowk wad never again
to let others know it,” writes Alfred Heinze, these lines. A postal sent to President be satisfied wi’ my preaching, and gin
ye’re nae a better preacher than me, ye’er
Quincy, 111. They never gripe or distress. Georgo E. Fellows, Orono, will receive no’
worth listening tae!"—London Dailj
Sure, safe pills.
prompt attention.
News.

year’s increase is 10,505.7.

Columbia’s

winning score, last year, was 65,271.5,
less by 9,324.6 points than this year’s
inning score.

or
w

——_—--

Some wives are so averse to mending
that they won’t even try to patch up a

quickly.”

quarrel.

Many a would-be jolly good fellow
might be really bo if he would only stop
telling jokes.

If silence is golden the woman who
is deaf and dumb must be twqnty-four
carats fine.

I
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Four Ounces for 10c

Dwarf siitl

^Nasturtiums
BY THE OUNCE

sequently absconded.

T

\\

for

POOP k SON, Dll
Notice of Foreclo
Whereas, Horae.• Maddooks, 1;11«
in the County of Waldo and Stan
his mortgage deed, dated tin* liftli <!
1>. I.sst. and recorded m the \\ aid"
try of Deeds, in Book Jit'-. Page
me. the undersigned, a eertam pan
tate with the buildings standingthei
in said Swanvide, bounded and ■!>•laws, to wit: Bounded •>!■ tbe noil1
i-i
lohn 1. Nickel son on the
E. Niekerson and Alice Kan->i
land formerly <>t tlie late Alhi-'ii I
west hy the road leading from All'- r: \
to Belfast; being so niiieh <>f the
owned by Nathaniel Niekerson
said road, containing fifty aen-s. in
and being the homestead' ot •>nd li
:
docks on said r»th day of duly.
whereas the condition of said inor
broken, now therefore. hy reason
ot the condition thereof 1 claim a
said mortgage.
\. 1 *. 1 ml
Belfast. April
dwis
HI N K*I 111 A \

LIVE
SOLD

ON

STOCK
C

(HIM I

1

> >

RECEIVERS OF
New Milch Cows,

\ cat

every

description,

Sheep

and Horses.

—

The

;

Southampton.
Bangalore. Blam-liard, arrive,| at Port
Townsend dot ■*> from Nagaski.
L B Sutton, .I 1'Butman, arrived
at New
1 ork April lo from
lliogo
Port deiirge, (.’has. 1. Mei’lure.
sailed
Irom I ''ft Pine April IT f„r
11.>m>1 u]11
dov l.idne, sailed from
Cape Town April
2o for

n

CASTOR IA

approaching

harbor in his beautiful steam yacht
Aria. Evening was falling, the distant
lights of the harbor shone, and the
scene was one of great impressiveness.
Commenting upon the view landward,
Ylr.
Rlake stepped into the cabin,
whence lie returned in a few moments,
handing to his guest. Ilart L. Woodcock. the artist, the verses that we
here, bv Mr. Woodcock’s courtesy, ap-

piercing note from golden throat
Like dart from sounding string.

Calves.

and

also

to New Milch Cow
Veal Calves sold on their merits.
Hogs sold at market price.
Quick returns and market vat
Have had 15
years’ experience
Write or telegraph for inform
3a^“Stock shipped from Burnham eve

M

Special attention

•

E. L. LIBBY, B. & A Stock \
Brighton, M
F. L. LIBBY, Burnliam. MDirect all inquiries to

ly7*

LIBBY BROTHE ^S, Bur.iham

For Sale at

a

Bargain

That, desirable and well located real
the foot of Main street, known as thLane wharf property, will be sold low
the estate, inquire of
V F
HOUSTON, Ex-

Belfast, December 19,1900.—511
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r

already

all tiie birds of the year;

“Yeery!" “Chewink!” “Oriole!” “Hobo-

j

It's a good deal harder to break an sold their entire output for the year.
ild bachelor to the matrimonial harness,, 1 This is true of independent, as well as
some of the
but when lie is broken he is the tamest syndicate companies.
large concerns have directed their
of them all.
take
no
more
orders this year.
agents to
When there is no hesitation about
Such conditions in the steel trade
a
what
carries
man
his
were
never
known
before.
legs
calling
why
shetild there lie in calling what carries
With all our vast production the
a woman the same tiling.
supply is far behind the demand and
there has been a great increase of imT he only tiling in the world more
portations. Premiums of $5 and even
horrible than an old fat woman fond- as
much as $10 a ton have been paid
ling a small, sickly dog is the same old
recently for immediate deliveries of
woman fondling a young husband.
structural steel.
No woman can ever tie made to
This is the fifth year of the unpreceunderstand why her husband snorts so dented activity of the steel trade. The
savagely when she wakes him up two revival from several years of depreshours after midnight to ask him if iie sion began in isos atrd has gone far bethinks it will do any harm to the baby yond the expectations of the most santo sleep so soundly.
guine.
There will he used in this country
A woman’s idea of being economical
during 1002. as building material anil
about clothes is to buy a dress for sloo
for steel cars alone, probably 2,250,000
and when she finds she doesn’t like it
tons of steel.
sell it for Sail and buy another for *150.
The first steel car was built in 189,0,
To save your life you can’t make her
and now 200 cars are being built every
see that the second one, counting what
tons of steel.
sin- got for tlie other one, cost her any day, using nearly 2,500
This means 750,000 tons per annum,
more than tlie first.- Xew York Press.
which requires 000,000 tons of pig. The
structural steel requirements are now
says a Morristown, X. ,1., newspaper:
tons every year, which means
“Rev. A. M. Sherman has presented to 800,000
tin- Washington association a stone nearly 1,000,000 tons of-pig iron.
The uses of steel in agricultural imwhich was a part of tlie ballast of the
increases enormously every
British armed vessel Margaretta, eap- plements
A11 enormous quantity is now
tuied in Maehias hay, Me., June lg, year.
required for bedsteads and in many
1775, by tlie American sloop I'nity in other
ways the demand for steel is becommand of (.'apt. Jeremiah O’Brien.
It was tlie first victory of the Revolu- ing increased at an unprecedented rate.
—Atlanta Journal.
tion. A number of the stones are buiit
into the fire-place in the Porter MemoDon’t Start Wrong.
rial library, Maehias. Me., and Mr.
Don't start the summer with a lingering
Sherman was so fortunate as to secure
We all know what a
three in his recent visit to that historic cough or cold.
“summer cold” is. It’s the hardest kind to
old town.”
cure. Often it “hangs on” through the entire season. Take it in hand right now. A
few doses of One Minute Cough Cure will
set you right. Sure cure for coughs, colds,
croup, grip, bronchitis, all throat and lung
troubles. Absolutely safe. Acts at once.
Children like it. “One Minute Cough Cure
For Infants and
is the best medicine I ever used,” says J. H.
Bowles, Groveton, N. II. “I never found
anything else that acted so safely and

Crossroads of (foodyess”

On

associations.
vrlia t tli'* expect a lit ami v. euid-be
■‘First, open the week as usual with
mother Meeds, and r' i, counsel
bonfires on the high hills arid the ringshe can secure without cost by
ing of church bells at s o'clock Saturwriting' to Mrs. i’inkliam at* day night.
Mass
Lynn,
“Second, have all the churches, if possible, or as many as will, hold a reunion
of former parishioners and pasa
On
Fishing Smack.
tors, on either the Sunday of old-home
week or on old-home day, as may he
What Life There ifr Like on a Rough Night.
preferred. 1 think this might be made
Safely stowed away in your bunk be- a special feature of this year’s old-home
low wliile the vessel is hove-to, down in
week. If the churches did this generalthe cabin taking comfort, gives you
ly they might have a big union meeting
only a smothered conception of what it of all the churches in a town in the
is outside. Of course it was nearer the
there on Sunday or oldreal thing than if you were buried in largest building
home day.
an inside stateroom on an ocean liner.
“Third, let every town, if possible,
By snugging up to her planking you mark its historical
spots with bronze
could get your shoulder to within three
tablets substantially placed.
It is ilie custom when a writer dies
inches of the swirling sea beneath her
“Fourth, on old-home day, or during
v, ho I
amuse i and editied millions of
and nearly catch the
premonitory old-home week, have a loan collection
Ins fellow men for the literary demon- praise.
heave of every sea.
In advance, the
in
some hall or house, and gather to
strate;' to dissert him and try to lind
"Their liana-' r--'i !■ lali-nt on the n-11 of fame
side of the vessel would sag away from
nether all the paintings, bric-a-brac,
hi- place iii literature."
It is likely
Their Mionunit i,t ra<-h ting tint! Hi at' on Inch.
you so that you would he rolled to the
are not
no.
no.
tht-v
we
w|i\
si
imlil
veep?
curios, etc, in the section.
that tin- "smart set in literaryeritcism
cleatl.
1 locker side of your hunk. She would
wii: attempt to "i nd a place" for ITret
"Fifth, have historical essays preparA gratefni eonntry will nor ]. 1 them die."
go up. up, and way to leeward. She ed for old-home
week, covering the hjsHarte. T!c lias had a place formally
II. Tin-Sunday preceding Memorial would poise there a moment waiting,
tory of the town. Try to get a movebecause his best tilings, inspired
yea
with
fear.
Then
be
obthe
sea
itseit
is
should
which
goth,
shivering
May
Day,
ment started for having the town hisby rude associations of mining camps, ! served
and every Post is requested to would come. You could hear the roarhave given mure pleasure to average!
tory written, if it has not already been
attend divine service, uniformed and in ing of ii for some little time before it done.
society than peiiiaps any other nun- a
1 lie Woman's Relief Corps. I struck. Then over your head on deck
body.
“Sixth, get as many of the old resi*."11 Tue literary products.
NevertheLadies' Aid societies and suns of Yet- ! would he a rumbling, swashing, a dents of the
less t>:(. little "Wizard of California."
town, and those who have
and
the
whole
elans are invited to participate.
pounding
thumping,
guile away, to lie ready to talk or read
us
e.-ed to he ca.u-d. lias a suhstan- j
III. All lings should be displayed at length and breadth of her. A barrel of from their
"in.
early recollections. Such if
•ary reputation iii Knglaml. and ! half-mast.
it would dart' under the hatch and come
w- ik will be
preserved nr printed will lie of gieat
lead as long as Kng-j
down the eompanionway.
The little
value 'i~> or r>0 years from now.
:erature exists.
"The Heathen
vessel would resist, struggle, light to
l.ikt* a Iirow niny; Man.
1
“Seventh, a register in which the
in.'”" is liable to live as long as ;
hold hack.
You could imagine tier
» alldoctors
d-sease
the
a
"Five
a.ao
years
names of visitors can be entered, with
iiv11 ii”',.' "P.saim of Life." -Bose<l dyspepsia look such hold ol lue that i nerves tightening with its dread and their
G lobe.
present home and business, etc.,
writ'--- (leo. v. Marslu strain, but after it she would lie drawn.
could" scarcely
should be prepared and care should lie
"i
w-ll-l:now ii attorney «* 1 N< «•<n;u Tex
She was only sixty tons remember- -a
taken
that everybody that comes back
n*dand «*tIn
Reflections T a Bachelor.
took quantities ol p« p
little thing, she would he Hung, rolled
should register.
cines but nothiiiL' heipod niA.- a drownami
duel
then,
away
away,
suddenly,
ih.l: man jrrasp.s al a st raw I grabbed at
"Kightli, in the way of celebrations,
She would we have
:i: s
i
iove at six is the* Kodol. 1 felt an improveiuent at dice and brought up with a jolt.
male
always advocated simple and
quiver to her very keel after that and inexpensive
alter a lew bottles am sound and well."
rook and his last at sixty.
ones as best suited to the
Kodol is the 111 y prepar-;! ion which exact- you could almost imagine hei heart
spirit of the occasion, and to its lasting
Faith cure is the best remedy to get
i\ reprodin-e.*. iln- natural digest iw Alices
thumping against her libs; then she continuance,
but there are a great many
arid consequent!} is the old.- mu* which would game!' pull herself together and
rid ”1 something you haven’t got.
towns in our state where there are many
digests ait\ -< "d food and cures any form brace for the next one.
Women can do more for men by of stomach {rouble.
summer boarders in the vicinity, where
Into the cabin came at regular interam using them than praying tor them.
it is good business and good judgment
vals, one of the drenched watch. Jn to have
a
more elaborate celebration
(>ne w ay to get a girl to love you is to
yellow oil-skins, rubber hoots, black for the entertainment and
Immense Construction.
enjoyment of
make her think some other girl does.
! sou’e’ster and roomy woolen niits, lie our summer guests, and we
suggest in
would stand on the last step of the
enormuus
Ini'
The
demand
steel and
It isn’t what people don’t say. but
such places parades. In our manufacthe clock, look
companion-way,
study
is
evidence
Goth
of
the
iron
that
is
the
do
usual
what they
say.
always
turing cities we should recommend inpoint a linger at somebody or dustrial parades.”
mistake.
activity of husiness and the increased around,
or other, hail: "Your watch, Bill,'’or
ot those articles where I
consumption
There are very tew people in this ; other materials were
I Mike, or Henry, or w hatever it might
formerly used.
world smart enough to know how not
The man indicated would look up
From the Law Court.
The output last year in tiie T'mted he
to be too smart.
reproachfully, check up the time on the
Mates beat the record and reached a
Kennebec ss. Louise K. Hunt vs.
clock, take half a dozen regretful putt's,
It is queei that nobody ever learns to grand total of Ki.nno.OOO tons. It will i
stille the tire in the howl, poke the pipe Elijah T. Bessey, Uescript by Peaforgive the -ins of others by commit- certainly he much larger this year, eon- j itself somewhere under the
mattress of body, J.
seivative estimates placing tiie excess!
ting them himself.
his hunk and take down his stormAction of assumpsit to recover the
over the production of tool at 2,000.000
to
a
<
has
do
to
make
B.
clothes.—J.
All a man
woman
onnolly in Scribner’s. amount of a promissory note, payable
tons.
to
love him is to make her happier than |
bearer, by the holder against the
It has been only a few years since the
Yachtsman and Poet.
maker.
any other man can.
l'lilted states passed (treat Britain in
The.
note came in the possession of
Whether an h> aing gown is fashion- iron and steel production and the world
Now and then Edward II. Blake, the People’s National Bank of Belfast,
able depends on liow much neck and was greatly surprised at that achievement.
if "the prediction of 18,000,000 owner and manager of the Bangor as collateral security of a larger note
sleeves it hasn't got.
tons this year shall he
realized the Daily News, does a hit of verse of such given to the bank by the payee, A. B.
Snow. The latter note not being paid,
To judge In a widow’s expression of I'nited states this
year will produce grace and beauty that his friends could
innocence y
would tliink slie liad more iron and steel than Great Britian feel themselves
in entertain- the note in suit was transferred by the
justified
never seen a man before.
and Germany combined. A prediction ing a resentment that lie should not bank to the plaintiff, without consideration, for the* purpose of collecting by
M essed is tlie peacemaker, hut more of such an event at this time if made oftener make occasion to exhibit an un
suit.
ten years ago would have been treated
doubted
in
this
direction.
Several
gift
:> rssed is tlie woman who
keeps the as ail evidence of
The plaintiff paid the amount of the
incipient insanity.
fugitive poems by Mr. Blake are driftpeace hv holding her tongue.
The great steel combine has now on ing about the press of the country, to note, Snow taking his receipt in full
for the same, and was at the time inI he girl with black eyes and blown its books orders for between
5,000,000 the list of which we are able to' add
asi can tie aecounted for; it is the
girl and 0,000,000 tuns, including 2,000,000 another, now for the first time printed. formed by him that it was in the bank
Snow promised to give the
with black hair and blond eyes that puz- tons of steel rails.
It was written one day last summer as in Belfast.
zles one.
Mr. Blake was
Several steel companies have
Rockland note to him, but failed to do so and sub■

art
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I.
(), the merry days, the arbutus days!
They come from heaven on high;
They wrap the earth in brooding haze,
They marry earth ami sky.

Like mother bird upon her nest
The day broods o’er the earth :
Fresh hope and life fill every breast;
I share the spring’s new birth.
II.
Awake! arise! and April wise
Seek out a forest side,
Where under wreaths of withered leaves
The shy sweet fiowers hide.

—

Vogotable

Trailing Arbutus.

What lures me onward o’er the hills,
Or down the beaten trail?

‘•TV. A it Mks. P; Mill am:
Mothers
need not dread childbearing" after they
know the value of Lydia E. Pink*

ham’s

The

Vague murmuring all the valley fills,
And yonder shouts the quail.

1.

one',

i e new yard oi the Fore River >1 ip
and Engine t'nnipany at ijuiucy. Mas-.,
wineI is attract :ug the attention of
shipliuildeis the world over, forms the
subject ot a most interesting illustrated a: tide by Ralph lieigengren. under
tin ; t le ot —^ 1 tf>-l>ni 1< 1 il;g in Massed.tiseti .” nit e May number of the New
England Magazuie. Although fhe enterprise w as begun only a year and a
luni ;._o, the company is already engageu
ii,.nn (loverniuent and oila-r ecutr; els uu muting to sh..>,i..in lml
t.vu
of the most important
nit.
"late,
battle-ships. New Jersey a: u
Rhode Island, ami the first sevti;-i-..i>:eh sc! liffiner ever constructed.

Spain's Voan* Kin*.
One of the most interesting of European monarchs is Alfonso XIII.. king
of Spain. Ob tlie 17th of May he will

SKETCH

'hISTOHICAL

HOT

OF

SPRINGS, ARK.

the tirst white discoverer of
ims is nut definitely known,
i history go far to establish
them in
..it l)e Soto
mg-, and legends connect
the fountain of youth for
e
That
de I.eon sought.
knea of their healing
the
is
abunbefore
whites
eii. and it is more than
the stories ot their heale
earned from tribe to
ti.ey reached the ears of
b-d him to believe that,
m the ,k
p recesses of foritain. :. crystal fountain
which would bring tiie
ot
perpetual youth to
drank of the waters,
ic dismissed as mythical,
it is that the diary ot a
in accompanied Desoto's
and signed
himself “A
if K'va-." contains tiie folclt leaves little doubt that
aid and stopped for some

-:

Student of Humanity.
^
M. Hugues I.e Roux of I'rance.
who\
has been lecturin'.; To the ( ercle Rraueais at Harvard university, is a uiau
of wide-ami varied knowledge and experience. He has lived with princes
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No matter
how much you are

Xhs Movements of Fishes.

The S toii(1

keep always

in your home

a

of

*■

‘.ot

springs.

a month in tiie
which time the
.ed and thrived m ire than
with the great plenty
as.
i he leaves thereof, which,
is
the tiest lout has been
ey drank of a lake of very
:

rested

,or

avas,

in

the autumn of l.vtl. and,
other hot springs now
territory covered by De
eiusion must he accepted
'tilians eamped at the hot
Vrkansas lot a very long
a

no

years, a party of
pets and hunters spent
tii' at the hot springs,
t peir
headquarters, while
p.eighhoi ing streams and
'I key built one
or furs.
; several sharks of split
'lies oi the present great
These were
a'h houses.
habitations in the valley

Soto,
:

indent Jefferson S'"it an

Tty. in charge of Messrs.
to
.near, to I lot sp,
■

haracter ol the waters,
any one in possession,
ivements lead been made
liable any one to establish
'iight nt possession. Tins
i:
ol the movement that
Tinted states ioverni" -session
of tl
springs
is serration around them
found
the
square. They
tin- huts lmilt by the
which they repaired
■ir pa ity during the stay
■••••k tie- tempeiatitire of
,ualyzed the waters and
jeologieal survey ol the
uetiuns. mentioning m

uas

■

■

'■

the

peculiar geological

i.nd here, the cold mineral
vicinity, and made specid the famous novaeulite
which now furnish the
est grade of w lietstones.
are
taken from William
y of t neir * xploiations.

uuind Indians here with
evidences on ad sides of
dan camps, and they lea ra-

of all the surroundtheir sick here for
d while here they were at
themselves.
shite man to lay claim to
Kmanuel I'nidhonune,
pi niter, who came to Hot
7 to bathe in the waters
and spent two years here,
the cabin built by the
i rialmed the springs as
property. John Perciful
ates followed Prudhomme
ere welcomed by him with
Perciful decided to
idly.
i-rmanent home at the
hen Prudhonrnie returned
:ann plantation lie geuer•i to the former the hot
he laid claim to.
Percielaimcd everything and
was considered by visitner ol the* springs and
figured in all litigation
in in State and Federal
the findings of the Hot
•Mission in is77.
f '.be war with England,
list influx "i visitors to
any extent.
Many came
service and other trouTwo
year.
years after
.rty cabins in the valley,
it time the popularity of
aned again, until in lsgs
tv
a half dozen of the
v and not a single
permaint.
In tins year I.udovimoved to Hot •springs and
ni of everything he found
ag the springs, and Iiy virg cultivated a garden in
and living here continuousears, claimed the right to
lhii acres of land upon
be hot springs were located,
years after this that foutlie reservation here with
bgs in about the center and
to the whole
people to he
Hot Springs reservation.
M. Rector, afterwards gov''tate, settled in the valley
ii to the springs
by virtue
knowr as a New Madrid
ti w as issued to hi:; father.
oi, account of land lost in
Irid earthquake l-l!.
M"' John ('. IIale and claiinil s

nt

1

through having purchas-

1

Mini's rights.
three able-bodied claimi1
springs, besides the gov- !
tlie I'nited States, a condi- I
!
its which made
interesting
lie next forty years in the
on it was further tomadvent of Major \V.
iN.M.
lie was from
iding Ark., where li1 lnid
in- most extensive
planters

I
I

l

■ippi valley.

lie married

li dding, one of the lielding
after all of the rights at
claimed by these heirs
d to him. The rival claims
into the State courts, and,
■. a
compromise was effect1 lions
difficulty whereby
to bold possession of the
"d of the
valley, Hale the
Hector the upper portion,
''me as the higher courts of
''■mid adjudicate the titles.
Hot Springs was growing,
d was the only resort of the
iitry west of the Mississippi
attained the proportion of a
"'d there was a demand for
lor business and residence
I lie only way it could he
:lshy lease from one of the
units. None of the property
d, for clear titles could not
" hen it became known that
the Supreme Court would
decide the titles the original
"ere given an endless amount
and had no protection ex1
"t arms.
Everybody wanted
;ii'd there was a scramble for
-quatters were numerous,
at
being found in possession
(

j
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i
li

l u

t"dv'
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final decision came they
Riven a title to the property
Ul>-

all being men of
their best to maintain their

HUQUES

revolver, and they

w as

the

were

shotgun and
freely used.

had made extensive studies of the
movements of different fish, with a
view to improving the hull lines of torpedo-boats. What little data they secured proved useless when applied to

LE KOUX.

and paupers, with nihilists, vagabonds,
scientists and cutthroats.
1 lit- wide
field of his observations lias enabled
biin to understand his fellow creature,

j
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j

j
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iisease will fasten itself upon a person
ind the only indication of anything
wrong that the layman can discern is a
slight aching or tired feeling across the
small of the back. This goes unheeded
because it in itself is apparently of no
Let the knowing!
*reat consequence.
physician examine the water, when these
symptoms are manifest, and he'll find a
clouded, discolored, albuminous tluid
that tells as plainly as a picture that
inside of these delicate and imp< >rtaut < >rgans there exists a condition <>f disease
such as to need quick and powerful treatment inorder to preserve them from decay
and save the life of the owner. Always be

••

Don't let it go unacross the back.
heeded for at that very instant your kidneys may be in an awful condition. When
healthy they perform an important function, that of filtering and purifying the
ness

ey
liquids that pass into your system,
do it so carefully too that not the most
or
diseaseinfinitesimal speck of foreign
breeding matter can get into the vi als
While they are healthy,
of the body.
they do more toward keeping you well
than any other organ of the wla le anatoinv.
When they are impoverished and
weak, unable to stand as the barrier
against disease, it's like throwing down
the protecting walls and picket lines of a
great city and letting the enemy, uninterrupted. walk in. Think of these precious organs becoming enfeebled through
want of nourishment. Think of them
instead of being plump, vigorous, healthy, of being thin, lifeless, almost bloodless, eaten full of boles ami s retion. a
pus that would makeyou lmldyour nose,
could you see it. Think of them in their
struggling attempt to obey nature, pouring tliis filthy and disgusting mass into
your lungs, heart and everywhere over
the body, on account of their inability to
jeet it through the proper channels and
out of the system.
Does this appear to you as being healthful? Yet you. though not suspecting it.
rj-y be in this very position. If you
have a running core on your arm, you
aihe it carefully with warm
v,- uld
..at r to teanse it. then tenderly cover
it with some healing lotion. This much
to protect it from the poisons in the air,
and to assist your internal medicines to
Your kidneys
act more thoroughly.
need washing as much as yourarm. You
need to Hush out that pus and secretion
and assist nature to restore healthy action. You need something known to go
direct to your kidneys through the blood
and that has a healthy eficct. "Blood

Probably the linest and most graphic
description of an eastern typhoon occurs
in Joseph Gonrad's new sea story now
In the Marchrunning in The Critic
the magazine Captain

than to cure any disease. A bottle
of Blood Wine,” costing fifty cents, will
often stave off a serious trouble, and spare
the patient’s life, to say nothing of saving
great expense and long suffering.
Read this expression <-f gratitude from
a Worcester, Mass., woman, who has had
an excellent chance to make a careful
investigation of Blood Wine.’ Mrs. Ana
P. stocking says.
vent

onyourguardforthe slightest painorsnie-

An Eastern Typhoon.

Mac

Mits. Ann i’. Stocking.
“I live right here in the city where
‘Blood Wine is made.
I have seen
with my own eyes the cures it has effected all about me, and L have been cured
mvself ui a v* : v siuhborn ease f kidney
disease. 1
-red tor several years, had
all the symptoms that ever a< eompanied
such a trouble, and tried about every
remedy recommended. ‘Blood Wine*
was the last.
I took it only after bring
convinced that it was a truly wondrous
medicine, and it cured me. I went to
the Louis Daudelin Co. and vol nteered
this statement, because I knew them to
he honest, upright people and deserving
of success. ‘Blood Wine1 will cure any
form of kidney disease and do it quickly
and thoroughly.
Anyone so affected
should try this great medicine just as
soon as they can get their hands on a
bottle.”
Go to your druggist and look into it
carefully: read the literature and ascertain for yourself just what it will do. It
contains no wine vr opiates.
“Blood Wine” costs fifty cents a bottle,
hut you can sample it free uf charge at

Whirr's command, thetramp X'an-Shan,
is described as passing through one of
those fearful tropical whirlwinds which
are so dreaded by navigators along the
china coast, in which many a stout
Yankee ship has met her doom.
"The
motion of the ship was extravagant."
writes Mr. Conrad, of the Xan-Shan,
after she ran into th typhoon.
Her
lurches had ail appalling helplessness;
she pitched, ns if taking a header into
a void and seemed to find a wall to hit
Both ends of the
every time.
Nan Shan were under water, as though
she had no more freeboard than a raft.
rA \. Il .we, a
•>. La :
The ,-ea. battened down in the heavy
gusts, would uprise and overwhelm
them in snowy rushes of foam expendSupreme Judicial Court. Waldo Bouning wide, beyond both, rails, into the
?
In L'qui y
ty
And on this dazzling sheet,
night.
spread under the blackness of (lie i
fc: d tfi I Li’iiM n 11 a’. v s.
clouds and emitting a bluish glow. Cap
I he cream Publishing Compary.
tain MacWhirr could catch a desolate
j
<
T< ill
>!!•!■>': .1 I IM.
;
glimpse of a few tiny specks black as ;
vi•
IT snk I. w i! .n:
lto
m t
,-j,.
ebony, the top of the hatches, the bat:• "1"
t :l b
o po-,-u.-:
etlully
tened companions, the heads of the covTli il !"• hiioi in;i
In- ili.i ii-- rt-p:
ui llUll !|
III 11 p-1,! 1111 ii i,:
.11- HI .0-1
ered winches, the foot ot the mast. This
M-1 -11! i-»‘II-.-. Il.ii hv- «|j>.
ipl'Mlt "1 ill-! ••! <« 0 t «l ;• III
was all he could see of his ship.
Her
I '*
middle structure- covered by the bridge
1
..
will :.
-,
U1 ••.•III I
which bore him, his mate, the dark
I
aIiiI-P
That
a.. :->i ming a p -1 of
oort.
wheelhouse where a man was steering,
i- an av"i ;
in- r.nnpi, p- p.-p.i-e i-•
the
shut up with the fear of being swept
o-l.• !•• ill hi- I .iml** Ml!, I- 11.o .n
of his
pi;
1 a -1 p-pui'.
overboard together with the whole
Thai upon ;;| p:>-\ ai an.: ae. rpta in-.-.»f t*
-ante
thing in one great crash—her middle
III- U* \\ ill lu* ll
lu|
structure was like a half-tide rock
111111 so 1 1-uia limai;«*, ,.| ;.
liirr u!
In order to reduce my l:ti ge stock 1 -hall sell for
" 1
»ro.
s111-h
ashore upon a coast.
It was like an
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iy- 1 Ii
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outlying rock in the night, with the
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m -aul eai
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water boiling up, streaming over, pour-no
n
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further
liabibty thereunder. and that this o n mi tn;i\ foe
ing off, heating round—like a rock in A good Wood Saw ready for use lor 4 5c
;iC(Vpt» (! and bee.-me a p rt ot' tin- a.ill of
the surf to which shipwrecked people
.Shovels. 20c.. 50c. ai d
5c.
-aid -a-r.
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cling before they let go—only it rose, it
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Sedentary habits cause kidney troubles. Wine” will do this and so marked is its
People who are obliged to sit all day long, action on the kidneys that you can actitenographers, telephone and telegraph ually feel it working on them within a
iperators, seamstresses, milliners, shoe few minutes after taking a dose.
It gives them just the kind of bath
nakers, tailors, book keepers, clerks who
It
•tand over a counter, engineers, firemen, ; they need and it heals up the sore.
sonductors, brakemen, and others on takes away the smarting, burning, pain.team and electric railroads, are all more j ful. dragged-down, all-gone sensations, as
It takes sediments of all
>r less affected with disease in the kid-; if by magic.
leys. Long hours in a sitting posture kinds out of the little nooks and corners
iramps the kidneys, bowels and other where they lodge and cause brick dust,
irgans in the pelvic regions. You will gravel, stone in bladder, inflammation,
If you have any of these troubles,
5nd that nearly everyone of these peo- etc.
ple has constipation, and a great many or even if you have any of the slightest
nore of them have kidney troubles and symptoms of kidney disease, you ought
ion't know it. Often incipient Bright s to protect yourself. It is easier t) pre-

corn.

of

Nip

It in the Bud.

as I had a small printing-press, and
could have blank forms struck off, which
conni ne idled up, aiul one given to each
officer and man of the army, signed by
their own officers, and distributed as
required. To this lie assented. !!■•
then turned to Cieueral (I rant and sa.d:
•'General, you have excepted private
horses from the surrender.
Now, most
of my couriers and many of the artillery and cavalry own their own horses.
IIow will it he about them?"
General Grant replied at once, speaking to me: "They will he allowed toretain them." Turning to General Lee.
he added: “They will need them in
putting in their spring crops." The remark struck me as peculiar, and I have
no doubt it did Lee. for Grant could
have said nothing which demonstrated
more completely his idea that the war
was over, and that these warlike men
and horses would go at once to work

] issue

j

low to Detect This Approaching Trouble and

gether, General Grant turned and beckto General Seth Williams, his
adjutant-general, who rode forward. I
was curious to see the meeting between
Lee and Williams.
Some years before
the war. when Lee was superintendent
of the Military Academy, Williams was
his adjutant, and was known to be a
As Williams
great favorite with him.
approached, the two shook hands, but
there was nothing in Lee’s face, as he
gravely and courteously received him,
to indicate that he had’ ever met him
before. After talking a little while,
General Grant beckoned me forward,
and on approaching General Lee, pretty much the same scene took place as
with Williams.
General Grant said:
“General Lee is desirous that ,his officers and men should have on their
persons some evidences that they are
paroled prisoners, so that they will
not be disturbed;” and General Lee remarked that he desired simply to do
whatever was in his power to protect
his men from anything disagreeable,
i
said 1 thought, that could be arranged,

planting

Habits.

tary

oned

time being, therefore, Hot
Springs was not the "place of peace” it
I ad been to the red men before the adworking models, showing conclusively
man.
that the real secret had eluded the obvent of the whites. The claimants atservers.
tempted to keep their titles good by colI have a good-sized tank at noine, m
lection rent from the squatters, and
WHY BEEF IS HIGH.
which I keep a number of small tisli,
when they went on a rent-collecting
Whatever manipulations may have and at different times 1 have made some
expedition, instead ot the receipt hook
as retimes they earned a shotgun.
ot hit
been practiced by the large meat deal- curious observations, especially
*>ne of the tisli is a
II a n in was not shot it was a sure regards their speed.
ers in Chicago, through joint action,
young freshwater trout, about five
eeipt lot his rent for that month.
Congress created the Hot .springs the starting point of the present price inches long. On several oceaisions 1
commission tn 1>77, audit was given al- disturbance is not in the packing houses have watched it with a timing instrument while it was making plunges for
um.-.* unlimited pow er and jurisdiction
but on the ranches and farms. There
Hies on the surface of the water.
It
in ti e settlement of the various claims. has
a
not
been
time
in
years would
probably
at not over
It si reeved every claim, large and when there was such a
leisurely
approaeli
of
fat
scarcity
six inches to the second, until about
small, laid oil the citv of Hot Springs cattle available for
slaughter as there half a
v. exists, and lived the pt.ee that
as it
yard from its prey, and then leap
is this spring, throughout the country.
for the mark like an arrow
each should pay for a title to the propThere has been a gradual decline in the straight
i he intervening distance
erty he occupied. In this distribution number of oxen and other cattle raised from a bow.
many of the squatters wen given the in this country for the meat market, would be eovered in approximately onetenth ot a second. That doesn't sound
land thev had had the hardihood to from an
average of :’.U,ki>7,u-js in lsyi.
hold.
very remarkable in odd figures, but imlMig and ls'.i:;. to only g7.iil0,u.",4 in I'.'iio.
( ibidren and grandchildren ot Hale.
agine jogging along at about live knots
while tlie total value of tins stock acan
hour and then, in the twinkling of an
ate
still
Hector, llelilii.g and (laities
: tually increased from an average of
resiben’.s "t Hot Springs, still own s.v.-t.g.M;.iiso in the first
eye, imueasing it- speed to a mile a
years named to minute. The
feat would be no more
much of the property held by their sc,-a. tsn.-jiio in pano:
that is. from sl7.n.7
astonishing than that performed by my
forebears, and are leaders in tin- busi- lo sgfa.G
per head, or tut per cent, of little
trout, and what makes the mysness and proft ssional life oi the city.
: curse, >l7ai7 and nM.'.C do not
repretery all the greater is the extremely
; sent actual prices of steers at Chicago,
delicate and il xildc character of its tail
Sheep Instead of Men.
is. .use the total numbers and values
and lins.
fhov seem to offer no puro1 cattle here quoted inelude cattle of
How
Maine People are P.eiu- Crowded off !
chase worth mentioning against the
all sizes and ages, from calves tip, and
an
Inland.
it
is
water:
as if an ocean liner had a
1 nut at
Chicago, but on the thousands
( a >t.
X. 1’. Johnson ul liosum is
made of gauze: yet. comparaj
ot ranches and farms all over the eoun- propeller
moru>
now engaged m securing ] i< issessiou < 11
whiie prices at quotation point like tively speaking, they aecomplisli
than the most powerful machinery ever
Jiurtleft's island, located about seven try,
i i.ieago include transportation, stock- i
built by man.
lanes south, southeast of Jilueliii
When nature gives up
lor
>7 id charges, etc. 'The above average! tee
the purpose of turning it into a .urge 1
sec let, if she ever does, we are apt
head," however, do indicate to see the
places
-pelNew
true submarine boat."
sheep pasture, and ids eli'nt’.s ill that the t ivnd of values for the whole group
(trleans Times-Ilemocrat.
direction are being watched with the
id cattle raised lor slaughter, ot
winch.
greatest interest by tire people ot 1? 1 it■■
i riatti-ncu slock nroiignt to t mcaim 1
ah <t-lgwiek and tin oti er towns of
Pointed Paragraphs.
form about the same proportion of tin* I
t
it pait ot Hancock comity.
vv bole in one
as in another, lienee
liartlett's island is about three miles .-in increase ofyear
ne, per cent., pel head, in I
Yanitv and imprudence are twin sisIt ng and from a hull to a mile in width 1
tin- whole group indicates practically ter-.
j
ami there is upon it i~ dwellings a
the same, perhaps even greater, in-'
I'.veil the slowe.-t man is occasionally
schoolhottse and public ball.
At one
crease in the value of matured stock I
fast asleep.
i
tune these dwellings were all occupied
available for the market.
This shows ;
and there was a considerable populathat the decline in the 1
It takes two to make a quarrel, but
conclusively
tion upon the island, hut now all this is
number of cattle is not due to systema- one can end it.
changed and now there are hut nine of tic
forcing down of the price of live I
the houses occupied, while Hit* school
Aggressiveness in some people borstock by the ''meat combine,” as the
(
contains hut nine hoys.
Already apt. sensational press persistently charges. ! ders on rashness.
Johnson, who is working in the in- j The smaller number of cattle is due to 1
It's a wise clergyman that knows bis
terests of a syndicate, has secured pos- various
causes.- -partly to the increased own congregation.
session of the greater part of the island
cost of farm and ranch labor, partly to !
and will have the remainder in a short : the
Kven rough men can be gentle when
gradual converting ot free grazing
time.
lands in the far West to settled farm- j they meet a real woman.
The price that has been paid for the
ing land, forcing a larger use of inclosed
Xever call a man a fool; lie may be
land has been high and those selling lands for stock
raising, and partly to foolish enough to resent it.
feci that they have made good bargains, j
the superior profitableness of other
Among the stipulations of the pur- lines of agricultural industry. While ; I-ove's
young dream often bumps up
chases is that the old owners shall
this combination of influences lias les- I against a rude awakening.
vacate at once, which means that they 1 sened the
raising of cattle, it has at the i
must leave the island, as the syndicate
same time been forcing up the price in
A man becomes public property when
will shortly own it and does not care to
to the increased cost, and in lie takes hold of a public trust.
have any person living there, excepting responsefew
the last
years vve have had several |
this is
such help as they may keep,
Any lirst-class watchmaker can deculminating points where this upward
causing a few pangs of regret umohg pressure has shown itself in increased | liver selections from his own works.
the older residents, especially the woprices of dressed meats. Considering,
Don't think that sensible girls admire
men who have been born and reared
along with fewer cattle, the increase in men because of their
the
and
some
of
whom
island,
j
physical beauty.
upon
and hence in the demand
population,
have never been off from it for more
for meats, it is surprising that the price ;
on
The high premium
honesty may be
than a day at a time and those days
advance lias not been even greater: in due to the fact that it is the best
very few and far between.
hut for the improvements in the
fact,
Among the oddities ot the transac- ! methods of packing and distribution of
Wings of riches are not strong enough
tions on the island is the fact that the i
meats, with the cheapening of trails- to bear away the expensive tastes they
syndicate has purchased the land upon : portation, we should undoubtedly have ;
bring.
which the public hall sits. The buildj had during the last ten years not mereing was oryned by another party than ly occasional upward spurts in meat ! Fortunate is the man upon whose
the one wlfo owned the land and when
j prices but a steady and permanent in- face nature lias written a letter of
an attempt was made to secure the
crease, reflected directly from the in- credit.
buildings from him at the same time creased scarcity and high cost of the
the land was purchased he refused and
Wlien you see a mail shaking dice the
A large part of this has
live stock.
wanted a much larger price than was
been neutralized by the improvements difference between sound and sense is
offered. Mr. Johnson then secured the
referred to: in proof of which, the apparent.
land, and has now told the owner of the average
price of extra mess beef per
If you want a man to praise your
if
must
he
from
removed
; barrel for
building that
ism, isb2 and l.sb:: was $7.70; !
all you have to do is to agree
the land controlled by him. This brings I
in moo, $9.7fl, an increase of 2.7 per cent., judgment
with him.
the owner of the building up against a
while during the same period, as already i
difficult proposition, viz: Where is it
shown, the value per head of beef on !1
Unskilled dentists are more or less
to he moved toV Any land that is not
the hoof rose <50 per cent—(iunton’s conscientious.
They spare no pains at
now owned by the people represented |
Magazine for May.
their work.
by Johnson will lie shortly and so there
is no place to move the buildings to and
Some of the recent magazine articles
the syndicate absolutely refuse to purCatching Cod.
seem to prove that a little learning is a
chase, now.
dai gerous thing.
Once begun, codtishing on the hanks is
i'apt. Johnson says that the people
represented by him have secured con- incessant, and when the Ashing is good
Occasionally a man succeeds in starttrol of a method of preparing lisli such ttie men rarely ever sleep, says Ainslee’s
ling the world, hut fortunately lie can’t
as are caught in the waters adjacent to
Magazine. Awakened at 2 A. M. to till keen it startled very long.
the island, so that they can be used for their bait “kid,” or tubs, they start at
food for the sheep, thereby guarantee- daybreak to lift these trawl's and reIf the average man could climb out
ing a plentiful supply of food for the move ttie over-night catch; rebaiting of I is grave and read his epitapli his
hooks
the
There
are
animals in the winter, which has been
about
again.
egotism would experience a boom.
one of the great objection to island turn hooks to handle, and this often acO le might as well attempt to dip
until
when
ttie
eventide,
cupies
sheep raising'.
row back. After unloading, the deck is Lake Michigan dry with a pint cup as
It is the business of tlie judge to instruct piled high with the glittering mass of ] to pet a girl to give up the man she
tlie jury on the law ; the jury then decides Ash. 'To eviscerate this and stow it in really loves.
on the facts,
lint the jury must be instruct- the bold keeps them until midnight,
A man may liavesuflieient courage to
ed by the judge on tlie law or they may dewhen they snatch an hour or two of ;
cide wrongly.
It is the province of the
Some can go without sleep for a j heard the lion in liis den, yet he shy
dealer to instruct the public on the general sleep.
others will rub wet tobacco in when lie comes to facing the cook in
!
law of bis goods.
They must then decide week,
the kitchen.—Chicago News.
the selection. Thus it is proper that you their eyes, so the pain may keep them
wakeful a few hours longer.
should be told of Tea; that cheap tea is no
Others,
Summer Schools.
value except to quench thirst, whereas a again, will work till they drop from
high-grade tea ike Chase A .Sanborn's has sheer exhaustion, and sleep as they lie.
Thus far the dates of only a few of
wonderful power to relieve fatigue, prevent until aroused
by comrades. A Chinese the
exhaustion, and often to actually avert sick- torture is to
Maine summer schools and assemmen without sleep,
keep
ness.
From the standpoint of health such
and “hanking’’ does this to an extent blies have been announced. These intea is worth twice its cost.
to satisfy even the most exacting clude tlie Fryeburg, Chautauqua, the
Celestial.
The men sleep in their Greenacre school at Littery, and the
APPLETON.
meets ol many other Ussociaunderclothing; when above decks, they annual
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Grant arrived home
ticns which hold summer outing concan never leave off their oilskins, for on
from
where
ventions.
The Maine State Grange will
Saturday
Bingham, Mass.,
hey the Hanks it is rarely tine, mist and
hold a series of lli field days, one in
have been the past year, at work on a farm murk prevail, and the
rigging and sails each
for the late Henry M. Toombs_Mrs. drip water always.
county of the State, the first of
which will he held August 11, at which
Lucius Taylor is confined to her bed by
National Master.Iones and other promFast Friends.
sickness..".. Mrs. Martha Fletcher has
inent members of the order will speak.
Rusliville, lint.
moved into the house formerly occupied by
Messrs. Ei.v Hbos.
I have been a great An event of general interest to HowDavid Cummings and now owned by sufferer from catarrh amt
doin
alumni all over the country will he
hay fever amt
Timothy Knight of Searsinont
Twenty- tried many things, but found no permanent the centennial anniversary of the comfive or thirty young people went from here relief until I found it in Ely’s Cream Halm mencement of Rowdoin
College at
about eight years ago, and we have been fast
Brunswick, which will include a gento Union to attend the graduation exercises
friends ever since. (Rev.) R. M. Bentley.
eral reunion of alumni, one of the
of the High School, but when they arrived
Prove its value by investing 1(1 cents in
features of which will be an address by
they were not able to get into the hall on ac- trial size of Ely’s Cream Balm. Druggists Hon. Thomas 15. Heed.
supply it and we mail it. Full size50 cents.
count of the crowd in attendance... .G. II,
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., New York.
Cage has for sale several finely made
Capt. Thomas Milan, who has been
he
offers
or
which
Democrat
Coronation rumors are plentiful these head keeper of Mt. Desert ltock light
wagons,
grocery
at reasonable prices considering the quality days, says a London dispatch to the station for 20 years, recently resigned
of the work and style. He is now getting New York Herald. The latest is a re- on account of ill health and lias returnvival of tiie statement that Wnr. Wal- ed with his
out several light open and top carriages
family to his home at
dorf Astor will he made a peer in June. Southwest Harbor.
Fred Robbins,
which have been ordered by customers in
Of late Mr. Astor’s gifts to scientific, who was for several years assistant
Knox county towns.
educational and patriotic institutions there, hut for the past two years stain Great Hritain have been large and tioned at Lubee lias been
promoted to
A Boston stock company operating
Humor still insists that Sir the
numerous.
vacancy.
for feldspar and quartz on hill No. 4,
Thomas Liptou will receive a peerage
Hebron, took out a fine specimen of in recognition of his work in connection
A Card.
It is re- with the
green tourmaline, last week.
King’s dinner to 500,000 poor
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
ported that the company has refused on Coronation day.
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
$00 for the specimen.
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
The Maine Undertakers’ Association to cure your cough or cold. We also
guarW
ASTORIA.
will convene at Rangor, May 28. The antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
II* Kind You Haw Always Bough: committee of arrangements is prepar- or money refunded.
Bw, th»
/?
A. A. Howes & Co.,
ing for a banquet to be given on that
6m45
W. O. Poor & Son.
evening.
For the

Some Rules for People of Seden-

usual,
older, and his face
sad expression. I did not
during the interview. lie has the same quiet, subdued,
gentlemanly manner for which he was
always noted.”
As the two generals sat talking to-

investigator. We know that such mirare performed in some manner by
movements of the fins and tail, but in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
those organs are altogether too small
to account for the apparent power they
develop. In less time than it takes me
to tell it. a three-inch goldfish in a glass
globe will upset every law of dynamics
in the text-books. It does things that
While I
are theoretically impossible.
was in Washington on my vacation last
summer,” continued the speaker, “a
relative of mine, who is a designer in
the Bureau of Naval Construction,
told me that the department experts

for it nourishes the nerves and
because it is <o refreshing and
healthful. The wife can do
more, the whole t milv will
feel better and escape many
forms of simmer sickness
w hich result in expense.
llet it hv the glass or bottle
all grocers
at the druggists
can furnish it tor your home
by the case.

Their best

! KIDNEY DISEASE AVERTED.

same as
but
has a very
see him smile once

acles

rights.

Appomattox.
Heating.

“The flight of birds has been studied
(From a Posthumous Paper by Gen John
time out of mind without yielding the
Gibbon in the April Century.
first syllable of its secret.” said an enAs the two sat talking on their horses
thusiastic amateur naturalist of this
only a few steps from us, we had a full
city, "but it is not a whit more mysteri- opportunity not only to note their bearfish
in
water.
of
ous than the movements
ing, but to hear most of the conversaTheir speed, their sudden leaps from tion. 1 had not seen
Lee for about six
turns
in
fixed positions, their abrupt
less than their own length, the extraor- years, and his appearance is thus described in a letter written the next dav:
dinary inertia that enables them to
“Soon after our arrival General Lee
swim against, tremendous currents—
these and a hundred and one other came riding up, attended only by two
orderlies. lie looks pretty much the
things have been the despair of every

obliged to economize in some
respects, it will pay you to
case

Grant and Lee at

Bates Athletics
Change* Made

in

letic

A

Constitution of the Ath

meeting

of the Athletic Associaheld in the college chapel
8th to consider the amendments

tion was

May

to the

constitution,

as

proposed by

the committee on amendments.
All
but two of the amendments
were
accepted. The object in making these
in the constitution is to benj changes
etit the linancial condition of the association and if they are carried out
as intended, it seems very probable
that the association
will
free itself from debt. The principle change
is in having an advisory board of
live members; two of whom shall
be alumni, two from the faculty and
i one from the student
body. It shall he
the duty of the board to superintend ail
the financial matters. They shall have
power over the managers of the different teams and no money shall he expended without tirst the expense has
been approved by the advisory board.
Tlie amendments which were rejected
had reference to the nomination of the
candidates for the baseball and football
teams, it was stated in the amendment
that the candidates should be chosen
by the advisory board, but as it is now
left, the candidates, as previously, shrill
be chosen by the association.
It is reported that one of the wellknown citizens of Dexter has
recently
made investigations as to the advisabilof
a
starch
ity
building
factory in Dexter. The gentleman has visited starch
factories in Aroostook county and was
able to interest an owner of one of the
factories in regard to building a factory. At least 1000 acres of potatoes
must be secured in order for the
parties interested to decide to build. It is
the securing the required acreage which
is the chief obstacle in this new scheme
and it is somewhat doubtful whether
the plan can be made a success, at least
this year, in that section of Maine.

tor
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Sl'FAh. Jnstiee
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10c

^a<nts»lor House
lists
Carriage
Leads, Oils, Varnishes at cut prices,
Ready Prxtd Paints at cut prices.

DA
I \TTC
■
^ ^
^

Association.

Curry Combs

•

and

ALSO A LI.

Carpenter and Farming Tools, Field
Fencing, Axle Grease,Locks,Knobs,
Latches, BoLs and

Building Ma

terials.
X.»w is the opportune\ to h.iy for
ing. It will pay you to buy now.

ALL

c

spring paint-

STRICTLY FOR CASH.

ALRS

This is a legitimate sale of good
duce stock.
Come early and avoir the crowd.

goods to

re-

;>m"
I

I

Commeiieuig Momlav. Mav :,lh. steamer*

Belfa-l
!'*’i Bos: on, via

Remember-68 Main St., Belfast. day
j

sat a
mi i». vi.

hi

vi..

(

'• ave

aimlon and Koekland M"
otherdavs. except Sun. lav.

it.

’’or Seal sport. Bueksport. ''interport. Mamp'ien and Bangor, daiiv, except Mondav. at about

A. C. BURGESS.

7.4b A. VI.

HKTl ltMNi;

I

From Boston, daily, except Sunday, at "•."•» 1 wt.
From Rockland, via Camden,
Mon.
at about r..<«) \. vi.
From Bangor, via way landings. Monday
at
1'.no vi., other week days at MM) i\ vi.
FRED W. l’OTE. Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN At'sTIN.
Nice President and (ieneral Manage].
dtw Atlantic Avenue, Boston.

daiiv!oxccp;

day.

Dyspepsia
Digests
what

Cure

This preparation contains ail of the
digestants and digests till kinds of
food. It gives instant relict and never
fails toeure.
It allows yon to eat ail
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use tuauy
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stomach, relieving all distressaftereating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.

It can't

help

Prepared only by

E. L. MACOMBER,

you eat.

but do you

good

E. O. DeWitt & Co., Chicago.
The <1. bottle contains 2% times the 50c. size.
R. H. MOODY.

Boat and Yacht Builder,
BELFAST, MAINE,
I

prepared to lmild all kinds of yaehts, power
sail, row boats, yacht tenders, etc.

am

or

Gasolene Launches

a

Specialty.

Engines, marine and stationary, sold separately.
Estimates furnished on application.
A sloop yacht and row boats for sale.
3inS*
K. L. HACOHBKR, Belfast,

He.

SEARSPORT

Walter I. Neal, game warden, was
town Monday.

in

7)oyal

Hen. A. Mitchell and wife are spending a
few days in town.
Cyrus Nichols, first officer of steamer
Ajax, spent Sunday in town.

Park lias bought the E. S.
Cyphers place in the east village.
Miss Desire Nickels returned to Everett,
Frank

11

51 ass., Monday to

resume

teaching.

yBaMNG PoWD£H

first officer of steamer
Amos Dow,
Hawaiian, is at home for a short visit.
Harry Nason, who has been absent in the
\\ est several
week.

years,

Biddeford Pool last night. She tipped over,
MORRILL.
broke
of her masts and crushed in the
Rev. J. N. Atwood, our new M. E. pastor, roof oftwo
the coal shed on the wharf. The
arrived in town last Thursday, and will vessel then boated into the gut and collided
board with Mrs. Emily E. Mears. lleoccu- with the tug Joe Baker, which was considdamaged. The schooner is now on her
pied the pulpit last Sunday and gave us a erably
beam ends in Pool Harbor. Just how' badly
good sermon from Romans 12:21. A large damaged she is could not be definitely learnaudience was present,.Mrs. S. S. Adams ed tonight. The Lewis is owned by Bangor
of New Haven, Conn., arrived in town last parties.
Schooner William
Rockland, May 8.
week for a short visit to her mother and to Slater,
with coal from New York for Mcat
look after her interests
Northport Camp- Loon & Case’s kilns at the Williams quarand ries, came in yesterday morning with her
ground.Miss Nellie Thompson
and her maiu boom in bad
mother have been visiting in Belfast the jibboom missing
A story was at once circulated
shape.
past week ...Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Tower about the harbor front that the Slater had
of Lincolnville were guests of Mr. and Mrs. been in collision since leaving New York,
Mrs. Jack- and during a season of foggy weather, with
Charles Merriam last Sunday
another schooner. Capt Norwood reportson from Searsmont visited her sister, Mrs. ed at Me Loon & Case’s
office, however,
9th,
that
this was not true.
The Slater had
George Daggett, last Sunday—May
been
laid
at
New
York
all
winter and he
for
cold
up
10th and llth were record-breakers
her in the dismantled condition
reported
May weather. The ground is cold and wet, when lie took command. The main boom
so that planting is backward.
was “fished” or splinted and Capt.
Norwood decided to niak* the run from New
York as the firm was waiting for coal. The
SHIP NEWS.
Slater is owned by Pendleton Bros, of Islesboro and it is probable that as soon as the
cargo is discharged they will order her rePOUT OF BELFAST.
paired in this port.

LOCALS.

returned home

last

Makes delicious hot

Nichols, rural mail carrier, is
occupying the Carleton house in the east
village.

biscuit,

11.

griddle cakes, rolls and muffins.
/

Hamilton will deliver the
at Union hall Sunday.

sermon

An

absolutely

pure,

cream

of tartar

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO

Portland.

('apt. and Mrs. Hen. W. llichborn arrived
on
-("inner City of Haugi
Tom lioston
y est- day for a visit.
Every man and woman who cares to perform a\ y kind
f labor can find employment in Searsport now.
The l ens are laying well now. Forty cases
cd «'g,g> were shipped from hereby steamer
City of Paugor Monday.
A roll cunt.lining plans and specifications
for a building were found Tuesday and
were left at the post office.
Mr>. Lydia Dinsmore has arrived and
will shortly open her restaurant, which she
ran so successfully last season.
Miss Ethel l’hiibrick, who has been the
guest of Miss Deborah Williams, returned
to her home in Waterville Tuesday.
Geo. K. Marks has rented the Capt. Peleg

100 WILLIAM

powder.

11. McGilvery and Miss Edna
Nickels, who spent the winter at West
Palm Beach, Fla., arrived home last week.
Mrs. Jennie Hunter left for Boston by
steamer. She will return Friday
with all the new ideas in summer millinery.

^

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Johnson, Mrs.
Boulter and her daughter Genevive are the
guests 'of Mr. Gustaus Bellows.Misses
Butterfield and Cates of Vassalboro are the
guests of Miss Nellie Brown.... Miss Edith

SU AM ILLE.

Tuesday’.'

May

YORK.

FREEDOM.

—

II.

NEW

A tramp was in towm last week looking
for work and begging. John Black hired
him, but soon after his man was missing—
Sanford Greeley hired Woodbury Tibbetts
last week to cut stone posts for the Smith
cemetery.Jane Soule returned last Sunday from a visit of several weeks in Belfast.

Our enterprising real
estate
brokers,
Messrs. Clement A- Cushman, report an
active market with prices steady. Their
latest acquisition is the Geo. E. Nash farm.
....John K. Diinton, Esq., of Belfast was in
town on May 10th
Miss Mary Mason
was at home from Belfast May 10th and 11th
to see her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. O.
Mason—B. E. Thompson has launched
his peddler’s cart and is now distributing
goods through portions of Montville and
Knox—E M. Poland is at home from
Greenville—John Chadwick and J. C.
Pillsbury were at J. J. Clement's last Sunday— W. J. Bean’s new house is ready for
John Downer of Freedom
the mason.
will do the work.... Reuben Luce is working for L. S. Sylvester & Co—J. 0. Bartlett is gaining.

N.chols homestead and will furnish
room* and board for summer visitors.

ST.,

PA LERMO.

CENTRE MON TV ILLE.
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Mi'.

of

Georgia's Useful
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I

|

j
!
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ing

For

recommend your excellent remedy, p«.
runa.
Indeed, I know of no other r
edy as good as yours. It is a grand
and many of my friends have used
catarrh with good results.”—Mrs. tv
Roach.
The most common phases of sum
catarrh are catarrh of the stomacl
bowels. Reruna is a specific for sum
catarrh.
Hr.

Hebley, Duquesne, Pa
“lam cured of catarrh or n,t
stomach of two years standing. I had
It so bad that I could not eat any
thing
but milk. / doctored with several w.

May 12. Sells. Grace Davis, Dodge,
ingtou and New York; J. II. Wainwright,
Bucksport.
May Hi. Sells. Edna, Frankfort and New
York; Mildred A Pope, Irons, Bangor.

cleanest and best exhibitions of the season.
The field work of both teamsi was remarkably free from errors.
WALDO STATION.
re-

cently, with frosts and high winds, left
many tender plants in a limp condition—
Repairs on bridges in town have been going
on for the past two weeks.
On the Pierce
bridge a new stringer was put in, an addi-

AMKliK

AN

Prndttec Market

PORTS.

New York, Ma\ 7. Ar, sch. Alina Pendleton, Fernandina: sld, sch. Lyman M. Law,
Philapelphia; 8. sld, sch. llumarock, Philaar, sell. Kd ward T. Stotesbury,
delphia;
Coiastine; sld, sclis. silver Heels, Tarpun
Lay; Charlotte T. Sibley, Brunswick; 10,
ar, sell. Norombega, Port Tampa; sld, sell.
Olive T. Whittier, Crandall, Fla.: 11, ar,
sell. Norombega, Port Tampa lor New
Haven; sld, sobs. Lizzie Lane, Bangor;
Kit Carson, Port Reading for Bangor; 12,
ar, sell. Ellen M. Baxter, Stonington ; 13, ar.
sclis. Gen. Adelbert Ames, Savannah; Ella
M. Willey, Satilla.
Boston, May 7. Ar, sclis. Laura M. Lunt,
Brunswick; 'Man E. Palmer, Newport,
News; 8, ar, sch. Daylight, Baltimore; sld,
sell. Young Brothers, Kennebec and Philadelphia; 9, ar, sell. Geo. W. Wells, Newport
News; eld, sell. Star of the Sea, Fernandina; 12, eld, sell. Jacob M. Haskell, Newport News; 13, sld, sell. R. \V. Hopkins,
Turks Island.
Philadelphia, May 8. Ar, sell. Lyman M.
Law, Biake. New York; 10, ar, sell. Iluniaroek, New York ; eld, sell. Lyman M. Law,
Portsmouth.
Baltimore, May 0. Ar, sell. Henry \V.
Cramp, Carter, Portland.
Portland, May 3. Ar, sell. R. F. Pettigrew, Wiscasset, to finish loading for Deni-

The children and grandchildren of Mr. tional abutment built and other needful reSylvanus Nickeison met at his home Sat- pairs made; a new bridge was built near er ar a.
F. C. Pike and wife will shortly remove urday
evening, May loth, to celebrate his where there has been many washouts, and
Bangor, May 7. Ar, sell. R. S. Dean,
to their farm a: Park for the summer.
The o.sth
lie is very active and the Rragdon bridge was repaired—John *Batchelder, Belfast; sld, sells. Nat Ayer,
birthday.
\s
i
ii
in
vilthe
daughters
probably board
ambitious and Monday morning was out Gilmore, Jr. of Boston is in town for a short Bullock, New Y'ork; Win. Pickering, Sel8, ar, sch. Fannie Palmer,
lers,
lage.
splitting wood like a school-boy
Tuesday time....Schools in town began Monday, New Boston;
Y’ork ; sld, sclis. Telumah, Morgan,
Rev.
11. Hamilton arrived last Satur- afternoon, May fith, Mr. C. R. Nickerson’s May 12tli. Garcia Atwood is teaching at New York; Flora Condon, Sellers, New
day and preached his first sermon at a steam-mill caught lire in the end next the the Station, Sadie Cummings in the west Y ork ; 13, ar, sell. Maggie Mulvey,coa! port:
eld, sell. Susan N. Pickering, Bermuda via
union service held in the M. E. church Sunbridge. There was a large crowd of men at part of the town and Vesta Rose at Evans’
Kockport.
work about the mill and the flames were Corner—The Waldo Union met with Mrs
day.
Brunsw ick, Ga.. May 0.
Ar, sell. Wm. E.
extinguished before very much damage Gilman Roberts May nth. Though mostly in Downes, New London ; sld, sells R. Bowers,
Unclaimed letter.' in the Searsport office:
M.
Ella
Willey, Noank; 7, ar,
Providence,
L-hn V. Colburn, James L. Bean, E. A. was done—Mr. E. II. Nickerson of Maple the nature of business the session was inter- sch.Gov. Ames, Perth
Amboy ; 8, ar, bark
to
TuesTerrace
Farm
returned
Portland
esting. The next meeting w ill be May 2<>th, John S. Emery, Wooster, New York.
Jones, M
March ward, 11. M. Thayer, W.
9.
R.
R.
in
Mr.
who
has
been
Marden,
Darien, Ga.*, May
Ar, sell. Mary L.
day—
with Mrs. Sarah Reynolds.Geo.
m Wing, Miss Ada E. Wood.
New York; 11, ar, sell.
Howard, R. I., is moving hack to town
Holmes and family will soon move to the (’rushy, Trimm,
Gee. V. Smith requests us to say that ten
Melissa A. Willey, Hart, New Y'ork.
Mr. W. E. Damm caught a three-pound Kaler place in Belfast.
The location will
Fernandina, May <>. Ar, sclis. Ebenezer
more cushions are needed for the Winterport
and a trout a little smaller, the first be more convenient to school, and also for llaekett, Brunswick; .Joseph \Y. Hawsalmon,
church. Any paities having any to sell or
of the week
Sunday school next Sunday running the milk mute in Belfast. They thorn, Jacksonville: 7, sld, sell. Edith L.
donate wi!i please leave them at hi.' store.
Allen, Gilkey, New Y'ork; in, sld, sell. J.
at I" a. m.. sharp, .standard time—The are good citizens and we
hope it w ill be only \ Manchester Haynes, New York: ar, soli,
<
apt. Warren A. Gridin, postmaster at water is so high in Swan Lake that it is a
llenn Clausoii, Jr., New Y’ork.
temporary absence.
Pa.ik, has rece ed a set of signal lags from running over the dam w ith open gates
Jacksonville, May 0. Cld, sell. Carrie A.
iI
weatlec l» o- an and is displaying them
Bueknani, Bucksport; ar, sell. Carrie E.
LI
IIEKTY.
and
Friday
Saturday night ice formed an
New York.
da.
from
of the fines! stall's in this |
The sail event of tlie week was the death Look, Yeazie,
inch in thickness in various places.
Pensacola, May 5. Ar, sell. Pendleton
of
Miss
Gertrude
vicinity.
Crockett, aged J1 years, Brothels, Cienfuegos: 7, ar, sell. Lizzie B.
SF A KSMONT.
w hich took place at the home of her mother, i Willey, Rivers, Santiago.
N. Mi a
gives notice that a special meetMr. and Mrs. 11. M. Riples of Worcester,
Rock port. May r>
Sld, sch. Kate Feore
!>'■••.nan McGilvery Post, G. A. R., Mass., who came to attend the funeral of Mrs. F.lla Rowe, oil Rolan Hill. May <>th.
ing u
Alley, Curacao, I>. W. 1.
The
funeral
services
were
held
at
the
■a \ 11 be In
ii.
to
t
Halls
hear
Ar, sell. Lue\ E.
Thursday, evening
Duarry, May
j Mrs. Ripley’s mother, Mrs. K. 11. Bradbury,
in this village May 10th, Rev. W. 11. | Friend, i liomas, Gloucester; 9, sld, sell.
poit.' oi progress by the committees on returned lioim* Monday.... Hon. and Mrs. church
Puritan, Sargent, New York.
Memoiial Pay. General Orders will be is- if. F. Dunton and Miss Florence Dunton Abbott ol Palermo oltieiating. The inline- I
Passed 'Ey bee brig
Savannah, Mat 7.
diate cause of her death was rheumatic
sued.
Jennie 1 Hilbert, Savannah lor Northern
were in town last Thursday, called here to
fever, although she had been in poor health port: 9, ar, sells. D. 1>. Haskell, Pickering,
The great disaster at St. Pierre came very attend the funeral of Mrs. Bradbury
for some time. She was a young lady very New Y’ork; Penobscot, Norwood, do.; 10,
near to many of the citizens of .Searsport,
Mr. J. R. Dunton and Miss Margaret DunNew Y’ork.
well thought of in the community, as the eid, sell. Hattie C. Luce,
win an- not only familiar with the place, ton were in town last week ...Mr. J. W.
Wilmington, N.( ., Ma\
Sld, sell. Jentioral tributes at her funeral abundantly na' A. Stubbs, Port an Prince.
bir intimately acquainted w ith many of the
Farrar is home from Washington, D. C.,
7.
testified.
the contributions were I
Ar, sell. Annie Lord,
Pascagoula,
Ma>
Among
people who I'e.'i led there. Consul Prentiss for a two week's vacation... The Teachers’
Camden.
the following: Membeis of Patrons of Hus- < Kendall,
had piomised to spend a portion of the seaPort Tow nsend, Wash., Ma\
Sld. ship
Convention w as largely attended. It was a
ot which she was a member, a Roanoke, Amsbury, Seattle for New Y’ork.
bandry,
son here thi> summer.
session
...Dr.
A.
Millett
atvery piuiit.ible
Satilla
4.
dowers from Mrs. Herbert Pules,
River, Ga., May
Sld, sell. Ella
tended the se>.-ion of the Grand Lodge of wreath;
a call is posted fora Republican Caucus
rriiomaston : Mrs. Charles F. Rhoades, Pel- M. Willey, Bond, New Y’ork.
Masons in Portland last week... Mrs. W.
Perth Amboy, May 8.
Sld, sell. C. B.
to be held at Union Hall May 2nd to choose
Mrs. Annie Berry, Montville; Mrs.! Wood, Haskell, Cast me.
11. Fiohwek is very feeble-Mr. and Mrs. last;
delegates to attend the State and district
Skidmore. Miss Mary Brown. Mrs. Hoyt, |
Bath, May 9. Ar, sells. Emma s Briggs,
T. P Moodv were in Belfast last Minday...
conventions to be held in Portland and
Miss Twitched, Mrs. Moody. Mrs. Mitchell, New Y’ork : Young Brothers, Boston.
W
Mr.
M.
of
Belfast
was
in
town
Port Reading, May 8. Cld, sell. A. W.
"Waterville
Thayer
Notice is also given of a class
and others w hose names we were unable to
Ellis, Ryder, Rockland: 10, eld, sell. Kit
Mrs. W. L. Wilder, an efficient
eon vent ion
of the Republican voters of last week
learn—all of this village... The untimely Carson, Bangor.
islesboro, Prospect, Searsport, Stockton worker in the Kpworth League, Mercy and frost of last
Norfolk, May 9. Cld, ship Erskine M.
Friday night nipped many a
Honolulu.
Si-rings, Svanville and Waldo at 2 o'clock Help Department, carried a sick friend a
bud and dower, both out of doors and Phelps,
plant,
Georgetown, S. C., May 10. Sld, sell. Sarah
the same day to nominate a representative box of fre>h strawberries and a jar of rich
and made sad havoc among the tomato D. J. Rawson, French, New Y'ork.
in,
to the State legislature.
cream last Sunday.
Sullivan, Me., May 10. Sld, sch. llattie
The leaves of the
plants in particular.
A. Barbour, Washington, D. C.
M. 0 Connell arrived Monday from BanSTOCKTON SPRINGS.
rhubarb were frozen hard in many places.
Sabine
Pass, Tex., May 15. Sld, sell. Ella
Tin* many friends of Mrs. Adella Ilicligoi with a dew who had been engaged to
The only trees fully leaved out in this G. Eells, Cushman, Coatzacoalcos.
rai-e the i < ngregational church several born were glad to w elcome her home May
Boothbay, May 13. Sld, sell Flora Convicinity are the horse chestnut, and their
fee:. Mr. *' onnell proved himself a rapid 7th, after an absence of two months in
for New Y'ork.
leaves are killed as by tire....Many of the don, Bangor
FOREIGN
PORTS.
workman, fui in the first day he nut only re- New York, where, as a patient of Dr. A. S. people of the village have been sick with
moved the underpinning but placed forty Bird, she underwent a serious surgical colds for the
Santiago, May G. Ar, sch. Hattie I\ Simppast few weeks, and among son,
Chaney, Brunswick.
screws in position and raised the church
operation, which has apparently resulted in them is your scribe.
Port Spain, April 2G. Sld, sell. John K.
about one foot. If he had not been obliged the cure of a long-standing trouble. She
Devlin, llichborn, Baltimore.
wait fo: new 'ills lie would have com- was accompanied by her daughter, Miss THORNDIKE.
| Neuvitas, May G. Ar, sch. Edward StewV. N. Higgins has a peach plum tree art, Pascagoula.
pleted the job in ten hours. A singular Alice, who has been with her since she left
Shanghai, May 4. Ar, ship Win. P. Frye,
coincidence >s that Mr. O’Connell’s father home ...Capt. Charles C. Park returned which was in full bloom last week, hut he
Sewall, New York.
last
from
he
at- fears that the freeze of Saturday night has
where
was employed here
Portland,
Thursday
nearly forty years ago
Tarifa, April 25. Passed, Bark Leone,
when the Methodist church was raised and tended the meetings of the Masonic Grand ruined his prospective peach crop_The Bucksport, Me., for Messina.
Barbados, April 11). Sld, sch. James A.
enMr.
Albert
M.
another
third
and
fourth
will
be
conferred
Ames,
Lodge.
degree
repaired.
Dill, Pensacola.
thusiastic Mason of our village w ho attend- upon several candidates in Harvest Moon Garfield,
Turks Island, April 23. Ar, brig James
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
ed the gathering of the fraternity, arrived Grange next Saturday.A. II. Higgins, Daly, Mayaguez, P. R., (and sld. 2Gth for
I
home Friday
Mrs. Everett Staples, Jr., who is canvassing for nursery stock, was Vinalhaven.)
Nassau, May 9. Sld, sch. Wellfleet, MoCAMDEN.
and Mrs. Walter F. Kimball were in Bangor soliciting orders in Monroe last week_
bile.
Sheriff Caddy and his deputies raided Saturday shopping
Mr. John Mudgett Miss Evelyn C. Higgins of Massachusetts is
Southampton, May 9. Ar, ship Aryan,
three saloons last Friday night, and all recently received from his son-in-law, Mr. visiting relatives in town. On her way here Pendleton, San Francisco via Falmouth.
Buenos Ayres, April G. In port, barks
told there was seized enough wet stuff, hard Andrew G. Staples of St. Paul, Minn., the she visited her father, I.. L. Higgins, in
Carrie Winslow, Montgomery, to load hides
and soft goods, to load a two horse truck. announcement of the coining of a little Springvale, Me—The Helping Hand Club at Rosario and Buenos
Ayres for New York
Sheriff Caddy served summons upon II. J. daughter at his home on the 7th of May. hold their next meeting with Mrs. Peter at #5,500; bark Thomas A. Goddard from
Boston.
K.
Roakes and E. F. Day, the Congratulations are extended to the happy Harmon. The ladies of this club are doing
Jackson, K.
Anjer. Passed prior to May 12, bark
alleged proprietors of the three places raid- parents oy meir numerous menus in tins, quite an amount of sewing for the ittle Adolph
Obrig, New York for Hong Kong.
ed. o appear before Judge Meservey in their native town—Mr. and Mrs. Elman girls at the Home in Augusta.li. W.
Axim, W. C. A., May 11. Ar, sell. John
Boston.
Paul,
Foss,
Rockland.
have
been
Downs
informed
4tli
at
his
home_Mr.
of
the
arrival
Hickey
passed May
MARINE MISCELLANY.
of a little stranger—another wee boy—at and Mrs. Clarence Gurney of Belfast were
HtOSI'ECT FEKKY.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., May 12—Schr.
Mrs. George Gruby and Mrs. Bessie Har- tlie home of their son, Elman Dickey, in town last Wednesday—Several from
Nellie F. Sawyer, Wells, Frankfort for New
Jr., in Foxcroft, Maine.Miss Angie town attended the funeral of Mrs. John York, reports May 9, off Wood Island, lost
vey of Boston, Mass., arrived on the boat
Saturday and are stopping at Mrs. Gruby’s Mudgett, after a visit of several days Ames in Unity Saturday afternoon_Mr. starboard anchor and chain; procured
Brown of Waterville is in town selling another anchor here.
Mrs. Nancy Bas- with her sister, Mrs. Adella Hichborn
summer residence here
The
William II. Conner, 1423 tons,
sick visited relatives in Stockton Springs returned to Prospect, Sunday.Miss spring beds, ironing boards, clothes dryers, built atship
Searsport, Me., in 1877, has been
last week—Harry Berry visited relatives Frances Cleaves has so far recovered from etc., and is meeting with good success_ sold at Baltimore for #1G,000. She will be
in Stockton last Sunday.Geo. Grindle her recent ill turn as to be again at her Mr. Hollins of Unity lias been improving converted into a coal barge and will be used
in carrying coal to this and other eastern
and bis son Arthur spent last Sunday at place of business. She has completed her the looks of the buildings of William Barpints.
their old home— Charles Harriman and course of instruction at the liangor School low and Edwin Cornforth with new coats
Schr. Grace Webster, Pomeroy, Bangor,
son Claude of Belfast, visited Mr. and Mrs.
of Millinery and is prepared to do whatever of paint.Mrs. Adnali Morey and little for New York, reports May 9,* in heavy
westerly gale, dragged ashore on Wood
Jerry Emerson last Sunday—Mrs. X. J. work in her line her customers may desire. daughter have been visiting friends in Cas- Island
; floated off without assistance, uninMrs. Peter Harmon and Mrs. WilJI eaga n entertained the Helping Hand Club, She is displaying a large number of trim- tine
jured. May 10, off Cape Ann, tore foresail
May 4th—Capt. W. If. Harriman and bis med bats, besides chiffons and other trim* lard Sparrow passed Friday in Belfast
badly ; will repair and proceed.
Schr. Mary Ann McCann, Gales, Somes
brother, L. II. Harriman, left last Monday ming materials, to which she calls the atten- Chester Harding of Knox is working for
Sound
for Philadelphia, reports May 9, in
evening by train for Boston to join schr. tion of her patrons
The School street his brother, Frank Harding_J. S. Files, heavy westerly gale, was blown off shore 40
who
has
in
been
for
M.
Oler.
several
Bangor
weeks, miles, causing vessel to leak badly; stopped
Wesley
division of our V. I. S., has arranged for a
SANDYPOINT.
dance in Denslow Hall this, Thursday, has returned to his home_Nelson Hunt here to-day and stopped leak ; will proceed.
The skeleton of the new four-master
The
Mrs. J. I'. Stowers recently arrived home evening, May 15th. The music will he fur- lost a nice yearling colt last week
building in Stetson’s yard, Brewer, is befrom Havana, where she spent the winter. nished by Clark of Frankfort. Ice cream Misses Bessie and Grace Higgins attended ginning to take shape. The keel is down,
Since her return she has been in Brewer and cake will be served. It is hoped the the sociable in Jackson Saturday evening. stern post up and 13 double frames are in
need of extensive sidewalk improvements,
Miss Mabel Bessey left Friday for a few position. A cob-work pier about 20 feet
for a few days visit
Mr. F. S. Harriman
has been built upon which the stern
on said street, will stimulate all to heartily
weeks’ visit with her father, Charles Bessey, long
and family have moved to their house ou
rests.
assist in this effort to increase the repair
in
W
hitten
went
hill
Mr.
In
Barre,
and
Mrs.
fund
Mr.
the
Fred Perkins of
Vermont_Emery
Cobb, Butler & Co’s yard at Rockland
Henry Hawes (misprinted
Harris last week; has improved sufficiently to the town of Madison on business last the preliminary arrangements are being
Birehville have been here for a few days.
made for the construction of a 500-ton sch.
to leave his house-Mr. E. F. Staples has week
Miss
Eflie
Colfin passed last week
Capt. Charles Shute and E. K. Perkins removed his stock of dry goods to nis new
which w ill be about 10 feet longer than the
Mrs. Frances Marion F. Cobb. The
are on stmr. Golden
Rod_Mrs. Annie and commodious store, just completed_ with relatives in Pittsfield
Cobb, by the way,
Thompson from Boston is with her rela- Mrs. Daniel Thompson returned Friday Johnson, who has been in the hospital at recently discharged a cargo of ship timber
at
from
a week’s visit with her sisters, Mrs.
and
is
now
after a similar
Waldoboro,
Lewiston for several weeks, has returned to
tives here for several months_Mr. and
cargo for H. M. Bean of Camden.
Gerrity of Bangor and Mrs. Freeman of
Mrs. Charles French and William Grant Winterport—Miss Abbie Rendell suffered her daughter’s, Mrs. F. N. Vose,and is much
Melbourne, Victoria, May 8. A lifeboat
a severe ill turn last week, at the home of improved in health—Little Olive Towle, containing the first officer and three men of
were in Boston for a week, arriving home
the British ship Boveric has arrived at Freeher
Mrs.
where
she
cousin,
Kay
Bowden,
who
has
at
the
Maine
been
General
Hospital,
Saturday night—Frank Erskine came was
mantle, having sailed 1500 miles to report
calling. She improved sufficiently to
from Bangor Saturday for a short visit at
Portland, for several months for treatment, that the Boveric has lost her propeller
and
go back on Sunday to Capt. W. D. Colcord’s,
returned to her parents Thursday in a much is in need of assistance. The Boveric has
home—L. K. Perkins has gone in schr. where she is house keeper.
remounts
and ninety soldiers aboard.
Susan Stetson which sailed Sunday for
improved condition_Benj. Ames and L.
No Gloss Carriage Paint Made
G. Monroe attended the Masonic Grand ed Biddeford, Me., May 11. The three-mastNew York....Mrs. Norman Perkins and
sch. Annie R. Lewis, loaded with lathes,
children have been in Bangor with Capt. will wear as long as Devoe’s. No others Lodge meetings in Portland last week
bound for New York from St. John, which
areas heavy bodied, because Devoe’s weighs Miss Ellen Webster is
Perkins while his vessel was loading
teaching school in the went ashore on Nigger Island Thursday
3
to
8
ounces
more
to
the
Sold
J.
The farmers have done hut little farming
pint.
by
night and stove a hole in her bottom, broke
Center district.
W. Jones.
yet in this vicinity.
away from her moorings at the wharf at1

■*

10.00«12.00

FA.CURTRIGHT

a

12
LanibSkins.
5n.al.oo
Mutton p It.,
:
Yel'eyes,
Rutter i> ib,
ii)to22 Oats p bn.. :t2 lb,
r.o
0« 7 Potatoes p bn..
75
Beet, Sides, p 1!'.
Reef tore <|iiarters,
7A
7;.} Hound Hog.
Rarlev p bu.,
low4."> Straw p ton,
m.oi.
Cheese p m,
12 Turkey p It,,
ls« 1<)
-l>
Cliieken
lb.
l()toi2 Tallow p it.,
[a5
Calf Skins, per lb. yuio Veal p It.,
o a 7
thick f ti>.
14 cr 1." Wool, unwashed.
IS
It-. Wood. hard.
5.50 «4.no
FgL's p do/..,
Fowl p tb,
8 a l.‘. Wood. soft.
5.00
Cleese p tb.
14al.r»
Ik'tail /‘rice
Petai! Market.

now think I am cured of cam
I have worked two months and did
lose a day."—Wm. Hebley.

Mr. Moses I-. Merrill, Columbus.'
okee Co., Kansas, Rural Route
writes:

‘‘I had been troubled with s\
the lower
especially. T was troubled with ri
off of the bowels and troublesomeF. A. Curtright, A. \’>Principal of tlie of the bronchial tubes which
Georgia Normal and Industrial Insti- spitting of thick mucus. Since tar
tute, and editor and nr pviotor <>f the Peruna my improvement ha>
“Georgia Helping Hand” writes the wonderful. My bowels are reguh.
following glowing words eoneerning dock-work, lean now eat like
Peruna, and its efficacy in the cure of
people and my vltuals diges
catarrh.
Moses F. Merrill.
Fie says: “T was induced to try PeruHon. Willis Brewer, Represen
na by the advice of a friend, and cerin Congress from Alabama, writ
believe
that
humanity
suffering
tainly
following letter to Dr. Hartman:
would be relieved if they only gave Pe
House of Representat
fair
runa a
trial. Would that I could
Washington, D. t
frame words sufficient to express my
The Peruna Medicine Co., Columl
gratitude for the benefits derived from
Gentlemen—I have used one bo
its use.”—F. A. CURT RIGHT, GreensPeruna for lassitude, and I take ph
boro, Ga.
in recommending it to those who
Hon. W. N. Roach, United States good
remedy. As a tonic it is ex*
Senator from North Dakota, in a letter 1 n the short time I have used it
written from Larimore, North Dakota, done mo a great deal of

catarrh, which affected

j

s« in 'Lime p bbl..
9(K« l.i o
Rutter Salt, 14 lb, IStOL’OiOat Meal P It..
4 a5
Corn p lui.,
70 lOllions p lb.
4
Cracked Corn p bu.. 70 Oil. Kerosene, gal.,15a 14
( 'orn Meal p bu.,
70 Pollock p 11.,
4a 4
Cheese p tt>,
17 I Pork p tt>.
12
Cotton Seed p ewt., l.’ib 'Plaster p bbl.,
1.15
Codlisli. dry. p It..
.'»«s iRye Meal P It..
s
Cranberries p ijt., stoio Shorts p ewt.,
Clover Seed,
13 u 1,'* 'Sugar p lb.
Floor P bbl..
4.75to”) 2,r> Salt. T. I., p bu.,
55
11 .({.Seed plm.,
3.4“ Sweet Potatoes,
5
Lard p 11..
13 Wheat Men'..
5

ISOKIN
Ill Little Peer Isle. May 3, to Mr.
and Mrs .Iiosea W. * arbour, a daught*
Bi.oihjktt. In West Brooksville, May 3. to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Blodgett, a son.
Collins, in Koekland. May 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert lT. Collins, a daughter.
Crawford. In Northeast Hail or, April 0, to
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Crawford, 1 son.
Dork. In Orland, May 1, to Mr. and Mrs.Oscar
Barbour.

a son.

good.'1

Gkinduk. In Ellsworth. May 4, to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas A. Grindle, a son.
Lufkin. In Brooksville, April 27. to Mr. and
Mrs.
infred W. Lufkin, a son.

says:

Brewer.

“Persuaded by
have used
friend,
Peruna as a tonic, and am glad to testify
I

you do not derive prompt and
use of 1
that it has greatly helped me in strength, write at once to Dr. Hartman,
g.
vigor and appetite. I have been advised full statement of your case and ;
by friends that it is remarkably effica- be pleased to give you his valua
cious as a cure for the aim st universal vice gratis.
complaint of catarrh.”—W. N. Roach.
Address Dr. Hartman, Presiti*
Senator Roach’s wife recommends Pe- The Hartman Sanitarium, Colt
runa also. She says; “I can cheerfully Uhio.
a

MAKKiKD.

—

—

and I

1.7.'.
2.001 <t2 2.'»

Reef, corned, p tb.

Dorr,

tors and they could give me relief for a
short time only. I sawPeruna ret-.n.
mended and thought I would try

/‘rices Paid Producer.

St.CMi Hay p ton,
Apples p bu.,
dried, p t!>. f. a ti Jlidos p lb,
1 .7 5 Lamb p lb,
Beans, pea.

Wm.

writes:

[Corroeted Weekly for The Journal. 1

medium.

Ston-

—

us

May 10. Sell. Mildred A. Pope, Irons,
New Haven.
Mav 12. Sell. P M. Bonney, Burgess,

is

Suffering Humanity.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

II. Wainwright, Rock-

land.

SAILED.

Murray and Master Ilany Sprowl are
spending a few days with Mrs. James J
Libby—Miss Myrtice Small is the guest!
of her brother, A. M. Small, M. I>—Mrs.
Dickey is visiting her brother, Joseph
Brown
Mrs. Linseott is spending a few
days with her son. ITof. A. E. Linseott
See other columns for graduating exercises
at Freedom
Academy.—Ed.The East
Maine Conference Seminary team of Bucksport played the Academy nine here Monday
afternoon, winning the game by a score of
10 to 1. The game was won by the superior
batting of the visitors, and was one of tlie

The cold wave which has visited

Sell. J.

Vinalhaven.

—

j

7.

Educators

Grateful For What Pe-ru-na is Do-

ARRIVED.

apt. Charles M. Nichols and wife arrived from New York by steamer City of l>a.ngor Sunday.
Capt. Andrew L. Carver returned by rail
Tuesday evening from a short business trip
(.

to

One

...

Fred

(J.
lie
memorial
May 25th.

A COLLEGE PROFESSOR.

Davis-Snow. In Roeklaud, May 2, Charles 1’.
Davis and Barbara Snow both of Rockland.
Fuf.tuiikk v artkr. In Brooklin. April ;«),
Fred C. Eleteher of Augusta and Miss viatic B.
Carter of Brooklin.
Gott-BkvI’KAiii:. Ill Appleton, n ay 5. Ralph
Everett Gott and Lizzie J everage. both of Camden.
Gray-Bkan.
In Belfast. 'Civ l.a. by F A.
Greer. Esq.. Edgar W. Gray ai.d Miss i'riseilla
Mabel Bean, both **f Belfa-t.
HoI'o.kins-Coomrs. In Franklin. May a. Maynard K. Hodgkins and Miss Cora F. Coombs, both
of Franklin.
Hask Ki.i. G in»ss
111 Deer Isle.
ay 1. Philip
D. Haskell and Bessie II. Gross, both of Deer
Isle.

If

factory results from the

This Beautiful Bed

j

—

—

|

—

1
A

>

l K I)

Ill Cedarvide, Calit.. April 1-.
Nancy {Bp-kiiell) \ Kenwood aged 77 yem-and
months. [(Mutuary on 2d page.'
Brarstki.it. l'n Lincoln villc ('cnicr Apr ji.
Rev. Charles Bradstreet. agi d s4 veal -.
Barrio iu in Little I>>
Isle. Mav a. infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I os,-a W. Barhom
CAim.it. In Surry. Api 1 jo. Benjamin C. Cmter. aged c.r. year-.
month' mid 14 dayCloi <. ii.
I n I* Inch ill. A pi 1 an. .lob’ V Clough.
aged 77 years. 4 mouths ai d 1.7 days.
C"\. In Tewksbury. Mass.. May a. Mr-. Mary
K. Cox ,if Belfast. aged 7' year- and
month-.
Cow mi.
In Pro\ i< I e n *e h*. 1.. May a. Sarah
.lane (.ILill) Gowell. ioiin-rlv of p.eKa-t. aged up
years.
11 a* r r. Ill Boston, v.m. April
Annie Hilton. widow of Wesley Hager, a nati\•• of Washington. aged no years.
Lkk.m<»np. In Lineol mile Center. April 20.
Flora M. I erniond. a native of Rockland, aged :>;»
years and <> months.
Mt lx;i:t 1.
In B* If; sr. May to. Lewis H.
Mudgett. aged 27 years. ; months and lndayPattki.'sia. Ill Belfast.
ay t». Ruth Patterson. aged s4 years. 3 months and t; dav-.
Shkk.mav
Ill Belfast. May in. ‘Lucinda F.
Sherman, aged 44 vears. s months and 11 days.
Siikrm w.
in Libe tyviile ( enter. April ir».
Alvali Sherman, aged si vears.
WaKi>w ki.i.. In South Boston. Mass.. May 2.
Beatrice L.. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George S.
Wardwell, aged 1 year. 4 months and 4 days.
l.i.i'N w

-I

i*.

1

65 ditto:
arti.l
>

nilum

Gold Seal
RKPORT

|

—

—

—

—

—

—

Will

Only

Strengthen

citizens of Portland as Mr. S. B. Day of 198 Middle street, engineer of the Maine Savings Bank

Building, a gentleman well-known not only in
Portland but in the surrounding country- Anyone
Is at liberty to w rite him about the subject he dis“Doan’s

particulars can be obtained

Kidney Pills

£ cannot urge their

use

too

—

—

—

—

—

—

regulating tlu*

for any

the backache had gone and at present I am able to attend my duties, not inconvenienced by any trouble.’*
Call on Edmund Wilson, the druggist, for just

convincing proof in Belfast.
fifty cents per box by all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
Sold for

United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take

no

Piiilir
have

eon.

Lewis Benner, app.. seat
ure; con
Melvm Grant, app
s.-ai<
con.

Daniel U’('onm-ll.

SPRING OF PURE WATER,
thoroughly protected from all impurities,
and with sanitary conveniences for bottling, and am prepared to furnish

i

A. I >. Morn
omm >n
'-•in: ee
Melvin Grant
( has. \\. Perry
common
Lewis Benner; connuon semu.
Sidney .L 1 Hinton
Daniel II Clark fommm
John Russell; common
Fred A. Stevens, e, m.
pros.
G*-<». \ cazie common
Melvin Grant, app.: se;
eon.
L. !. (ientner, app
s.

>

Searsporft
At Scarsport,

delivered anywhere in the city. Orders left at
Fogg & Brown's, White & Wadsworth’s, F. F.
Bramhall’s or C. L. Fletcher's, will be promptly
attended to.
Unis

J. \V. BUUUKSS,
Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

in

the

Class Convention.
composed

Winterport, May 1,1902.

SHORTHAND.
Having subscribed and fully paid for one complete course of Isaac Pitman’s shorthand in one
of the large Commercial Schools, and since decided not to study same, I wish to sell the whole
course with all books, etc. for onlv $12.00 cash.
Cost $15.00. Privilege of beginning now or in the
fall. Address Box 925, Belfast, Maine.

00
00

ure; «*on.

Homer L. Carter
Daniel il. Clark
Daniel H. (’lark

02
00
76
47

con.
Min.ii.
ure; con.

■'

Bank,

State of Maine,

at

the

April 30, 1902.

RESOURCES.

Loans ami discounts.$
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured...
1'. S. Bonds to secure circulation.

91,627 93
201

42,000

Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house,furniture and fixtures
Due from approved reserve agents

94
00

.434 66
4.600 oo
26,282 3o
730 33
1,306 00
4 1

(■hecks and other cash items.
Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency .nickels and

cents.‘.
Lawful Money ltescrre in Batik, ri:
6,760 89
Specie..
Legal tender notes. 2,700 00
Redemption fund with 1'. S. Treas-

16 06

......

Total.

'*

2,100 00

$217,648 11

drink

lark. app.

>»

Thomas Haugh; comm.
Cha>. O'Connell; coiium
Harry L. Brow n ; coma.
Homer B. Carter; comm.
1 L. Gentner. comm a
W in. K. Orinnell; comm
Lewis W. Benner. conn
Edmund Wilson; comnn
Clarence O. l’oor ; conn
A
A. Howes; common
Richard H. .Moody com'
M R. Kuowlton; commK. H. KnowItou coiium
Clarence M. Kuowlton.
law.
Homer B. Carter; coninm
W. A. Gentner. comnn
L. I Gentner; comnio:
Chas. ()'( oiinell; •"inn
•lesse 1,. Staples
coillli
Fred M. staples
•..mm
Fred A. Stc\ env culm
Win. I-. (iriniicll, ruin.!!
Renj. 11. Mildgrft com:
Henry Rolan: commo;
A. L. Shuman comnnn
Winfield s. Fdmmst.
paid >100.
Lewis A. and Alison P
luon seller: eon.
W infield s. Kdminstri
ure; judgment >>f la
s .1. Diinton: eomm.
K. A. .tones comnio:
Wm. F Gi-unit'll. c■
W A. Gentner; conun.
A. L. t rown
eomm.'M
n
Kdmiunl Bouclier
M. Ii. Kuowlton;
$100; .'.-rs sue pan
C. M. Know Itou coiiim
Beuj. H. Mmtgett; > on
K. H. Know lton comm
Win. O- Poor & Son
eon.

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
National Bank notes outstanding_

60.000

Chas. O’Connell: comm
.Jesse K. Staples; comn
A. E. Shuman : common
Edmund Wilson; comm
Fred >l. Staples; comn
Richard II. Moody; comm
Winfield S. Ednnnstci
seller; fine $100; pan!
A. A. Howes; common s<
costs $10; paid.
L. L. Gentner; common
single sai.
M. R. Kuowlton. drink

00

26,000 00
21.136 83
40,997 60
48180

Due to oilier National Banks.
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.

Total.

«*>>mn.•
ctuiunoi

«••

8,460 89

urer, 6 per cent, of circulation.

The Republican voters of the Representative
class
of the towns of Winterport. Monroe, Frankfort, Brooks and Jackson are notified
to meet at the Tow n Hall, in Monroe, June 24th,
at 10 o’clock a. m., for the purpose of nominating
a candidate for Representative to the
Legislature
and to elect a class committee for the ensuing
two years and to transact such other business as
come
before
said
convention.
may properly
Winterport is entitled to eight delegates, Monroe six, Frankfort four, Brooks four, Jackson
two.
Per order Republican Class Committee,
LEW IS ATWOOD, Chaiiman.

s

tire; con.

Daniel H. Clark, app

(OM)ITION OF THK

National

close of business

a

Pure Highland Spring Water,

00

State of Maine, Coi nty of Walpo ss.
1,C. W. Wescut. Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of inv knowledge ami belief.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th
day of May, 1902.
JOSEPH Mil LI AM SON.
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest
JOHN O. BROOKS.
)
A. A
HOMES,
[Directors.
1
T. W. PITCHER,

KKPOKT OF THE

conum.
••••nine

llenry G. Biekncil;

Total.$618,203 49

as

coil.

Sherman W Fiecman. a; ;
seizure eon.
Mel\in Gram, app
seal-

19,125 24

40,000
Due to other National Banks.
600
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks..
12.490
Dividends unpaid.
1.196
Individual deposits subject to check. 2f 0,472
Demand certificates of deposit.
11,319

disappeared,

substitute.

33,000

paid.
National Bank notes outstanding—
taxes

so lame from it that I could not do my work without getting on my hands and knees. At night it was
impossible to sleep for any length of time. They
relieved me from the commencement. Before I
had finished the treatment the urinary difficulty

anil salt of iut«*\
W. I
ina;
ap(

man
seizure

$150,000 00

Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses and

one

use

State vSlim

s.

Capital stock paid in

suffering from kidney complaint. My back was
a great source of discomfort to me.
I have been

I

i

Total.$518,203 49

valuable remedy and

strongly

MAin

oi riri .r Ci i.i'.k
The following list show fie- dispof tlii- otirt oi i.
April Tim,
and appealed cases for tie violac-m

LIABILITIES.
are a

—

—

BANK,

Loans ami discounts.$283,59*» 72
Overdrafts, secured and uuseeured
1,012 11
l'. S. Bonds to secure circulation
40,000 oo
Stocks, securities, etc
99,890 13
25,*" >o oo
Banking-house,furniture and fixture.'
Other leal estate owned
743 36
Due from National Banks (not resene
742 68
agents).
Due from approved reserve agents
40,235 36
Internal-Revenue stamps..
12021
Checks and other cash items.
348 50
Notes of other National Banks
210000
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents.
161 42
Lawful Money Lest
in Hank, > i:
Specie. 19.404 no
2.255 oo 21,659 CO
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with 1'. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..
2,000 00

There must he something stronger than imagination behind expressions of such representative

cusses, where minute
He says:

OF

waii*.

>

We (jive in Belfast.

—

—

i^TATE

Vt Belfast, in the State of Maine, at the close
of iMi-inrs-. April 30. itM»2.

•

|

1

NATIONAL

UESOI K* ES.

the Proof

>,

Company i-oWlaCu^mV

OK TIIK CONDITION OK THK

BELFAST

|

Investigation

li-t

r^gtiu

|

..

!;

our

5end f

2.117,30
46000

77,364 62

s*

$217,648 11

■

con.

State

L. L. Gentner; drink in...
M. R. Kuow lton ; siimn

Maine, County of Waldo ss.
1, A. H. Nichols, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement, is true to the best of
my knowledge and
belief.
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
of

Subscribed and

day of May, 1902.
(-,

{* l.8. }
——

1

sworn

to before

CHARLES E.

me

>

v

paid.

Attest:—TILESTON "Ad

this 9th

ADAMS,

Notary Public.
Correct. Attest:
JAMES G. PENDLETON,)
GEORGE F. SMITH,
Directors.
JOSHUA B. NICHOLS, )

[

A tenement of

seven rooms in

tion, No. 6 Miller Street
12

.*•“

t'

j

